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Foreword

Where We Started
The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) is a U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE) multi-purpose laboratory whose primary mission has
been to research nuclear technologies. In the process of fulfilling this
mission, INEL researchers have generated waste, including radioactive
and/or hazardous wastes. While most of the waste treatment, storage,
and disposal practices have been effectiv,,, some practices have led to the
release of contaminants to the environme_t.

I' As a result, DOEhas developed: Here and throughout the

1 an Environmental Restoration Program to identify and, where document, "DOE"refers
necessary, clean up releases from past activities, and to the Department ofEnergyas a whole, not

2 a Waste Management Program to safely treat, store, and dispose of the DOE-IdahoOperations• Office, which is referred
DOE waste generated by current and planned activities in an to as "DOE-ID."
environmental and economically sound manner.

The INEL Site-Specific Plan (SSP) is intended to inform the reader
about how DOE-ID conducts environmental restoration and waste

management activities at INEL and, specifically, what plans are in place
for the current fiscal year.

Creating the Site-Specific Plan
The INEL SSP (FY 1994) is the product of extensive public examination.
The SSP is prepared in draft form and presented to the public for review
and comment. Following collection and resolution of the comments a
final SSP is prepared with public input incorporated. This process
provides the opportunity for public input to influence the planning of
environmental restoration and waste management activities for the
current fiscal year and future plans.

Draft Version
This year's document was the second release of the SSP to the public in
draft form for re'dew and comment. The nature of a draft is to provide
information prior to having it completely reviewed and finalized, thus
allowing opportunity for comments to be incorporated into the final
version. Internal comments from technical staff on particular sections of
the draft SSP often outnumber comments made by stakeholders. There
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is a narrow window of time in which comments can be collected and

incorporated, so that the information in the document remains timely
and accurate, and so production deadlines are met. The general feeling
of both stakeholders and internal staff is that release of a draft allows for

a more dynamic public involvement process which includes greater
scrutiny of the document, earlier availability of information to
stakeholders, and a higher quality final version.

Format and Content

There are additional factors that played a role in the development of this
The SSP (FY1994) was year's SSP. Some comments received on last year's draft SSP called for a
revised extensively in clearer presentation of information which would have required a
format and presentation complete revision of the existing format, resulting in significant delay ofin response to comments
from the public publication. These comments were retained and incorporated into the
requesting improved design process for this year's version, which includes the addition of
readability of the sidcbars, local wildlife illustrations, explanatory graphics, and color to
document, enhance understanding of the content.

Format was not the only component of the document revised due to
previous stakeholder input. The content of the SSP was also reexamined.
This document is used by a variety of organizations as the all-
encompassing status report of INEL environmental restoration and waste
management activities. While the primary audience seems to be it_ternal
to INEL, the SSP is a public document and therefore must serve the
needs of external stakeholders. Often, DOE-ID received conflicting
comments from commenters with differing levels of interest. One person
would criticize the excessive amount of information, while another

would claim the document failed to provide enough information. In
An SSP Summary has response, DOE-ID decided to create a companion document. This
beenpreparedfor the Summary document is for individuals who desire a condensed, yet
first time in FY1994 to informative, overview of INEL and its Environmental Restoration and

provide an overviewof Waste Management Programs. The SSP itself has maintained its morethe environmental
technical depth and, where necessary, has been expanded to attend torestoration and waste

management activities at the requests for greater detail. The inclusion of the assumptions made
the INEL. and issues considered in the process of planning for the curlent fiscal

year is an example of this expansion.

Public Involvement

Release of the draft SSP this summer was complemented with new
efforts to solicit public review and comment. The document was
organized to include tear-out comment forms at the end of primary
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chapters and a postage-paid envelope attached to the back cover to allow
readers an easy mechanism through which they could express and
return their comments to DOE-ID. In coordination with the Academic

Programs Group of the DOE-ID Office of External Affairs, the draft SSP
was distributed to two sets of student groups for review and comment.

V These groupswere:

1 a collection of students at nearby Shelly High School technical
writing class with past experience reviewing INEL materials, and

2 students at Eastern Idaho Technical College technical editing and
legal writing courses.

These groups were given the draft document at the same time the
document was released to the general public and stakeholders for
review. In addition, as in the past, the SSP was a topic of discussion
during a series of public meetings held in late September around the
State of Idaho.

The draft SSP (FY 1994)

Review Comment on the SSP (FY 1994) received comment fromthe State of Idaho, two
From these sources, DOE-ID received comments on the format, content, sets of students, andthe
and style of the document, general public. Internal

comments were also

V A summaryof the comments received and the DOE-IDaction receivedon the draft
from DOE, DOE-ID, and

taken in response is providedbelow: the variousINEL

• The State Of Idaho Oversight Program complemented DOE-ID on contractors.

the use of the tear-out comment pages, and the general
improvements in the focus and format of the document from
previous versions. The Oversight Program did feel, however, that the
document still lacked the specificity it required, and recommended
that the information in the SSP be linked to Activity Data Sheets, the
documents used by DOE to identify descriptions, funding levels,
schedules, and milestones for specific projects. DOE-ID's past
experience with the SSP has indicated that linking the SSP to the
Activity Data Sheets causes more confusion than benefit to the

general audience, as there is not a linear relationship between the
activities as described in the SSP and the Activity Data Sheets. Several
Activity Data Sheets crosscut discussions in the SSP, and would
therefore be referenced multiple times, which had created confusion
to the reader. In its efforts to serve the needs of a wider audience and

.°,
I!1
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reduce technical jargon, the link between SSP discussions and
Activity Data Sheets has not been provided. DOE-1D v,ill continue to
place the Activity Data Sheets in DOE reading rooms and information
repositories around the State.

The State also asked that greater care be taken to identify links and
maintain continuity between fiscal years so that plans,
accomplishments, or milestones that have changed or have not been
completed be explained and documented. DOE-ID agrees with this
need, and intends to fully integrate the status of planned activities
listed in this year's SSP with those in next year's document, within
the section devoted to "FY 1994 Accomplishments."

The State provided a list of specific editorial recommendations by
page number. These items have been responded to on a case-by-case
basis within the document.

• Students from Shelly High School "cut and pasted" the draft SSP into
a shorter document, providing less specific detail on activities while
covering the major themes of INEL's mission and objectives for
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management. The student's
version was used in developing the SSP Summary to help ensure that
important themes were highlighted.

• Students from Eastern Idaho Technical College provided an eight-
page list of comments, primarily focused on the form,at of the
document. The students approved of many of the graphics
(recommending that the final version be in color), and suggested that
of acronyms and technical "slang or jargon" be limited wherever
possible. The students also made references to specific passages in
the text which required additional clarification or rewrites. DOE-ID
had already planned to add color to the final version (for the first
time), and was in the process of reviewing acronym use. Specific
sections called out by the students were revised for greater clarity.

• The Office of Planning under the Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management Program at DOE in Washington D.C. provided a
review of the document, congratulating DOE-ID for continuing to
use the SSP in its public participation efforts. The cornrnents focused
on requests for a sharper locus on explaining why particular activities
are important and how they relate to overall objectives, while
providing a broader explanation of DOE's complex-wide programs.

iv
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In order to better assess the need for the SSP in the future, a comment
form has been attached inside the front of this document. DOE needs

each reader's help to better identify the particular needs of the
stakeholders receiving andor using the SSP. Response to these
comment forms will help measure the need and continued production of
the Summary and SSP.

V To comment on or to request additional copies of the SSP
Summaryor final SSP (FY 1994), please contact:

INEL Site-Specific Plan
DOE Idaho Operations Office
P. O. Box 2047

Idaho Falls, ID 83403-2047

or call toll-free 1-800-708-2680 (local calls: 526-6864).
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Also, it was suggested that a conclusion be added to summarize the
main points and note the future problems, needs, and activities on
the DOE planning horizon. These comments have been incorporated
into the SSP Summary and final SSP, and both documents now
contain a conclusion section, as was originally planned. Tnelackof public

comment on the draft

• The general response from the public indicated satisfaction with the SSP raises question as
SSP. The reorganization, contents, and format were complemented to the public need for the
for having a more "reader-friendly" quality. It should be noted, SSP. DOE-IDintends to
however, that the volume of comments received was very low, assess the public'sdesire to see the SSP
calling into question the true perception of the general public. It continued.
could be debated that the lack of comment indicates that the needs

of the public audience are being satisfied, or it could also be argued
that the lack of public comment indicates an indifference to the
document. DOE-ID is assessing whether the needs of the public are
truly being met.

Where We Are Going
DOE-ID appreciates the time and effort each individual took to review
the information presented in the draft SSP (FY 1994). This final version
of the document is intended to respond, as best as possible, to these
comments. Comments on the Summary and final SSP are encouraged,

as is participation in DOE-ID's planning and decisionmaking process. In the summer of 1993,
DOE-ID recognizes that the success of public involvement is DOEremoved the

contingent on a continuous and open dialogue between DOE and its requirement for sites to

stakeholders. The SSP can serve as a tool to keep an open dialogue release the SSP,
concerning the nature and direction of DOE activities at INEL. however, sites were

This year, DOE-ID published this document in absence of DOE encouraged to publishthe SSP on their own
requirements because of a perceived need. However, while the level of initiative. Giventhe
internal useJby DOE managers and technical staff, INEL contractors positive history of the
and subcontractors, and agencies responsible for providing oversight of SSPanda desireto
DOE activities at INEL--is quite high, it may be more appropriate to provide an opportunity for
release the SSP to those organizations and individuals who specifically public to input into the

planning process, DOE-IDrequest a copy and distribute just the SSP Summary to everyone on decided to continue the

INEL's standard mailing list. production of the SSP.
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This document, the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) Site- Aboutthe artwork...
Specific Plan, provides the status and plans for environmental
restoration and waste management activities at INEL for fiscal year 1994. Thisdocumenthas

The Department of Energy (DOE) considers public involvement illustrations scatteredthroughout. These small

critical in its decisionmaking. As such, it distributed a draft of this sketches are examples of
document to the public for comment. Public comments have been habitat, wildlifeand
considered in the writing of this, the final version (seeForeword). cultural awareness

symbols indicative of

V The focus and format of this year's Site-Specific Plan differ from INEL.

those of previousyears. This year's Plan focuses specifically on:

• issues affecting the Environment Restoration and Waste Management
Programs

• actions being taken to resolve issues,

• major program accomplishments in the past year, and

• major program planned activities for fiscal year 1994.

V Based on comments from readers in past years, the document's
look and content have been revised.

• A new chapter has been added to describe how Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management decisions are made and to
explain how you can be involved in the decisionmaking process.

• Sidebars (information in the margins) now provide interesting facts,
definitions of terms, and references to enhance and clarify the
information in the text.

• Three other chapters, the Foreword, Introduction, and Conclusion,
have been added to more effectively tie the information together.

• Overview information about general INEL topics has been reduced to
better highlight the significant programmatic activities.

• Greater emphasis has been placed on creating a "user-friendly"
document (e.g., organization, graphics and sketches, layout,
language).

• A companion Summary Site-Specific Plan, capturing the key
elements of the material in this document, has been produced for the
first time this year.
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• ' The remainder of this document is organizedas follows:

• First is a description of INEL (An Evolving Laboratory), its past and
present missions and programs, and its major facilities.

• Second is an overview of INEL Environmental Restoration and Waste

Management Programs, including broad issues confronting the
programs.

• Third is a description of DOE's decisionmaking process, including
opportunities for public involvement at INEL and factors influencing
decisionmaking (such as environmental laws, risks, and budget
limitations).

• The next two chapters, one dealing with E'nvironmental Restoration
and the other with Waste Management, make up most of the
document.

The Environmental Restoration chapter describes the processes by
which the environment is/will be restored at INEL. The program's
key issues and solutions, accomplishments, status of activities at
contaminated or potentially contaminated sites (by Waste Area
Group), and decontamination and decommissioning of facilities
are described in detail.

The Waste Management chapter describes the processes by which
waste at INEL is/will be managed, including its treatment, storage,
and disposal. Descriptions are given of projects to minimize the
creation of wastes and the major types of wastes managed. The
status of each waste type is explained by it related issues,
strategies, and other elements of planning, including visions of the
future,

• The final chapter in this Site-Specific Plan condenses and lists the
major program accomplishments for fiscal year 1993 and the
planned activities for fiscal year 1994.

I
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An Evolving Laboratory
INELis a diversifiednationallaboratorywithexpertisein advancedengineeringtechnologyapplications.INEL's
missionis achievedthroughfour primaryareasof expertisewhicharefocusedon findingsolutionsto
importantworldwideneeds.Thiswork is progressingat the ten majorfacilityareasoperatedbythe Department
of Energy.

Laboratory Mission
The mission of the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) is to The acronyms and many
develop, demonstrate, and deploy advanced engineering technology and of the terms used in this
systems to improve U.S. competitiveness and security, the efficient document are defined in
production and use of energy, and the quality of life and the the Glossary.
environment worldwide.

For more than 40 years, INEL has made strong technical
contributions in the areas of energy availability; waste management and
environmental restoration; defense systems; nuclear reactor safety,
research, and testing; and a wide variety of other technologies critical to
U.S. competitiveness and security.

V Throughthese activities, INEL has developed the following
distinct core competencies (e.g., skills, resources, expertise):

• Integrated Engineered Systems

• Environmental Technology and Waste Management

• Chemical, Biological, and Advanced Materials Processing

• Nuclear Science and Engineering including Testing and Operations.

Identification of INEL's areas of expertise is coordinated to analysis of
pressing worldwide problems that can benefit from INEL's technical
capabilities. This is a dynamic, continuous process in which INEL
continues to demonstrate leadership by adapting effectively to political,
economic, and environmental challenges of the time.

V INEL is currently focusing its expertise on the following global
needs •

• Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy

• Waste Management and Minimization

• EnvironmentaI Engineering and Restoration

• National Security and Defense

• Nuclear Technologies

• Advanced Technology and Methods. J

3
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INEL has identified six worldwide needs to which INEL's four core capabilities
are applied, thus creating the six strategic objectives of INEL's mission and,
ultimately, progress on solving global challenges.

INEL'S Strategic Objectives
INEL's mission, as previously described, is implemented through its
strategic objectives. These are described below, with emphasis on how
the objectives relating to the Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management Programs.

Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy

Objective
INEL will use its scientific and engineering capabilities in partnership
with industrial firms to achieve national technology goals in the areas of

INELcontinuesto industrial energy efficiency, energy supply, and advanced transportation
manage the entire DOE
NationalGeothermal/ systems.
HydropowerProgramand

Current Capabilitieshas participatedinover
60 DOE/industry cost- INEL has a proven record of success in energy and ground
sharedprojects, transportation technologies that are important to current concerns. For

example, INEL worked with private industry and the Electric Power
Research Institute to develop and apply a systems analysis tool for
maximizing energy efficiency in complex industrial processes.

INEL currently manages renewable energy programs for the
Department of Energy (DOE)in geothermal energy and hydropower.
Also, phosphazene polymer membranes developed at INEL perform
many chemical separations important to U.S. industry more efficiently
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than energy-intensive phase change separations such as distillation. In

the field of transportation, INEL has worked on advanced mass transit

systems and electric and hybrid vehicle design, analysis, testing, and
evaluation.

Waste Management and Minimization

Objective

INEL will focus the facilities, technologies, and capabilities developed at

INEL to resolve waste issues faced by DOE, other Government agencies,

and the private sector. INEL will enhance U.S. industrial

competitiveness and support efficient resolution of the environmental Construction in

problems facing domestic industries through waste minimization, progress on
transuranic (TRU)

process innovation and redesign, recycling, and in-process waste facilities:
treatment technologies. INEL will address waste challenges through

partnerships with Government, industry, and academia. • TRU storage modulesthat meet Resource
Conservation and

Current Capabilities RecoveryAct (RCRA)
INEL has designed, constructed, and currently operates numerous regulations
facilities to manage DOE's radioactive and hazardous wastes. INEL's

waste management facilities focus principally on waste handling, • TRUStorage AreaRetrieval Enclosures
storage, and disposal. Construction has begun on two new transuranic

waste facilities, and design activities arc in progress for three major new Facilities in design for
waste treatment and disposal facilities. When these facilities come on waste treatment and
line, INEL will have a complete, state-of-the-art complex for managing disposal:
its waste streams. • Waste Characterization

INEL has become a leader in waste characterization and treatment of Facility

transuranic and high-level radioactive wastes, focusing its efforts on the • Idaho Waste

development of durable waste forms tailored for volume reduction. Processing Facility

Waste minimization, in the form of pollution prevention, solvent • Mixed Low-levelWaste
substitution, and waste avoidance, has reduced INEL's environmental Disposal Facility
liability in nonradioactive wastes. INEL is a technical leader in

developing alternative strategies and processes for managing land

disposal-restricted mixed wastes.
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In 1992, over 600,000 Environmental Engineering and Restoration
kilograms of INEL waste

materials were either Objective
recycled or avoided,

INEL will develop, deploy, and help commercialize the technologieseliminating the need for
waste treatment and required for addressing environmental issues of concern to INEL,

disposal, and Federal and State entities, and U.S. industry. Fundamental components
dramatically reducing of this objective involve identifying and prioritizing national
INEL'senvironmental environmental needs, conducting proof-of-principle investigations, and
liability, implementing pilot demonstration studies. INEL will team with industry
................ to initiate and foster the use of these innovative technologies in the $200

INELpioneered a field- billion per year world market and thus enhance U.S. competitiveness.
deployable gas phase
bioreactor capable of Current Capabilities
converting gasoline vapor Environmental engineering and restoration capabilities at INEL consist
to harmless byproducts, of broad technical expertise and several laboratory and field facilities.
................ INEL Research Center serves disciplines such as biotechnology, material

science, chemistry, physics, and geoscience. The remote 890 square-mileSpecific solvents are one
of the most troublesome INEL site offers unique potential for a wide variety of field and pilot
classes of contaminants testing programs.
to treat in DOEand INEL is a nationally recognized leader in bioremediation technology.
industry. Scientists at Ongoing research applications involving microbial processing of toxic
INELinvolvedin metals, the use of microbes for creating subsurface engineered barriers,
biotechnology have

and degradation of hydrocarbons in oil-contaminated soils could allcompleted genetics
studies that offer great result in powerful tools for remediation and restoration efforts.
potential for treating Contaminant flow and transport modeling is another nationally
specific solvents using recognized program at INEL. Sterile or aseptic drilling technology was
microbialdegradation, developed at INEL and has been transferred to other DOE facilities.

INEL workers have also developed programs in terrestrial and aquatic
ecology, air quality monitoring, and development of field sampling
protocols for agencies such as the U.S. Forest Service, Environmental
Protection Agency, Bureau of Land Management, and the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service.

National Security and Defense

Objective
INEL will provide state-of-the-art research and development services
and policy support to the DOE and other Federal agencies in the rapidly
changing fields of intelligence and counterintelligence, nonproliferation,
arms control and treaty implementation, safeguards and security, special
operations/low-intensity conflict, and other defense technologies.

6
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Current Capabilities

• INEL operates in four principalprogrammatic areas in security
and defense:

• Intelligence Technologies and Assessments and Counterintelligence
Program Support

, Arms Control Policy and Advanced Technologies Development
(onsite verification, regional monitoring, and remote sensing)

• Special Operations/Low-Intensity Conflict Programs
(communications and electronics systems, specialized maritime
mission equipment)

• Special Defense and Law Enforcement Technologies Program (less-
than-letha! or nonlethal weapons and systems development, and
proliferatiort detection and prevention)

Nuclear Technologies

Objective

INEL will lead the development and timely completion of those applied Over the years, 52

technology and engineering programs that have exceptional value for the reactors have been built
Govemment and the private sector. This will be accomplished by and tested at INEL.
eliminating obstacles that inhibit the current viability and continued
development of nuclear power and associated nuclear technologies.

Current Capabilities
INEL has a rich legacy of (a) development, testing, and operation of over
50 test reactors, (b) spent fuel management, and (c) key waste
management processes. INEL has developed the most diversified reactor
operations and spent nuclear fuel storage and processing center in the
nation

The staff at INEL have broad capabilities and expertise in nuclear
technology research and development, safety analysis, design and
engineering, chemical processing, and testing and operations INEL is
the world's leader in design, development, and operation of test reactors
and related support facilities and processes
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Advanced Technologies and Methods

Objectives

The American Nuclear INEL will develop advanced products, processes, and tools vital to

society National Best environmental restoration (cleanup and costs), DOE Energy Efficiency

Paper Award was given to Programs, and the National Energy Strategy.INELworkers for vadose

zone modeling work done Current Capabilitiesat the RadioactiveWaste
Management Complex.

V INEL is a leader in a number of advanced technologies, seven of
............................. which are particularly important:

INELhas maintained a • Instrumentation, Sensors, and Controls
seismic network

(currently 24 seismic ,, Bioprocessing
stations) for monitoring
earthquake activity within • Materials Processing/Advanced Manufacturing
and near the eastern

Snake River Plain since • Chemical Processing and Analysis
December 1971.

• Geological/Environmental Science

• Advanced Manufacturing

• Advanced Engineering Methods.

From these six core capabilities, new products and processes will

continue to be identified and developed. The timely and orderly transfer

of the resultant products, processes, and tools to industry is essential for

the future viability of INEL.

Major Facilities

Laboratory Description
INEL is located in two primary areas: the remote 890 square-mile desert

area (i.e., "the Site") and multiple locations east of the Site in the city of

Idaho Falls. Established in 1949 as the National Reactor Testing Station,

it contains the largest concentration of nuclear reactors in the world.

While the majority were phased out after completion of their research

mission, several are currently operating.
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DOE-ID contractors operate facilities at the desert Site, as well as Average elevation at the
administrative and scientific support offices, and nonnuclear research Site is 4,865 feet above

laboratories in Idaho Falls. Major contractors include EG&G Idaho, sea level.

Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company, and B&W Idaho. In addition, ..................

Westinghouse Electric Corporation operates the Naval Reactors Facility, The Snake RiverPlain
Argonne National Laboratory-West operates an experimental breeder Aquifer,estimated to
reactor and maintains research facilities, MK-Ferguson of Idaho contain in excess of one
Company provides construction management services, and Protection billionacre-feet of water,
Technology Idaho provides security services, is an extensive body of

The INEL Site consists of ten major operating areas, including a water in the rock

National Historic Landmark. Descriptions of these distinct and underlyingnearly all ofthe eastern Snake River

geographically separate areas follow (see "INEL Major Operating Areas" Plain. At INEL, the depth
Map). frorn the ground surface

to the aquifer varies from
, about 200 to 600 feet.

Physical Environment

The Site, now coveredwith desert sagebrush, was once covered with The basalts and

water. The lava plain on which INEL is located was.formed by sediments vary in total

repeated outpourings offluid lava during the past few million years, thickness from a few feet

The cool,moist climate then allowed a large shallow lake toform. to more than 3,700 feet

Animals such as mastodons, camels, bison, and _ant sloth roamed the beneath the southernINEL.
area, and the earliest people, Paleolndians, used spears to hunt the
large mammals. -- ..............

Today, vegetation and wildlife on the Site are typical of thosefound The youngest basalt atINEL is estimated to be
in a cool desert-shrub environment. It is an ideal locationfor scientists between 45,000 and

from universities, government, and private agencies to study 145,000 years old.

environmental changes caused by human activities and obtain data
use in decisions on how to run INEL programs and make plansfor
future land use. Consequently, INEL was designated a National 399 vascular plant
Environmental Research Park in 1975. The habitat must be preserved species have beenreported at INEL. Eight
to protect indigenous, and migrating, plants and animals. All land species of sagebrush can
within INEL is protected as an outdoor laboratory to analyze the be found on the Site.

complex ecolo_cal relationships and impacts of technologcal research ......................
and development and agricultural use on this ecosystem.

The bald eagle and the
American peregrine
falcon, which are

endangered wildlife,
make their home on
INEL.
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NEL Major Oi)erating Areas* *

Range

Lemhl Range

1 Idaho 33 _ ToRexburg- 82 ml*

' Mud Lake

Lost River Range

6
3

6; •

9 U.S.20
10

8 e

To Blackfoot - 40 mi*

1 Test Area North (TAN) 4 idaho Chemical 7 Radioactive Waste 10 Auxiliary Reactor
Processing Plant (ICPP) Management Complex (RWMC) Area (ARA)

2 Naval Reactors 5 Power Burst Facility (PBF) 8 Experimental Breeder
Facility (NRF) Reactor No. 1 (EBR-1)

3 Test Reactor Area (TRA) 6 Argonne National 9 Central Facilities
Lab-West (ANL-W) Area (CFA)

* MilesfromCentralFacilitiesArea

* * These10 OperatingAreasare notIdenticalto the 10 Waste AreaGroupsidentifiedfor cleanuppurposes
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Test Area North

A variety of research programs are under way at the Test Area North,
located at the north end of the Site. The largest program at Test Area
North was the Loss-of-Fluid Test reactor. Constructed during 196%
1975, the now closed Loss-of-Fluid Test facility was a scaled-down
version of a commercial pressurized water reactor. Today, the Specific
Manufacturing Capability Project, which is operated by B&W Idaho, is
Test Area North's largest project. This project develops and produces
armor for the M1A1 Abrams Tank Program of the U.S. Army. The Spent
Fuel Program at Test Area North is testing spent fuel storage casks and
studying issues related to the transportation of spent nuclear fuel.

Tesl AreaNorth

Irradiated material handling and evaluation;
production of tank armor

Generates:
Low-level waste
Mixed low-level waste
Hazardous waste
Ind ust rial/com me rcial

waste
Stores:

Spent nuclear fuel
Three Mile Island core

debris
IIIIIIIIII I I

Radioactive Waste Management Complex
Various high-tech strategiesfor wastestorage,processing,and disposal
are studied and used at the Radioactive Waste Management Complex
(RWMC), operated by EG&G Idaho. The RWMC was established in
1952 as a controlled area for disposal of solid radioactive wastes
generated in INEL operations. Since 1954, the facility has received
defense wastes for storage. The Stored Waste Examination Pilot Plant, a
modern waste certification facility, is used to nondestructively examine
waste before permanent disposal at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant in
New Mexico. Major cleanup efforts are occurring at the RWMC at Pit 9
and Pad A. Construction efforts to build RCRA-approved storage
modules and the Transuranic Storage Area Retrieval Enclosure are also
underway at RWMC.
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Storage of transuranic waste and disposal of low-level
waste

Generates:
Low-level waste
Indust riab'commercial

waste
Stores:

Low-level waste
(Greater-than-
Class C)

Transuranic waste
Disposes:

Low-level waste

Test Reactor Area

Operated by EG&G Idaho, the Test Reactor Area houses extensive
facilities for studying the effects of radiation on materials, fuels, and
equipment. The Advanced Test Reactor located at the Test Reactor Area
can simultaneously conduct nine individual environmentally controlled
experiments. The Advanced Test Reactor is used to test materials under
reactor conditions, as well as to produce radioisotopes used in medicine,
research, and industry.

r Test Rem'tor Area
Everyreactordesignin
the worldhasbeen Materials testing in reactor and production of
influencedby the radioisotopes; chemical and physics experiments
knowledge gained from Generates:
testing the Materials Low-level waste
Testing Reactor at INEL Mixed low-level waste
Test Reactor Area. Transuranic waste

Hazardous waste
Industrial/commercial

waste
Stores:

Spent nuclear fuel from
Advance Test Reactor

I
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Argonne National Laboratory-West

Argonne National Laboratory-West is developing and proof-testing the
Integral Fast Reactor concept. This reactor is a next-generation nuclear
plant that features inherent safety, more than 25-to-1 reduction in high-
level radioactive waste volume, and improvement in waste
characteristics.

_onne National .Laborator',-West

Research and development of breeder-reactor
technology and advanced reactor design

Generates:
Spent nuclear fuel
Low-level waste
Mixed low-level waste
Transuranic waste
Hazardous waste
Industrial/commercial

waste
Stores:

Transuranic waste
Mixed waste

III II II illlllll

Idaho Chemical Processing Plant

The Idaho Chemical Processing Plant is a receiving and packaging
facility for Government-owned nuclear fuels from research and defense
reactors. Operated by Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company, its
missions are to: receive, store, and condition U.S. Navy and other DOE-
assigned nuclear fuels for disposition; prepare high-level radioactive
liquid and solid waste for disposal in a permanent repository; develop
technologies for the disposal of spent fuel and high-level waste; and
develop and apply technologies to minimize waste generation and
manage radioactive and hazardous wastes.

13
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Idaho Chemical Processing Plant

Technology development activities for high-level waste
and spent nuclear fuel

Generates:
Low-level waste I
Mixed low-level waste
High-level waste
Hazardous waste
Industrial/commercial

waste
Treats:

High-level waste
Stores:

Spent nuclear fuel
(pools and dry cask)

High-level waste
Low-level waste
Hazardous waste

II III I II IIIII I

Power Burst FaclUty Area
Now in shutdown mode, a reactor at the Power Burst Facility once

served as the severe-damage testing ground for nuclear fuels and
materials that today power the nation's reactors. Also located at the
Power Burst Facility area is the Waste Experimental Reduction Facility,
which treats low-level radioactive waste generated at INEL. Treatment
processes at the Waste Experimental Reduction Facility include sizing of
metallic waste, compaction of waste, and incineration of combustible
waste, which significantly reduce waste volume. Mixed waste (waste that
contains both radioactive and hazardous materials) is also incinerated

and stabilized. Also in the Power Burst Facility area are two storage
facilities: the Mixed Waste Storage Facility (for mixed wastes) and the
Waste Experimental Reduction Facility Waste Storage Building (for
hazardous and mixed wastes). These waste management treatment and
storage facilities are referred to collectively as the Waste Reduction
Operations Complex.

14
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Power Burst Facilit)l__Area
Low-level and mixed low-level waste treatment and

mixed waste storage
Generates:

Low-level waste
Mixed low-level waste
Industrial/commercial

waste
Treats:

Low-level waste
Mixed low-level waste

Stores:
Low-level waste

awaiting treatment
Mixed low-level waste

I

Naval Reactors Facility
The Naval ReactorsFacility is a major training center for U.S. NaW
personnel who will staff nuclear-powered surface ships and submarines.
It also performs developmental testing of nuclear-powered systems for
naval applications. The Naval Reactors Facility is part of the joint DOE-
NaW Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program under jurisdiction of DOE's
Pittsburgh Naval Reactors Office.

.: Naval Reactors Facility

Research and development and training for the U.S.
Navy; inspection of naval spent fuel

Generates:
Spent Nuclear Fuel
Low-level waste
Hazardous waste
Industrial/commercial

waste
I

Central Facilities Area
Many technical and support services for the Site are located at the
Central Facilities Area. These include environmental monitoring and
calibration laboratories, hazardous waste storage facility,
communications systems, security, fire protection, medical services,
warehouses, food services, vehicle and equipment pools, and bus
operations.

15
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Central Facilities Area

Technical and support services for the Site
Generates:

Low-level waste
Mixed low-level waste
Hazardous waste
Industrial/commercial

waste
Stores:

Hazardous waste
Disposes:

Solid Industrial/
commercial waste

Experimental Breeder Reactor-I
Experimental Breeder Reactor-I was the first nuclear reactor in the world
to generate usable amounts of electricity. The historic accomplishment
took place on December 20, 1951. When the reactor's purpose was
accomplished, it was shut down and designated a National Historic
Landmark. Two engines built in the 1950's for the Aircraft Nuclear
Propulsion program also are on display at the Landmark.

_Ex_erimental Breeder Reactor:l

National Historic Landmark

Generates:
Industrial/commercial

waste

I

Idaho Falls Facilities

Facilities in Idaho Falls include the 35-acre, DOE-owned INEL Research

Center and eight-acre INEL Supercomputing Center. INEL employees
working in administrative, scientific support, and nonnuclear laboratory
programs are housed in various Idaho Falls office buildings.

The INEL Research Center consists of six buildings and 67 individual
laboratory units. It is the location for research in a variety of disciplines
and features a prominent plasma research center, biotechnical center,
materials research laboratory, and measurements sciences laboratory.

16
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The INEL Supercomputing Center is a service-oriented, DOE-owned
facility dedicated to providing the computing tools, expertise, and
services needed for applying INEL's engineering, scientific, and
administrative functions.

, Id iho Falls Facilities

Administrative and scientific support; nonnuclear
laboratories

Generates:
Hazardous waste
Municipal waste

17
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INEL Management
INEL's facilities and programs are managed by DOE under the
administration of three DOE Operations Offices. Each Operations Office
is responsible for a portion of INEL activities, with the largest share
falling under the responsibility of DOE-ID. Private companies serve as
contractors and perform work at INEL under DOEs direction. The
following figure shows INEL's organizational and facility management
structure.

INEL Structure

Department of Energy I
(DOE) I

i ] i
DOE - Chicago DOE - Idaho DOE - PittsburghNaval Reactors Office

! , I , I

iq t_,on_eNa_,o_,_oe_'"c1 _,,_,,_eac_o_'O_oC_'c_'i 'av_'_e_or_ILaboratory-West Manufacturing Area (ARA) Processing Plant Facility
(ANL-W) Capability (SMC) (ICPP) (NRF)

Central Facilities IArea (CFA)

Power Burst Facility I
(PBF) I

Radioactive Waste I

Management

*Tripartite agreement with Complex (RWMC)
Argonne Universities Association

ii

and University of Chicago Test Area North
(TAN)

Test Reactor Area

(TRA)

iii

Idaho Falls Facilities
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What are Environmental Restoration
and Waste Management?
The largest programs at INELare Environmental Restoration and Waste Management. The Environmental
Restoration Programis concerned with all aspects of assessment and cleanup of inactive operations. Tile
Waste Management Program involves treatment, storage, anddisposal of radioactive, hazardous, mixed, and
industrial waste generated by DOEactivities. These programs face four broad issues that impact their
operations. Resolution of these issues is important for the programs to achieve their missions°

Taking Care of Waste
DOE nuclear technology research, defense-related activities, and daily

operations have generated various types of waste that are managed at

INEL by DOE-ID. The Waste Management Program (WM) is

dedicated to the safe and environmentally sound treatment, storage, and

disposal of waste. While most INEL operations and waste management

practices have been effective, some have led to the release of

contaminants to the environment. The Environmental Restoration _ qt _ _, It _, _

Program (ER) identifies and, where necessary, cleans up releases from

inactive waste sites. Together, these programs manage waste to ensure

that additional contamination requiring future cleanup is avoided.

t

Purposeof the ER and WM Programs

• The ER Program's two-part mission is to

1 assess and clean up (where necessary) inactive INEL waste areas that
could release harmful substances into the environment, and

2 safely manage surplus nuclear facilities as they are either

decontaminated for reuse or completely demolished and removed for
site restoration.

• Two primary elements of the WM Program mission are

1 protect the safety of INEL employees, the public, and the

environment in the design, construction, maintenance, and operation

of INEL treatment, storage, and disposal facilities, and

2 operate facilities in a cost-effective, environmentally sound,

regulatory compliant, and publicly acceptable manner.
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V Accomplishmentof the WM mission is based on activities
directed at achieving the following goals:

• minimization of the volume of waste generated

• integration of pollution prevention concepts into the design of all
INEL facilities, systems, and processes

• treatment of the waste to reduce the volume and eliminate or
reduce the hazard, and

• storage of waste as only a short-term option and provision of final
disposal by proven, environmentally safe methods.

Investigationand Cleanup Process
Underthe INELFederal Evaluation of potentially contaminated sites and cleanup activities at
FacilityAgreementand INEL are conducted within the framework of a Federal Facility
Consent Order, the Agreement and Consent Order. DOE, the U.S. Environmental Protection
environmental impacts Agency, and the State of Idaho collectively participate in this legallyassociatedwith releases
or threatenedreleasesof binding agreement. This order integrates applicable Federal and State
hazardous substances laws and sets schedules and deadlines for meeting investigation and
are thoroughly cleanup obligations.
investigated, and the The Federal Facility Agreement and Consent Order divides INEL into
appropriate responses 10 Waste Area Groups associated with INEL facilities. The Waste Areaaretakento protect
humanhealthandthe Groups are composed of Operable Units, which are multiple locations
environment, grouped together by similar contamination problems or boundaries.

Decontamination and Decommissioning
Decontamination and decommissioning is the safe caretaking of surplus
facilities after they have been shut down. Facilities are either
decontaminated for reuse or, if they pose a potential threat to human
health and the environment, completely demolished and removed
(decommissioned).

V Decontamination and decommissioningactivities Include:

• surveillance and maintenance to contain contamination,

• assessment, characterization, and decision analysis (assessing the size
and scope of the problem and determining a method of resolution),

2o
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• engineering, planning, and permitting,

• decontamination and decommissioning operations, and

• final characterization and removal of facility from the Surplus
Facilities List (turn over for reuse or site restoration).

Managing Waste
While environmental restoration activities at INEL are organized by Appendix A, of this
Waste Area Groups and Operable Units or decontamination and document, contains a
decommissioning projects, WM activities are organized primarily by Primeron Radioactivity

"waste streams". Waste streams are identified life-cycles that begin with and Toxicology.

the generation of a given waste and end with final disposal.

• INELwaste streams Include the following:

• industrial/commercial,

• hazardous, and

• radioactive.

WM also manages spent fuel from nuclear reactors. However, because Spentnuclearfuel is
spent fuel contains material that could be reused in the future, it is not irradiated nuclear reactor

technically considered a waste, fuel that containsuranium,fission
products,andtransuranic

Types of Waste at INEL elements.

V INEL manages the following three broad types of waste:

1 Industrial/commercial waste is solid, nonradioactive, and
nonhazardous, and is disposed of in a landfill complex at INEL.
Industrial waste (e.g., construction debris) is generated by
manufacturing or industrial processes. Commercial waste (e.g.,
paper) is generated by office environments.
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2 Hazardous waste is nonradioactive waste that may pose risks to

The management of human health or the environment if"improperly marmged. Waste is
hazardous waste is considered hazardous if it is ignitable, corrosive, reactive, or toxic, or

regulated under the if it appears on special Environmental Protection Agency lists.

Reeouroe Conservation Examples of hazardous waste include heavy metals, paint thinner,

and Recovery Act and mercury. At INEL, hazardous waste is stored at the Hazardous
(RCRA) as administered
by the State of Idaho for Waste Storage Facility at the Central Facilities Area and in some cases
INEL. at the generator facility. The duration of storage of hazardous waste is

intended to be no longer than necessary to facilitate offsite shipment
to a commercial, permitted treatment and/or disposal facility.

3 Radioactive waste contains atomically unstable materials that give
off energy or emit particles when they disintegrate. Radioactive
wastes can be grouped as follows:

The type of Radiation
that is concern in nuclear * Transuranic (TRU) waste contains significant concentrations of

waste management is elements heavier than uranium on the periodic chart and iesults

energy emitted in the from the processing of plutonium. TRU waste contains alpha-

form of particles or rays emitting radionuclides with half-lives greater than thirty years and
from nuclear waste as it
decays, concentrations of plutonium greater than 100 nanocuries per

gram. At INEL, TRU waste is stored in various configurations in
.............................. the Transuranic Storage Area at the Radioactive Waste

Radioactivity is the Management Complex. The planned destination of this waste is
spontaneous emission of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, a national repository in New
radiation from unstable Mexico.

atoms. Radioactivity
occurs naturally and is • High-level waste (HLW) results from the reprocessing of spent
everywhere, nuclear fuel. It is stored at the tNEL Idaho Chemical Processing

....................... Plant (ICPP). This waste was generated by fuel reprocessing

activities, which have now ceased. Liquid HLW is stored at ICPPA radionuclide is a
radioactive species in large tanks constructed inside concrete vaults. The liquid HLW
(isotope) of an element, is treated by calcination, which converts the liquid into a granular
A radionuclide solid waste form. Calcined waste is stored at ICPP in bins

disintegrates contained in concrete vaults. A repository for disposal of HLW

spontaneously, emitting has not been identified, but investigations at Yucca Mountain in

radiation. Nevada are underway.

: • Low-level waste (LLW) contains short-lived radionuclides and

¢al©lnlnl| is the high- generally can be handled directly (without shielding). It is
temperature process of generated primarily as the result of in-plant work in contaminated

converting high-level areas. This waste consists of materials such as rags, bags, scrap

liquid waste into granular metal, and used protective clothing. INEL has two facilities that
solids, i
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treat LLW: the Waste Experimental Reduction Facility, for solid Radioactivewaste is
LLW destined for disposal at the Radioactive Waste Management controlledby the Atomic
Complex and the Liquid Effluent Treatment and Disposal Facility Energy Act through DOE' Orders. Radioactive and
at ICPP, for evaporation of liquid waste. Solid LLW generated at hazardouswaste
INEL by facility operations is disposed of at the Radioactive Waste generated bycleanup
Management Complex. action is regulated by the

Comprehensive
• Mixed waste is both hazardous and radioactive (HLW, LLW, or Environmental

TRU). Much of the mixed LLW at INEL is in interim storage Response,
awaiting development of treatment and disposal options. All of Compensation,and
the HLW at the ICPP is considered mixed waste before and after Uablllty Act (CERCLA).
treatment by calcination. Most of the TRU waste stored at INEL is ......................
mixed waste.

The hazardous portion of
mixed waste is regulated
by RCRA, and the
radioactive portion is

BroadIssues regulated by the Atomic

The DOE-ID ER and WM programs face several broad issues that could Energy Act. Mixed waste
generated in cleanup is

hinder completion of program activities and missions. These issues are regulated by CERCLA
stated and explained below, along with their impacts and DOE-ID's both before and after
strategies for resolving them. anytreatment.

Issue #1: Activities are constrained by strict
interpretation of orders and regulations.
ER and WM activities are constrained by a set of treatment, storage, and ' '
disposal options dictated by a rigid interpretation of DOE Orders and
Federal regulations. Overly conservative interpretations are sometimes
made without an adequate evaluation of the actual risks posed versus
the additional benefits gained.

Impact: Conservative interpretation without adequate risk/benefit
analysis can unnecessarily increase the complexity of requirements and Issue:
add excess rigor to already over-engineered processes. Tasks become
more complicated, schedules are delayed dramatically, and project costs An issue is a problem or
increase without any added value, needthat stands

Resolution Strategy: Negotiations are being conducted among DOE, between where the
program is and where it

ruling regulatory bodies of the Environmental Protection Agency(EPA), wants to be; resolutionis
and the State or Idaho to reach agreement on a more realistic necessary to meet
interpretation of regulatory requirements in cases where the risk does program objectives.
not warrant a more conservative approach. In some cases negotiations
have been successful and less conservative measures have been
implemented.
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Issue #2: Waste avoidance efforts are not globally
implemented at INEL.
Efforts to avoid the generation of waste have a specific, rather than
coordinated, focus and do not cover all waste streams. While the

program establishes guidelines for waste generators to follow,
compliance is not enforced.

Impact: Lack of total program coverage and enforcement leads to
unachieved program goals and operations that continue to generate
excess waste.

Resolution Strategy: Responsibility for waste avoidance will be
assigned so it resides with the generator. The generators of waste will be
required to comply with established goals for avoiding the creation of
waste.

Issue#3: Planningefforts requirebetter integration.
Strategic planning efforts, as outlined in roadmap documents (explained
in the next chapter) and other high-level documents, are not fully
integrated and utilized in the formulation of projects.

Impact: Without integration, there is no link between long-range
goals and near-term prqject efforts, l"herefore, it is not likely that long-
range goals will be accomplished.

Resolution Strategy: Efforts are under way to integrate roadmaps
AMIvlty DataSheets with Activity Data Sheets by identifying the programs or projects
areannuallyupdated responsible for resolving the roadmap issues. A waste stream focus is
planningdocuments being developed to ensure that the issues are resolved by waste type.
describingthestatus,

fundinglevel,schedule, Issue #4" FundingconstraintsImpact compliancewithand milestonesof ERand
WMactivities, negotiated agreements.

Agreements with Federal, State, and local agencies have been negotiated
that car D, enforceable deadlines. These agreements were made and
milestones established based on funding assumptions that could be
jeopardized if resources are reduced.

Impact: Failure to meet enlorceable deadlines could require
renegotiation o[ the Federal Facility Agreement and Consent Order and,
if negotiations are unsuccessful, legal action could be taken against
[NEL.

Resolution Strategy: Extreme care must be taken to evaluate the
impact of potential funding reductions on the accomplishment of
enforceable deadlines. The State of Idaho, the EPA, and stakeholders

must be involved in discussions regarding budget reductions.
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Program-Specific Issues .....
The broad issues discussed above reflect concerns that affect both the ER

and WM Programs at INEL. The chapter on Environmental Restoration,
later in this document, provides an explanation of ER-specific iss_es
common to the Waste Area Groups and their Operable Units and the
D&D projects, in the waste management chapter, WM-specific issues
are explained by waste stream. The chapter organization of the issue
discussions reflects each program's approach to its resolution of issues. How
these issues were identified is explained in the following chapter on the
decisionmaking process at INEL.
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Participative Decisionmaking
Thereare severalfactorsthat influencehowdecisionsaremadeat INEL,suchas
requirements,constraints,andprogrammaticneeds. Overthe years,the decisionmaking
processhasbecomemoreopento input from stakeholders.Theprocesscontinuesto expandthe
opportunitiesfor variouslevelsof involvement.

An EvolvingApproach...
The decisionmaking process at INEL, and within DOE, changed
considerably in the last few years. It has evolved from an internal

process involving few people to a more open process involving many
individuals, groups, and governmental agencies. Decisions that were
made on the basis of technical and programmatic considerations are now
subject to broader analysis, with many more factors considered. INEL is

committed to making the decision and planning processes responsive to Stakeholder.Any person
both programmatic and stakeholder needs.Given the sizeand or organizationinterested
complexity of its programs, this is a formidable challenge, in or affectedby activities

The INEL ER and WM programs have focused on improving the at a DOE site.

decisionmakmg process. One of the key crosscutting objectives from Stakeholdersincluderepresentativesfrom
DOE's Environment ManagementStrategicPlan is to improve the Federalagencies,
credibility and effectiveness of DOE decisionmaking through an Congress, American
integrated, documented planning process that incorporates anticipated IndianTribes, unions,
land-use decisions and includes significant opportunities for public educational groups,
involvement before decisions are made. industry,environmental

groups, and others.

V The primary objectives for public Involvementin DOE-IDplanning ...................
processesare:

"Crosscutting"isa DOE
• To inform public officials, Indian Tribes, interest groups, businesses, planningterm for issues

and individuals about current plans for ER and WM activities at that are common to (i.e.,
INEL, "cut across") several

programs.

• To ensure that public concerns and interests relating to ER and WM
are reflected in DOE's planning and decisionmaking,

• To provide flexibility so DOE's plans can be modified in response to
changing concerns within the community, and

• To ensure that DOE-ID and INEL contractors are given feedback
regarding public interest in, and concerns about, DOE's plans.

To meet these objectives DOE-ID is implementing a Public
Participation Plan that details opportunities for stakeholder involvement
in INEL decisions related to environmental cleanup and the
management of wastes. The process should yield decisions that
integrate stakeholder interests with DOE requirements, constraints, and
programmatic needs.
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Opportunities for Public Participation
A variety of both structured and informal opportunities exist for public
participation in DOE-ID activities at INEL. DOE-ID encourages citizens
to participate in the activities described in this chapter. DOE-ID is
committed to supporting the public by responding to every written
comment or question submitted if a return address is provided.
Technical experts also are available upon request to make presentations
to interested groups.

DOE-ID's Public Participation Plan
The purpose of DOE-ID's Public Participation Plan is to organize and
direct DOE and INEL resources toward improved communications and
involvement activities with the public including coordination with
INEL's Community Relations Plan.

The Public Participation Plan provides (1) information to help the
public understand why DOE-ID is conducting ER and WM programs
and (2) descriptions of opportunities for individuals and organizations
to express their concerns and views about past, present, and projected
activities at INEL. Together, these two steps are designed to inform and
involve citizens in decisionmaking activities and operations. Through
the Public Participation Plan, DOE-ID intends to design public
participation opportunities that go beyond the traditional letter of the
law and regulatory directives to communicate with and involve the
greatest number of citizens. The Plan provides for the inclusion of
several new public participation mechanisms, such as a Citizens'
Advisory Board and a toll-free number to provide citizens with more
direct access to INEL personnel. The Plan also promotes coordination

i with existing mechanisms, including DOE's Educational Outreach
i Program, to allow for continuity and to capitalize on previous efforts.
i These mechanisms are detailed below.

i Citizens' Advisory Board
As a result of public comments and requests and initiatives within DOE,
INEL has been designated as a pilot site for a Citizens' Advisory Board.
The Advisory Board will have members representing a broad range of
groups concerned with DOE-ID's decisions. The Advisory Board will
meet directly with INEL personnel several times a year to discuss
stakeholder concerns.
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Members of the public and the State of Idaho have indicated their
support for the creation of an advisory group, although their support is
tempered by concerns about the process for selecting the group's
membership and the group's authority and autonomy.

To facilitate the inclusion of representative stakeholders, DOE-ID
asked citizens during the spring 1993 semiannual briefings and open
houses to volunteer to serve on a Design Committee. The Committee,
with representation from the State of Idaho, EPA, and other Federal
organizations, has developed guidelines on how to form the Advisory
Board. The selection process will begin in early 1994.

INEL Toll-Free Number
Citizens can call INEL's toll-free number at 1-800-708-2680 (if a local

call, dial 526-6864) with INEL-specific questions, concerns, and
information requests. Callers can access the Public Affairs Office, the
INEL Public Participation Liaison, the Community Relations Plan
Coordinator, or other INEL personnel.

INELToll-FreeNumber

1-800-708-2680

Educational Outreach

Through extensive programs with teachers and students of all levels
around the State, DOE-ID strives to share its resourcesmin personnel,
funding, and facilities--with the surrounding region. DOE recognizes
that today's students in communities surrounding INEL are tomorrow's
taxpaying public, potential future residents of communities affected by
DOE-ID decisions and actions, or potential employees at INEL. Through
educational outreach, DOE-ID can both serve the community and
improve the quality of future public participation activities by fostering a
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greater awareness of DOE's ER and WM activities among the general
public. Employment programs and cooperative fellowships are also
available to local citizens as a means of utilizing the technology and
knowledge base of INEL.

• In addition, the public can learn more about INELand share their
views, ideas, and suggestions with DOE-ID in the following ways:

• Provide comments (written and verbal) on proposed projects,
actions, and documents

• Request presentations geared to a variety of technical topics and
levels

• Tour the INEL site

• Read newsletters, brochures, and publications

• Watch videos and InSite (a local television news-magazine program)

• Participate in educational outreach programs

• Attend briefings and open houses

• Call the toll-free number (1-800-708-2680) to talk to INEL staff or

request informational materials (if a local call, dial 526-6864)

• Visit Outreach Office and Information Repositories

Through the activities identified in this chapter, an active
communication link between the public, DOE-ID, and INEL contractors
is being established. Information from issues raised by the public will
become one of the considerations used to set priorities for cleanup and
waste management activities. Public participation will help ensure that
DOE-ID's activities are carried out with greater purpose and benefit to
the people of Idaho and the nation.

Public Involvement in the Site-Specific Plan
For the past two years, DOE-ID has released the Site-Specific Plan in
draft form so stakeholders could provide input on DOE plans. The
comments have resulted in a significantly revised final Site-Specific Plan
for fiscal year 1994 (see the Foreword for a complete discussion of
stakeholder involvement in development of this year's Plan).
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Factors Influencing Decisionmaking
Many factors influence decisions. For DOE, most of these can be
grouped into three main categories: requirements, constraints, and
programmatic needs. Public involvement in DOE decisionmaking is a
part of each of these components. The regulatory requirements mandate
public involvement in the decisionmaking process, constraints affect
how the process of involving stakeholders is implemented, and the
process of assessing programmatic needs necessitate the inclusion of
stakeholders' issues and concerns. The three components are described
in greater detail below.

Requirements
DOE is subject to a variety of State and Federal laws and regulations,
most of which are related to protection of the environment. DOE is
committed to conducting all of its operations in full compliance with
these laws and regulations. As a result of this commitment, many DOE
activities and programs are mandated, and are not subject to
discretionary action. These regulations are based on laws passed by the
U.S. Congress or State legislatures. The Figure below shows the general
process by which these laws affect INEL planning and procedures.

Pr6cess for Implementation of Environmental Protection Laws
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RCRAPartAPermit Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
Application. The first

RCRA is a Federal law that addresses the management of hazardous andpart of a RCRA permit
application,which non-hazardous solid waste. Because INEL generates such wastes (see
identifies treatment, "Waste Management" chapter for details), INEL facilities must meet
storage, and disposal specific requirements including facility design, operator training, record
units, their design keeping, and facility inspection as required by RCRA Part A and B
capacities, and the waste

Permit Applications. The State of Idaho has primary authority to enforcetypes/quantities
accepted. RCRA regulations for INEL.

Federal Facilities Compliance Act
RCRA Part B Permit This law eliminated the Federal exemption to RCRA. It requires each
Application.The DOE site to work with the State in whichit is located; INEL and the
detailed, second part of a State of Idaho are currently working together to develop Site Treatment
RCRApermit application, Plans. These plans are intended to provide information to the State
whichdescribes waste regarding how INEL intends to manage its hazardous waste to complycharacteristics,
processes,monitoring, with the requirements of RCRA. The law requires INEL to provide
procedures to prevent information on the types of wastes it expects to produce, treatment
hazards,emergency options available, and how it plans to dispose of this waste.
plans, training, and

closure plans. Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA)

The Conceptual Site This law is commonly referred to as "Superfund." It establishes
TreatmentPlan requirements for the cleanup of inactive waste sites. Under the terms of
identifies potential this law, there are several cleanup actions at INEL in progress. CERCLA
options available for
management of INEL requires its own specific decision-making process based on the gathering
wastes.Thedraft Plan of information on the type and extent of contamination at a site, studies
identifies the preferred to determine the options available to deal with this contamination, and a
options. Thefinal plan participative decision-making process involving the State, EPA, and the
identifies the final course public. The final result of the processis a Record of Decision, which
of action, as negotiated specifies the action to be taken. This process is explained in greaterby INEL and the State.

detail in the "Environmental Restoration" chapter.

Community Relations Plan
One of the requirements of CERCLA is that a Community Relations Plan
be developed to involve surrounding communities in agency decisions
concerning cleanup. The scope of INEL's Community Relations Plan,
developed and implemented by ER, focuses on the investigation and
cleanup of hazardous substances that are suspected of being released, or
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have been released, to the environment at INEL. The State of Idaho and

EPA played key roles in ensuring the Plan responds to community
needs. The Plan will be revised on an as-needed basis to reflect changes
in the community.

Through interviews, workshops, and meetings with individuals,
groups, and organizations, the community's concerns regarding DOE-
ID's environmental investigation and cleanup program have been
identified and addressed in the Community Relations Plan. Ccpies of
the Plan can be found in the INEL Information Repositories or by calling ANEPAcategorical
the toll-free number, 1-800-708-2680 (if a local call, dial 526-6864). exclusion is allowed for

an action that does not

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) individually or
cumulatively have a

This law requires all Federal agencies, including DOE, to give significant effect on the
appropriate consideration to the potential environmental impacts humanenvironment.An
resulting from proposed major actions that may significantly affect the example might be facility

quality of the environment. NEPA regulations further stipulate that remodeling work.
agencies make diligent efforts to involve the public in planning and .................................
implementing their NEPA-related activities. Environmental

NEPA evaluations must be made early in the planning process to Assessment: A written

ensure that environmental effects and values are considered in agency environmentalanalysis
decisionmaking and to avoid project delays. As early as possible, which is prepared

activities planned at INEL are assessed for potential environmental pursuant to NEPA to

impacts pursuant to the provisions of NEPA and applicable determinewhethera
Federal action would

implementing rules. A proposed action may be categorically excluded or
significantly affect the

require an Environmental Assessment or a more detailed document, an environment and thus
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). require preparation of a

more detailed document,
Spent Nuclear Fuel and INEL Environmental Impact Statement an EIS.

Preparation of an EIS for INEL environmental restoration and waste ..........................
management activities was initiated with the publication of a Notice of
Intent on October 5, 1992. Following a 1993 court order, the scope of EnvironmentalImpactStatement: A document
this INEL EIS was expanded to include a DOE programmatic-level required of Federal
evaluation of alternatives for storage of spent nuclear fuel in the DOE agencies by NEPAfor
complex. However, a different EIS, which included spent nuclear fuel as majorprojects or
part of DOE's complex-wide environmental restoration and waste legislative proposals

significantly affecting the
management activities, was already in progress at the time of the ruling. J environment. It1

describes the
i

environmental effects of
L

the undertaking and
evaluates reasonable
alternative actions.
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The spent fuel portion only of the complex-wide ER and WM EIS was
combined with the original INEL EIS to create a single document, the
DOE Programmatic Spent Nuclear Fuel Management and INEL
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Programs EIS (SNF
and INEL EIS). Comments were solicited nationally from stakeholders
on the plans for the two original EISs and the resulting combined EIS.
The input has been reviewed and is being factored into the Draft EIS,
scheduled for release in spring of 1994.

Clean Air Act
The purpose of this law is to protect and improve the quality of the
nation's air. It requires that air emissions from sources be inventoried
and evaluated for potential hazards. Permits are required for operations
that may produce hazardous air emissions. For INEL, this law is
administered and enforced by the State of Idaho. Waste management
facilities, such as the Waste Experimental Reduction Facility, operate in
compliance with this law and have the appropriate permits.

Clean Water Act
This law was designed to improve and maintain the quality of the
nation's waters. It sets limits on the types and amounts of pollutants
that can be discharged into waterways. The State of Idaho has authority
to administer this law at INEL.

Safe Drinking Water Act
This law was enacted to protect the nation's drinking waters. The law
limits the types and amounts of pollutants that can be discharged into
the groundwater through a set of standards for drinking water quality.
This law is of particular concern at INEL, because INEL is located over
the Snake River Plain Aquifer. The State of Idaho administers this law at
INEL.

Atomic Energy Act
This law provides the basic framework within which DOE conducts its
nuclear operations. It defines the regulations which control radioactive
materials associated with DOE activities.
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Other Laws
INEL is subject to additional State and Federal laws. In most cases the
State requirements follow from Federal laws. For example, the State of
Idaho implements RCRA (a Federal law) through the Idaho Hazardous
Waste Management Act (a State law). In addition to State laws, some
legally binding agreements have been negotiated between INEL and the
State. The most significant of these is the Federal Facility Agreement
and Consent Order (FFA/CO). This agreement outlines the process for
remediating the release of hazardous substances and the associated
restoration activities at INEL. It also establishes legally enforceable
deadlines for the work.

The above is not meant to be an exhaustive listing of regulations and
requirements applicable to INEL. There are other requirements,
including other Federal and State laws and DOE Orders. A brief
explanation has been given of these requirements to show the regulatory
framework within which the decisions must be made.
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Constraints
Another major factor impacting the decisionmaking process is
constraints. While regulato D' requirements may establish what must be
done, constraints begin to help establish what can be done. Constraints
help establish the bounds of the process, including elements such as
resource availability, physical factors, or work processes.

Resources
The availability of resources must be considered in the decisionmaking
process. Financial resources are an important part of most decisions.
Funding must be considered on both a yearly basis in the Congressional
funding cycle, and in the bigger picture of life-cycle costs.

Land-Use
INELhas convened a Both current and future land-use requirements can impact decisions.
planningteam to Sometimes current activities conflict with projected needs for the land.
consider long-term land- The desired future use of a site scheduled for restoration may affect the
use. Tllis team hasbeen degree and manner of cleanup. Land-use is a critical component indevelopingseveral
possible future land-use answering the question of "How clean is clean?" The real ques:ion is
scenarios and developing "Clean for what use?" The need for land-use planning has been
projected maps of site identified in several internal and external reviews of DOE ER and WM

areas to aid in site programs. INEL is incorporating land-use planning into all of its
planning, planning and decisionmaking processes.

Work Processes
Other constraints may be more related to work processes. NEPA, for
example, outlines the process for assessing the environmental impact of
a proposed action. The NEPA process not only specifies the analysis that
must be conducted, but also defines the process for public involvement.
This is a constraint that must be considered when planning. CERCLA
has a similar requirement for public involvement. The budgeting process
may also impose constraints. For example, under normal circumslances,
several years of lead time are required to get funding appropriated for
large construction projects. This lead time influences the schedule for
prq]ect construction and startup.
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Agreements

Environmental Oversight and Monitoring Agreement
The State Oversight and Monitoring Agreement is a voluntary agreement
between the State of Idaho and DOE-ID developed to assure the citizens
of Idaho that their health and safety and the environment are being
protected through the following programs and activities: assessment of
groundwater and air quality; monitoring of offsite radioactivity; waste
minimization planning; evaluation of source reduction methods to
reduce or eliminate INEL discharges of contaminants to the
environment; assessment of risk from current and proposed activities;
and accelerated remediation activities if warranted by health and
technical considerations.

Agreements With the Shoshone-Bannock Tribes
On September 29, 1992, a "Working Agreement" was signed between
the DOE-ID Manager, and the Chairman of the Shoshone-Bannock
Tribal Council at the Fort Hall Indian Reservation in Southeastern

Idaho. This formalized daily working arrangements that enable the
Tribes to ensure that INEL activities are performed in such a manner
that the health, safety, environment, and cultural resources of the Tribes
are protected. This agreement also provides for Tribal review of DOE's
annual Five-Year Plan and Site-Specific Plan, among other provisions.

A separate Cooperative Agreement is also in place between the
Shoshone-Bannock Tribes and DOE regarding the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant in New Mexico. Waste shipments from 1NEL must cross the
reservation, and the Agreement prepares the Tribes to respond in the
unlikely event of a transportation accident on or near the reservation.

Budget
A great deal of effort is spent in the planning process on cost estimating,
budget forecasting, and allocation of funds. This effort is necessary to
justify the use of funds for INEL needs. Limited funding availability
constrains the work that can be performed. Next year, INEL ER and
WM programs will continue to account for a significant portion of the
budget. Thc following Figure summarizes the fiscal year 1994 INEL
budget.
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INI_I.FY 94 I:mHlmy,

($ Inmillions)

Mlsoellaneoui
Work'or Otheft $7,2

Mlmt.& Aclmln. IlM.6 IR $103.8
$27.1

D&H II.I

The ER and WM lm.l_
programs account for R.._.._ $16.4 WM$aa1.1
50% ($424.9 million) of
INEL's total fiscal year _ s=o.s

:1994 budget ($848.2 N.=l=,,
million), b._ no.a

DehmN TOTALS, I
Pl_Npam$18.9 ER&WM 424,9 80.1 IOTH|R 423.3 41,9

Landk_d$138.8

Note: The budget numbers are those provided by the President to Congress.
They may or may not be reflected in the final appropriations,

Programmatic Needs
The final category of major factors influencing the decisionmaking
process is the identification and prioritization of programmatic needs.
For decisionmaking purposes, programmatic needs must be assessed in
an integrated manner, so that individual projects are evaluated in
relation to the overall goals and objectives of organizations.
Relationships between projects also must be determined. Consideration
of programmatic needs often requires the most technical information
and detail of any of the factors in the decisionmaking process discussed
above, Methods for identifying programmatic needs include risk
assessment, the DOE Roadmapping process, and prioritization.

Risk Assessment
The NationalAcademyof Risk assessment is the process of characterizing or defining and
Sciences defines "dIk evaluating the types of potential risks. There are many different
iWiieItlBillt" as the techniques and methods for performing risk analysis. Once the types ofcharacterizationofthe
probabilityof potentially risks are well identified, further analysis is conducted to evaluate the
adverse health effects
from human exposure to
environmental hazards.
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probability of occurrence and the effect on human health and the
environment. Risk assessment is not unique to DOE. These techniques
are used in many other industnes including health care and
manufacturing.

While risk assessment techniques are widely used and accepted, they
lead only to a technical characterization of risk, based upon a specific
area of analysis. The decisionmaking process must also deal, however,
with the social aspects of risk such as the public's perceptions. The
decision process must include perceived and social risk/actors with the
technical analysis in order for risk management policies to be developed
based on science and public values. However, to date, risk assessments
have not fully incorporated public perceptions and concerns (see
"Assumptions and Issues" in the Environmental Restoration chapter).

Roadmapplng
In large programs such as INEL ER and WM, the planning process

III i

encompasses many activities that must be fully integrated and consistent
with the goals of the organization. To aid in this integration, and to help

focus the attention of senior management on the issues, INEL has
implemented the Roadmapping process. /

Roadmapping is an issues-based planning approach that allows _,_ ,11
planners to evaluate site activities, list the problems found, and develop t:l E_Iactions to resolve these problems. Specifically, roadmaps identify
technology needs, financial and human resource requirements, and
other issues that cut across organizational lines. Roadmaps are effective Roadmapsare
at uncovering problems because they encourage planners to look at the developed to determine
Site from a different viewpoint, how to get from "where

weare"to "wherewe

V The Roadmapplngprocess consists of several discrete steps: wantto be."

1 During the assessment phase, the following are evaluated: normal
business operations; the organization and economic atmosphere;
pertinent laws and regulations; the requirements for completing a
project; and current cleanup activities. Through this process,
roadmaps help define a specified order of events for each waste or
remedial action, ending in disposal or cleanup.

2 The data gathered in the assessment phase are analyzed to identify
the issues that impede progress. This begins the analysis phase. This
analysis is meant to uncover the simplest, or root, cause of a
problem. Once the root causes are understood, managers can
schedule activities to eliminate them.
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3 During the issue resolution phase, detailed plans are developed to
resolve the identified issues. Schedules to resolve the issues are set

based on the needs of the programs. These plans are reviewed by
senior management and incorporated into the next budget request.
Problems that cannot be resolved by site management are brought to
the attention of DOE.

The entire three-step roadmapping process is updated every ),ear. At
INEL, roadmaps have been prepared for each of the major waste types
(hazardous, industrial/commercial, low-level, mixed low-level,

transuranic, high-level), for spent nuclear fuel, and for the ER Program.
As a result of this work a number of critical issues have been identified.

Resolving these issues has become a prime focus of INEL management.
Efforts to resolve them are integrated throughout the ER and WM
planning structure.

The INEL roadmap work resulted in the identification of four
principal issues (discussed in the previous chapter). These four issues
were derived from 105 issues identified by the lower-level roadmaps.
Other issues from the roadmaps are included in this document
throughout the Environmental Restoration and Waste Management
chapters. The Site-Specific Plan serves as a communicative vehicle
through which the public can learn of and comment on these issues.

Prioritlzation

An effective decisionmaking process must include a mechanism for
determining the relative priority of planned activities. Because of the
resource-constrained environment in which INEL and DOE must

operate, setting clear priorities is important to complement the planning,
cost-estimating, and budgeting processes.

V ER and WM use a four_ategory system to assess priorities:

Priority 1: Present and near-term health and safety impact. All
activities necessary to prevent near-term adverse impact to workers,
the public, or the environment.

Priority 2: Legally mandated activities. All activities required to meet
the terms of agreements (in place or in negotiation) between DOE
and Tribal Governments or local, State, and Federal agencies. These
agreements represent legal or, in the case of Agreements in Principle,
procedural commitments to complete activities on schedules agreed
to by DOE.
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Priority 3: Compliance activities other than those in Priorities 1
and 2, All activities required for compliance with the environmental
regulations (including RCRA, CERCLA, and NEPA) that were not
already addressed by Priorities 1 and 2. This category also includes
compliance with DOE Orders, actions that would reduce risk or
costs, and actions that would prevent the disruption of DOE's
production mission.

Priority 4: Desirable activities. All activities not required by
regulation but that DOE believes are desirable (e.g., technology
development activities).

Prioritization has been a difficult but necessary element of DOE's ER
and WM programs, and is intended to assist decisionmaking, as
necessary, to balance the practical ability to accomplish work with
reasonable management and funding scenarios. Since its inception, the
DOE-EM organization has attempted to develop, with full public DOE-EM.TheDepartment of Energy
involvement, a national risk-based prioritization system. Such a system, Environmental
when applied, would establish work priorities based on relative risk and Restoration and Waste
the need to address the most significant environmental prob!em,_ at a Management Program are
faster pace than other program activities. To date, this effort has not commonlyreferred to as
met with success. Central to the problem of developing such a system is the Environmental

Management(EM)
that DOE operatesunder a regulatory,system that, for the most part, Program.
does not allow prioritization based on risk. Under most environmental
laws and implementing regulations, regulated entities are required to
correct environmental violations at a pace that is unrelated to associated
risks. Similarly, EPA and States enforcing environmental requirements
must administer regulations rather than risk-driven programs. DOE
supports the concept of risk-based decisionmaking and believes that the
concept should be applied during the development of laws and
implementing regulations.
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i OtherEnvironment,SafetyantiHealthketlvltleu P_rl_! a
(r-u_u

None of the primary issues identified from the previous discussion of

risk analysis, roadmapping, and prioritization are simple problems that

can be resolved unilaterally. One of the principal thrusts of

roadmaps is to help decisionmakers focus on issues managementrather than activity management. Many of the issues will take

considerable time and energy to understand and to resolve.t

Relationships
As discussed, DOE is influenced by various factors in the development

of plans. Planning, such as through this Site-Specific Plan, is an

evolving process that constantly works to satisfy the requirements,

constraints, and programmatic needs while meeting the objectives of the

programs. The relationship between various components in credible

decisionmaking is depicted in the following figure. All the blocks in the

figure are directly dependent upon a sound, integrated planning process
which continually outlines work, tracks progress, and resolves issues.

DOE is committed to promoting meaningful public participation as an

important component of this process.
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Decision making Blocks 7

Credible

0
Declslonmaklng

FullUnderstanding Meaningful Prioritization

ofScopeofWork PublicParticipation ofResources

DocumentCost Realistic TrackingProgram TimelyResolution

Estimates Schedules Progress ofProgramissues

Credible decisionmmking rests on several critical building blocks, including

meaningful stakeholder involvement.
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Environmental Restoration '
The carefully regulated process of environmental restoration requires a thorough analysis and
evaluation of contaminated areas to select the best cleanup method. Past accomplishments and
planned activities for INEL's cleanup efforts are described in this chapter by Waste Area Group
(geographically close sites of potential contamination). INEL's restoration program is becoming more effective
through the identification and resolution of issues that are impacting progress on cleanup.

INEL's nuclear technology research and defense-related activities have
released contaminants into the environment. Action is required to
determine where risks exist and to bring contaminated areas into
compliance with applicable laws. "After-the-fact" cleanup activities are
known as environmental rc.4oration. INEL is continuing to place
increased emphasis on regulatory compliance and waste avoidance,
minimization, storage, and treatment to reduce the need for future
environmental restoration.

• The INEL Environmental Restoration (ER) Program has a two-part
mission:

1 assess and clean up (where necessary) contaminated inactive waste
sites to ensure that risks to the environment and to human health

and safety are either eliminated or reduced to prescribed safe levels
(i.e., environmental remediation), and Environmental

remediation is the act

2 safely manage surplus nuclear facilities, provide appropriate of cleaning up

surveillance and maintenance, decontaminate for reuse, and/or contamination by

completely demolish for site restoration [i.e., decontamination and removingor treating the
hazard so it will no longer

decommissioning (D_D)]. be a potential risk to
people or the

Environmental Restoration Program Objectives environment. The term
"remediation" is often

used interchangeably
with "restoration" or

• _ _ _ _ • "cleanup."

Forty-five INEL facilities
ER have been identified for

Objectives decontamination and
decommissioning. Work

. _ is complete on 24
facilities, and is currently
progressing on 3 other
active D&D projects.

-_ - ---- - -I
Sufficient

hifrastructure/Resource:s
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TheComp,.h...,v. Commitment to Safety
Environmental

DOE is committed to the goal of.completing all environmentalResponse,
Compensation,and restoration activities by the year 2019. At INEL, the DOE-Idaho
LiabilityAct (CERCLA), Operations Office (DOE-ID) is committed to and responsible for cleanup
more commonlyknownas actions and removing INEL from the "Superfund" National Priorities
"Superfund,"provides List. INEL was placed on this CERCLA list in 1989 due primarily to
statutoryauthorityfor concerns at three facilities: Test Reactor Area, Test Area North, and
cleanupof inactivewaste
sitescontaining Radioactive Waste Management Complex (RWMC). Site cleanup at
hazardous and radioactive INEL is conducted through a Federal Facility Agreement and
substances that could C_nsent Order (FFA/CO). The FFA/CO is an agreement which
endanger public health, provides an approved process to reach decisions on how and when
welfare, or the remedial action should be taken to ensure minimal risk to the publicenvironment.

site workers, and the environment at INEL. DOE, the Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA), and the State of Idaho collectively participate
In 1986, an exhaustive in the FFA/CO. WM at INEL has no similar inter-government agency
search began to identify agreement to map out specific processes for waste stream requirements.
any potential contam- Information in this chapter reflects the process agreed to through the
inatedareaat the INEL FFA/CO.
Site. Thesearch
determined450 potential
areas;of these, 184 fall _' The FFA/CO was made for several reasons:
under CERCLAdecision • DOE, EPA, and the State of Idaho share a common goal to ensure
documents, that (potential) releases of hazardous substances at INEL are

responded to appropriately and are thoroughly investigated in

TheNational accordance with the National Contingency Plan.
ContingencyPlan is the

• A single framework and schedule was needed to coordinate thebasicpolicyunder
CERCLAdefiningthe agencies' participation, to oversee compliance with regulations that
procedures andstandards govern environmental restoration activities, and to minimize the
for responding to releases duplication of analyses and documentation to accelerate cleanup.
of hazardoussubstances.

• Environmental restoration work must comply with RCRA, which in
Idaho is administered through the Idaho Hazardous Waste

TheResourceConserva- Management Act.
tion andRecoveryAct

(RCRA) was created to • The FFA/CO replaced the Consent Order and Compliance
ensurethe safe and envi- Agreement (1987), which determined how INEL RCRA complianceronmentallyacceptable
managementof was conducted.
hazardousmaterialsand

In support of reaching this goal, ER continues to actively supportwaste fromgenerationto
disposal,or "cradle-to- technology development to improve options for handling waste and
grave." cleaning up contaminated areas.
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Schedule
Many environmental restoration activities in the INEL FFA/CO have
fixed deadlines. If these "due dates" are not met, INEL is held legally
accountable. Specific completion dates for FFA/CO activities are called
Enforceable Deadlines. ER has adopted a policy to complete these An Enforceable

time-sensitive activities in advance of the dates specified in the FFA/CO. Deadlineis an ER
In DOE planning, a milestone sets a measurement point in the future milestonecommitment

and is used to verify progress toward a goal. Milestones divide identified in the FFA/CO.

environmental restoration activities into sets of several manageable ................
pieces that deal with smaller issues. Many milestones are also "We (DOE) are committed
enforceable deadlines, to meeting the

milestones we signed up
for, and with the kinds of

Getting the Work Done continued managementinitiatives and

productivity
Waste Area Groups(WAGs) and Operable Units improvements thatINEL
INEL covers a very large area and has different facilities and locations is making,we can meet

across it with varying potential cleanup needs. To expedite them." i

environmental restoration activities, the physical areas with potential -Thomas Grumbly, DOE
cleanup needs have been identified. There are 10 of these areas, called Asst. Secry. for ER&WM
Waste Area Groups (WAGs), which were defined by the FFA/CO. (July 7, 1993)

WAGs 1-9 are each generally based around a major INEL facility. The
WAG includes hazardous substances as a result of contamination

specific to that WAG and its sources of contamination. Waste areas AWAGis an area of
potential contamination

include spills, abandoned tanks, septic systems, percolation ponds, that mayrequire
landfills, and injection wells. Sizes range from large facilities, pits, and separate remedial
trenches, to small rubble piles. WAG 10 includes the Snake River Plain actions.

Aquifer and any location not included in the other 9 WAGs. WAG 10
exists because groundwater quality is a major concern. DOE recognizes
that the aquifer is a dynamic system that is not controlled by
institutional boundaries.
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Waste types located at INEL Waste Area Groups

Waste Area Group Locatio. Waste Descr| Ition Types of Waste

WAG 1 TAN undoqfround storage tanks, pits, ponds, Hazardous
irai|lrolidtunltaMo Radioactive

Mixed

WAG2 TRA leaehing pond, UliT, rubiblepiles, cooling Radioactive
towers, InJeetlon well, Frensh drains,
spills

WAGS ICPP oeptio tanks, cesepoole, seepage pits, Hazardous
spills, fly aoh pit, Injection well, sewage Radioactive

plant, gravel pits, Fl_nlehdlrelns Mixed

WAG4 C:A epills_ underlPouad tanks, landfill, leach Hazardous
fields Mixad

WAG II PBF/ARA evaporation ponds, sanitary sewer, waste Hazardous
sumps, storage pads Radioactive

Mixed

WAIt 6 EBR-I/BORAX _ budel site, trash dump, fuel oil Radioactive
tMk_ sept_tank__ pond,qdils

WAG T RWMC Io41 vaults, aeid pit, waste pits and Hazardous
septh: tank Radioactive

Mixed

WAG II NRF landfills, opill areas, wastswMer disposal Hazardous
systems, storage areao Radioactive

WAG 9 ANL-W _ wastewator IlandllnlL/dleposel Hazardous
systems, pitst ditches, ponds, drains Radioactive

Mixed

WAG 10 various Organk_Moderated Read.or Experiment, Hazardous
mmm, liquid _ve chemical Radioactive

disposalaeon,_ pond
i i i i i i i i

If there is more than one potential or confirmed location of released
waste within the WAG, the multiple locations are grouped together by
similar contamination problems or boundaries and called an Operable

An OperableUnit is a Unit. This grouping allows for more efficient assessment and cleanup.
discrete portion of a WAG In general, the Operable Units within each WAG are independent of
consistingof oneor each other, but Operable Units can have overlapping problems.
several potential release Since 1986, 450 potentially contaminated areas have been identifiedsites.

involving 96 Operable Units, and investigations continue that may
discover additional release sites. Each Operable Unit is carefully
monitored whether or not remediation has begun. Release sites are
removed from the FFA/CO list when a determination is made that no

action is required or remediation is complete.
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Environmental restoration at each WAG begins with an assessment of
the area to determine the nature and extent of contamination and the

potential risk to human health and safety or the environment. Once an
initial understanding is established of the WAG's cleanup requirements,
the environmental remediation process begins and is carried out to
completion.

Environmental Remedlatlon Process

V Waste cleanup is basically a five-phase process:

1 finding potentially contaminated areas and estimating the size of the
problem Since August 1991, the

public has provided input
2 identifying the type and amount of waste on 11 INEL

environmentalrestoration
3 reviewing cleanup options to select the best one projects.

4 cleaning up (remediating) and closing the area

5 monitoring the area.

Remediation ranges from leaving the waste in place (with or without
stabilizing controls) to removing and treating the waste. For some The belowground
contaminated areas, new technologies must be developed for disposal area at the
environmental restoration. Most remedial actions are concerned with Radioactive Waste
contaminated soil and groundwater. Management Complex

Although, as described above, the cleanup process may appear fairly (WAG 7), which includes

straightforward, it is a lengthy one. Extensive time and resources are Pit 9, is INEL'slargest i
remediation activity and

spent on the initial phases of gathering vital information, analyzing the is the first cleanup of this
potential problem and health risks, and determining how, and if, type in the world.
cleanup activities should be conducted. The Remedial Action Process
for each Operable Unit, prescribed by CERCLA and the FFA/CO, is
illustrated in the following figure.
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The Remedial Action Process

Preliminary Assessment/
Site Investigation

Remedial
Investigation Initial

(IMludesbMeUne _lng
dekimminent) of

Alternatives
eeaslMIIty Study
with Treatment
Study (if _)

Publlo Comment

Remedial Design

Remedial Aot!on initiated
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i

in most cases, followingDefinitions: Track 1 or 2

investigations,an

Preliminary Assessment (also called a Site Investigation Operable Unitwillbe
or inspection): defined as a "NoAction" site. Some
Involves gathering data to confirm the existence of contamination and to sites withina typical

analyzethe potential risks to humans and the environment. The Operable Unit require

assessment must either support the need for remedial action or show that special consideration
because they contribute

no further investigation is needed. The results are released through a to the cumulative effects
Track 1 Decision Document or a Track 2 Summary Report. A Statement withinthe WAGas a
of Work (SOW) is an agreementbetween all parties defining scope of whole. In such cases,

work to be performed. The SOW is established early in the investigation the site would be

process, transferredto the
comprehensiveWAG

• The FFA/CO defines two different approachesto this Initial OperableUnit and laterincluded in the WAG

assessment: Comprehensive

Track 1 Evaluation: existing documents and records are studied to Remedial
learn what is already known about the particular site. This is done Investigation/FeasibilityStudy(WAG
through a Track 1 Document. Upon completion, the FFA/CO agencies RI/FS). This process
can make a No Further Action Determination (i,e,, the available data ensures that each site is
show no justification to act or investigate further), or proceed to one of individually evaluatedfor
the following three actions below, marked by an asterisk, contamination risk and

contribution to the

Track 2 Investigation*: samples are taken in the field to identify cumulativeimpact of all

contaminants (concentration levels and extent of problem). When the OperableUnitsin the
investigation is complete, marked by a Summary Report, the FFA/CO WAG, INELwill also be

agencies can make a No Action determination or proceed to one of the evaluated in its entiretybyassessing the
next two actions below, marked by an asted,'k, cumulative impact of all

WAGs,resulting in an
INELComprehensive

• Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study (RI/FS)*: a multistep Remedial
process that involves: Investigation/

Feasibility Study (INEL
• Remedial Investigation steps: RI/FS).

- Determine the extent of hazardous substance contamination (types,
quantities, and locations), if not already completed.

- Assess the potential risks of the site, including health effects if a
person were exposed to the hazard under various conditions.

- Analyze collected intormation to start identifying and screening
potential cleanup alternatives.
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• Feasibility Study steps:

- Develop a full analysis of the cleanup alternatives based on the
information gathered during the Remedial Investigation. A
preferred course of action, that satisfies the regulator),
requirements is selected and described. The Feasibilnty Study
often happens at the same time as the Remedial Investigation so
that alternatives are reviewed in detail as soon as information is
available to do so.

- When the investigation is complete, marked by a Summary
Report, the FFA/CO agencies can make a No Action
Determination or proceed to Interim Action or Record of
Decision.

V Interim Action*:

A remedial action undertaken to clean up or contain a potential
threat to human health or the environment and that can or should be
addressed within a short time frame.

• This alternative phase can take the place of both the Remedial
Investigation and Feasibility Study phases, with FFA/CO
approvaland opportunityfor public involvement, in two
situations:

1 When a well-defined contamination problem presents a
significant, although not immediate, threat to human health and
the environment al_d should be cleaned up on an accelerated
schedule.

2 The contamination problem is already researched and understood
well enough that a detailed investigation and study through the
Track 1 and 2 process would be redundant.

V ProposedPlan/Comment Period:

Document explaining the preferred remediation alternative. There is
a minimum 30-day public comment period on the plan, after which
all comments must be taken into consideration.
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V Recordof Decision (ROD):

The decision document selecting the remediation action. It is signed
by the Regional Administrator of EPA Region 1O, DOE, and the State
of Idaho.

V Remedial Designand Action:

Occurs when the .'-leanup effort begins to eliminate, control, or
monitor the actual or potential release of contaminants from a site
into the environment as directed by the ROD.

At any time, the DOE can initiate a Removal Action to respond
promptly to situations that could threaten human health or the
environment. The National Contingency Plan defines Removal Actions
as generally short-term cleanup activities that are not necessarily final
solutions to a problem, but rather aid any required long-term remedial
action.

ER Assumptionsand Issues ,,,,, ,,
Roadmapping activities (discussed in the previous chapter) are

used to determine what problems confront INEL and may hinder q
completion of the ER and WlVlmissions. Certain assumptions
must be made as a part of the planning process.

Assumptions

V The fundamental assumptionsfor ER are divided into the
following categories:

An assumption is
Institutional - Assumptions that cover topics relating to the Federal informationassumedtO
Government, DOE, ER and WM, and regulatory agenciesand State be true or the best
policy decisions. For example,changesto Federaland State available.
environmental policies will not significantly impact the program's
technical scope, cost, and schedule.

Regulatory Compliance - Assumptions that relate to meeting the
requirements established in regulations. For example, independent
verification will be conducted to ensure that remedial actions

continue to achieve risk-based cleanup levels. _i
i
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Project Management - Assumptions related to program execution
including budget process, project baseline, and technical support.
For example, the SNF and INEL EIS (see discussion ill the
Participative Decisionmaking chapter) will be completed by the end
of FY 1995.

Waste Treatment, Storage, and/or Disposal- Assumptions
related to waste generation and management. For example, WM will
have the capability to treat all waste.

Assumptions are cross-checked with other programs and for
consistency with the latest regulations and are updated to remain as
accurate as possible.

V As of June1993, the key assumptions used in ER's planning
process include:

1 Changes to Federal and State environmental policies, statutes, codes,
orders, and the FFA/CO, including Operable Unit structure, will not
significantly impact the environmental restoration technical scope,
cost, and schedule baselines.

2 Laboratory analytical capability and capacity for INEL environmental
restoration sample analysis will be available to meet the FFA/CO
enforceable deadlines and requirements tar turnaround times.

3 Following remedial design/remedial action, post-closure monitoring
or CERCLA independent verification will be conducted to ensure that
remedial actions continue to achieve risk-based cleanup levels.
Recommendations for post-closure monitoring and independent

The National verification will be conducted in accordance with the CERCLA
EnvironmentalPolicy Guidance Handbook (EPA 1988).
Act (NEPA)wasenacted
so that Federalagencies 4 DOE will adapt commercially available treatment processes to DOE
factor environmental waste materials using currently available technology and private
considerations into their sector capability. New technology will be incorporated when
decisionmaking. NEPA appropriate and available.
requiresa reviewof

environmentalimpacts 5 The preparation and decision process for the SNF and INEL EIS will
beconductedpriorto not slow environmental restoration work and will not conflict with
majorFederalactions
that couldadversely decisions reached in CERCLA or other NEPA documents for ER
affectthe environment activities.
andthe healthand safety
of individuals.
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6 All major environmental restoration sites have been identified.
Future new sites, if any, will require only minimal sampling or
consideration under the RI/FS process, so contingency funding will
be sufficient to fund them.

7 ER will plan and pay for storage of remediated waste, treatment of
remediated waste that cannot be treated in existing or planned INEL
waste treatment facilities, packaging and transportation of remediated
waste to treatment and disposal facilities (whether onsite or offsite),
and waste certification and inspection requirements.

ER Issues
The 10 primary ER issues identified by the roadmapping process were
published in the FY 1993 Site-Specific Plan. These issues, which have
the potential to impact INEL, were based on the knowledge and
planning in place when environmental restoration activities were first
begun. Through field investigations, interviews, and analysis conducted
during the last two years, as well as ER programmatic refinement, the
first eight issues have been identified as not impacting ER.

The following section will discuss the status of all 10 issues to show
the progress made over the past year and to provide historical tracking.
The two issues still impacting ER (Cradle-to-Grave Management and
Comprehensive Plan) will continue to be monitored as part of the
roadmapping process. Further information discussing these 10 issues
can be found in the Status Report on Roadmap Headquarters Issue
Resolution Activities (April 7, 1993) from the DOE's Office of the Assistant
Secretary for Environmental Restoration and Waste Management.

Federal Budget Process

Issue: ___

The unpredictable nature of the Federal budget process, and the
constant pressure of funding constraints, makes DOE's life-cycle
budget highly uncertain.
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Causes:

V The following are representative examples of the causes
underlyingthis issue:

The interagency agreement/CERCLA decision process results in
multiple changes to the life-cycle technical baseline.

The DOE and Federal budget processes contain requirements that
A ilfe-cy©le budget cause multiple changes to the life-cycle budget.
projectsthe resources
needed for a projector The DOE planning process creates constant changes, thus preventing
programfromstart-to- firm plans. This causes little confidence in those plans that are made.
finish, insteadof ona
yearlybasis.

Impact:
The constant changes in funding projections limit INEL's ability to make
firm plans, but constant change in funding levels is likely to continue.
However, DOE has made a commitment to provide funding to support
the enforceable deadlines contained in the FFA/CO. Budgets for INEL
activities are based on assumptions that all funding necessary to achieve
enforceable deadlines will be provided. This issue will have no
significant impact on ER.

Resolution Activities:

• Accomplished:

Following repeated attempts to justify additional funding, it is
concluded that due to limitations and severe constraints on available

funding DOE-ID cannot make the desired changes to the process or
increase funding support from DOE.

Planning will now be based on the assumption that all necessa D'
funding will be provided to meet FFA/CO enforceable deadlines.

• PlannedActivities:

This issue will be monitored by the roadmap team.

ER will continue to provide accurate cost estimates on planned work.
The requests will be carried through into the Activity Data Sheets,
which are the required funding documents.
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Factors Influencing Resolution:
The Federal deficit reduction activities will place a strain on all
government funding and w_ll constrain future DOE budgets.
Contingency funds to address immediate threats are being adopted.

Trained TechnicalStaff

issue:

INEL needs more technical staff trained and experienced in
environmental restoration and waste management than is
currently available.

Causes:

V The following are representative examples of the causes
underlying this Issue:

Personnel shortages in ER and WM are due to scheduling conflicts
rather than a shortage of people, and peak demand for staff will
occur in 1995.

Current contractor hiring restrictions will limit the number of
available specialized personnel for required activities.

High personnel turnover is hindering accomplishment of ER
objectives.

The demand for professional personnel is not constant.

Impact:
This personnel issue was identified early in the planning stages of
environmental restoration activities. The availability of personnel has
not affected the planned budget, schedule, and scope. It does not
appear that this issue will have an effect on ER or FFA/CO enforceable
deadlines.

Resolution Activities:

V Accomplished:

Peak demand for staff was determined through a 1992 survey.
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V PlannedActivities:

The 1992 survey on personnel needs will be reviewed in FY 1994 to
determine whether the original results are still valid. The new 1
findings will be published if they contradict the original report, and a Istrategy will be developed to provide appropriately skilled personnel.

l
Any major changes in ER plans will be reviewed for resulting shifts in
personnel needs.

DOE has a team working on resolving skilled personnel needs on a
complex-wide basis.

Factors Influencing Resolution:
Although a national shortage of qualified environmental professionals
exists at this time, an adverse impact on environmental restoration is
avoidable through efficient use of planning tools to maximize the
available human resources.

Analytical Laboratories

_ issue:

The current capabilities of environmental laboratories, both
onsite and offsite, may not meet the requirements to support
projected sampling activities at INEL. The potential inadequacies
include analytical capacity, analytical capability, and
management practices of the labs.

Causes:

V The following are representative examples of the Causes
underlyingthis issue:

No planning is in process for comprehensive INEL analytical
laboratory capability.

No onsite or offsite high-level radioactive mixed waste or transuranic
mixed waste production service laboratory capacity is available.

The INEL offsite waste sample moratorium will impact
environmental restoration FFA/CO enforceable deadlines.
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Impact:
This issue was identified early in the planning stages of environmental
restoration activities, so it has not caused schedule slips for activities at
INEL. It appears that there will be no short-range effect on INEL from
this issue.

Resolution Activities:

• Accomplished:

A different cause of this issue has been identified after further

investigations.

Analytical laboratory services are being assessed.

The Sample Management Office has been organized and charged
with staying abreast of commercial and DOE sector analytical
laboratory capabilities. Management action may be needed to
support the development of these capabilities.

Projections for sampling and analysis requirements and schedules are
provided to the Sample Management Office to better coordinate the
activities.

• Planned Activities:

A secondary issue is the lack of analytical capacity to accept samples
exceeding master subcontract laboratory radiation license limits.
Onsite labs will be evaluated to handle this type of analysis, and if
none are appropriate, then offsite DOE laboratories will be evaluated.

DOE-ID will establish a policy to manage residual sample materials
and cogenerated analytical laboratory mixed waste.

DOE has organized the Laboratory Management Division to resolve
this issue on a national basis.

The Sample Management Office will continue to monitor and
coordinate specific analytical needs on a national basis.

Factors Influencing Resolution:
Private sector capacities and capabilities have recently been increased to
the degree that this issue no longer impacts ER operations.
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Below Regulatory Concern Levels

_ Issue:
Standardized Federal guidelines for below regulatory concern
(BRC) or de minimis levels for radioactive and mixed waste have
not been established.

Below regulatory

concern (BRC) is the Causes:
yet-to-be-determined
concentration level of
contaminants at which V The following are representative examples of the causes
remediation is not underlying this Issue:

required. "How clean is clean" has not been defined.

Risk-based action levels have been negotiated in the Records of

De minimis is a term for Decision at [NEL for slightly radioactive waste.
yet-to-be-determined

criteria for less restrictive Some potential waste has no planned disposal or treatments.
radioactive and/or
hazardouswaste

disposal. The Nuclear Impact:
RegulatoryCommission Waste contaminated with radioactive constituents below the waste
and EPAmay eventually
include de minimis waste acceptance criteria (WAC) levels of the Radioactive Waste

disposal criteria as part Management Complex (RWMC) cannot be disposed of in either an INEL

of their regulations, landfill complex (industrial/commercial waste) or the RWMC and must

be stored. Management of potential BRC or de minimis material is

In instances where consuming resources that could be better used for regulatory waste

cleanup standard limits management.
for "How clean is Because this issue was identified early in the planning stages of
clean?" have not been environmental restoration activities, to date it has not caused and is not

established for a predicted to cause schedule, budget, or scope changes for the FFA/CO
particular contaminant, or enforceable deadlines.
the de facto standard is
frequently zero.
Unfortunately, not only is ResolutionActivities:
'no remaining
contamination' V Accomplished:
technicallyimpossible to

Standards for cleanup are being developed by agencies outside DOE.achieve in most cases,
the benefit gained from The Nuclear Regulatory Commission, for example, is developing
trying to achieve a guidance that INEL can use as a tool in decontamination processes.
"spotless" site would not
balance the costs and
risk of contamination,
treatment, and disposal.
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For purposes of the FFA/CO, INEL established a screening method Wasteacceptance
based on EPA's Risk Assessment Guidance for Superfund. This criteria (WAC) arestandardsthat a waste
method uses conservative assumptions to quickly and efficiently must meettobe
determine which Operable Units pose significant risk to the public, accepted for treatment,

Through the CERCLA Record of Decision (ROD) process storage, or disposal at a' facility. DOE-IDsets
remediation requirements are being developed using Track 1 these criteria for INEL
guidance for risk-based analysis, facilities.

V Planned Activities: The CERCLA Record of

INEL will continue to use risk evaluation methodology to compare Decision (RO/}) is the
DOE's code allowances for residual radiation doses to the standards agreement that

designates the type of
set in the CERCLA process. This issue will be reviewed annually as remedial action that will
part of the roadmapping process. If regulations change and cause this be takenat a site.
issue to affect ER, a new analysis will be conducted.

DOE recognizes this issue and has organized an issue resolution team
to address it.

Factors Influencing Resolution:
Completion of regulatory driven action levels will benefit all remediation
activities in the nation. Until such levels are established, the action

levels will be negotiated during preparation of each CERCLA ROD and
may be subject to change.

Land Disposal Restrictions

Issue:

Requirements for waste classified as "land disposal restricted"
(LDR) have affected INEL, as of May 8, 1992.

Causes:
Land disposal

V The following is a representative example of the causes restricted (LDR) waste
underlyingthis Issue: is defined by EPA as

"hazardous" and could
The Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of 1984 to RCRA state posea risk to the
that a facility cannot generate LDR waste unless there is a recognized environmentif land-
treatment that will prepare the waste for land disposal. Similarly, disposed before

treatment.
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LDR waste may not be stored unless there is a recognized treatment
for the wastes. Treatment technologies to meet LDR hazardous waste
disposal requirements are not available for certain mixed wastes.

Impact:
Federal Facilities LDR waste affects INEL. A DOE order was issued on May 8, 1992,
Compliance Act (F1FCA) stopping all operations that produced LDR waste. Environmental
requiresFederalfacilities

restoration LDR waste will be managed under the FFA/CO and futureto preparewaste
treatment plans for LDR FFCA State of Idaho consent orders for mixed waste treatment. Waste
waste. The plans for from environmental restoration investigations will be placed in approved
completion were storage, and waste stream procedures will be incorporated into the final o
publishedin the Federal CERCLAROD.
Register,April1993.

Resolution Activities:

• Accomplished:

Those activities and/or facilities that created LDR waste are

negotiating agreements on a case-by-case basis to allow restart of the
work under compliance.

• PlannedActivities:

The agreements for restart of work will be based on the development
of specific LDR waste treatments and will be incorporated into the
RODs. INEL will negotiate a consent order with the State of Idaho
for LDR mixed waste treatment in accordance with the requirements
of the FFCA.

A Community Relations Plan will be created to guide development of
public participation opportunities related to the order's negotiation.

Factors Influencing Resolution:
Best Demonstrated Available Technologies (BDATs) must be developed
for each LDR mixed waste.

EPA must establish standards for land disposal for all waste recently
added to the FFA/CO and FFCA list.
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Factors Influencing Resolution:
The lack of defined regulatory levels of various waste inhibits the site's
ability to prepare accurate lists and volume estimates of waste requiring
remediation.

This problem will be more approachable once EPA defines the waste-
level criteria.

Risk Evaluation

Issue:

INEL's technical evaluations of risk do not match the public's
perception of health, life, safety, and environmental risks.

Causes:

• The following are representative examples of the causes

"How do we reconcile the underlyingthis issue:
need to make highly The public does not trust DOE, management, or contractors.
complex, often technical

decisions-- often under NEPA and CERCLA regulations do not appear to satisfy the public's
intense time pressures desire for information and oversight.

with the fundamental

rights of the people ina Regulations and technologies have not kept pace with the public's
democracyto participate perception of needs in environmental protection and restoration.in such decisions? This

is ultimately the greatest The public participation process does not obtain broad-based
challenge,becausethis opinions.preciousIdealcelled
democracymust not be

sacrificedin the name Impact:of defending it."
The disagreement over risk assessment and management may result in a

- ThomasGrumbly,DOE challenge and reversal of currently assumed remedial action RODs.
Asst. Secry.for ERand Reworking a ROD could cause FFA/CO negotiable schedule delays.
WM(7 July :t993) Unresolved differences over potential risk could also create the demand

for technical solutions that are not currently possible or feasible.
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ER and WM Coordination

Issue:

Environmental restoration activities must be incorporated into
INEL's waste treatment and disposal capability and capacity
plans. ER must provide accurate projections for waste sources,
treatments, and disposal technology requirements.

Causes:

V The following are representative examples of the causes
underlyingthis Issue:

No procedures exist to coordinate waste information activities.

The waste stream data that exist are not accessible often due to the

large number of people in ER who supply data.

Performance standards are nonexistent to spot waste stream trends
that are creating technology needs.

Training and knowledge of INEL environmental restoration waste
streams are not consistent among organizations (e.g., waste definitions
are neither well understood nor consistent).

Impact:
This issue has been resolved and will not impact INEL.

Resolution Activities:

• Accomplished:

An environmental restoration waste stream tracking system has been
created as the principal resolution activity for this issue. The
information contained in the system aids integration of
environmental restoration activities with technology development
and waste management activities.

• Planned Activities:

ER's waste stream tracking system will be updated twice a year and i
will be revised based on future program needs, i
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Resolution Activities:

V Accomplished:

Public workshops were held to revise the INEL Community Relations
Plan for ER. Semiannual briefings on environmental restoration are
conducted for the public around the State. For the past two years,
public involvement activities have met and exceeded CERCLA
requirements,

An ER Information Office is now open on a part-time basis in Idaho
Falls. DOE-ID has approved a Public Participation Plan, a framework
for designing and implementing activities with the public, for ER and
WM.

Creation of a Citizens' Advisory Board is in the planning stage. DOE
has organized issue resolution teams to address this issue and
established the EM Office of Policy and Program Information in
December 1991 to focus and coordinate the need for public
participation.

V Planned Activities:

A public focus group will assist in the revision of the INEL
Community Relations Plan for environmental restoration. Public
semiannual briefings will continue. Comments provided by the
public and new DOE initiatives will be the chief sources of ideas for
improving public participation.

The public will influence the award of any new prqlects at INEL.

Factors Influencing Resolution:
Closure of this issue will occur when general guidance for policy
implementation is issued and utilized by the Site to prepare a public
participation plan that meets DOE criteria. The first of a series of
semiannual briefings was conducted in Idaho Falls during May 1993,
and open houses were held in Pocatello and Twin Falls. The draft DOE-
ID Public Participation Plan includes a provision for facilitating a
Citizen's Advisory Board to improve public participation at INEL.
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Bureaucratic Overlaps

Issue:

Because of the number of government agencies, regulations, laws,
orders, and agreements involved with environmental and waste
compliance, there are unnecessary overlaps in the level of reviews
and number of approvals.

Causes:

V The following are representative examples of the causes
underlyingthis Issue:

A consistent and stable strategy is needed to define the required level
and type of documentation to complete environmental restoration
projects.

Documentation required by NEPA, CERCLA, and DOE Orders is
redundant and creates an overlap in efforts.

DOE review and approval times may impact the FFA/CO schedule.

Public understanding of the NEPA/CERCLA integration process is
not adequate; this may result in FFA/CO schedule charges.

Documentation, prepared and approved before the final DOE
Programmatic ER and WM EIS and the final SNF and INEL EIS are
released, may become invalid.

Impact:
The review and approval process is extensive and hinders progress.
Unless the process is streamlined, it will adversely affect the FFA/CO
enforceable deadlines (i.e., project managers have had to plan more
review time for documents requiring changes in start and end dates on
schedules).

Review by several participants has resulted in some confusion in final
comment resolution. When conflicting review comments are returned
by the agencies, it is unclear who has the final say in comment
resolution.

This issue has not affected enforceable deadlines in ER planning.
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Resolution Activities:

V Accomplished:

ER has developed a system for writing a core document for NEPA
and CERCLA review. Longer review times are now built into project
schedules. DOE has organized six different teams to deal with topics
related to this issue.

V PlannedActivities:

Planning packages will use the lessons learned from past review
processes to set future review schedules.

Factors Influencing Resolution:
Reviewing organizations are concerned about the personal liability
incurred if environmental laws are violated, and they will continue
present review and approval processes.

Lack of clarity over whether CERCLA or RCRA regulations apply to a
given DOE remedial action site has caused misunderstandings,
confusion, and disagreement between EPA regions, States, and DOE.
Any precedent created by DOE's case-by-case approach to these
problems is not necessarily applied uniformly throughout the complex.

Experience has shown that it is nearly impossible to estimate the time
required to move through the NEPA process. Environmental
assessments have been in the approval loop for 1-2 years or longer.
DOE must establish a consistent, predictable DOE NEPA review process
as well as review schedules to be used in the field for tracking and
planning.

Cradle-to-GraveManagement

Issue:
V Cradle-to-gravemanagement of radioactive and mixed waste is

not currently possiblebecause of the lack of:

acceptable radiological and mixed waste handling methods,

approved treatment, storage, or disposal facilities,
• unresolved
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treatment technologies that meet the DOE and Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Orders and CERCLA risk criteria. Specifically, waste
acceptance criteria and best demonstrated available technologies have
not been identified for most INEL waste.

Also, research and development efforts in waste management are not
likely to create all the necessar T technologies and processes in time to
meet FFA/CO enforceable deadlines.

i

Causes:

V The following are representative examples of the causes
underlyingthis issue:

Long-range planning for INEL treatment, storage, and disposal
facilities is not adequate.

Current INEL storage is not adequate or available for all mixed waste
streams.

INEL low-level waste and/or mixed low-level waste treatment

capabilities and capacities are not adequate.

Current technologies for radioactive waste handling are not adequate.

Treatment is not available for some INEL waste streams.

Mixed waste final disposal options are not available.

Impact:
This cradle-to-grave waste issue was identified early in the planning
stages of ER activities. The effect of this issue is reduced because several
Operable Units will require "No Further Action" or will stabilize in place

Capping is the covering and contaminated material will be capped.
of contaminatedareas It appears that the lack of containment and transport systems will
withmaterials,like require ER to reduce activities and thus reduce the total amount of ER-
concrete, to prevent generated waste requiring treatment and disposal.contaminantsfrom
migrating. There are some wastes that will be generated that currently lack

treatment, storage, and disposal options.
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Resolution Activities:

V Accomplished:

A data base has been compiled to track basic information on waste
streams.

A policy has been enacted to deal with waste created during
investigation of contaminated areas.

WM and ER have coordinated their decision points on environmental
restoration needs for proposed treatment, storage, and disposal
facilities, and ER has established its own treatment, storage, and
disposal strategies for unique waste cases and facility timing
problems.

Studies have been completed on technologies to treat the most
difficult wastes.

A strategy has been established and negotiations opened under the
FFMCO for a land disposal restriction agreement.

WM has developed cradle-to-grave strategies for all INEL wastes.

WM has established a managerial position to oversee each waste
stream, including waste generated during environmental restoration
activities.

V PlannedActivities:

Each Operable Unit and D&D project Manager will continue to
refine waste projections as sampling and analysis is completed during i
field operations and communicate the result to WM.

DOE has established two teams to address the issue.

The DOE WM Program is presently developing treatment, storage,
and disposal strategies for individual waste streams, and individual
strategies are being coordinated with the DOE Programmatic EIS.

ER will provide yearly information updates to the waste stream
tracking data base and will monitor the progress of and be included
in the decisions related to WM's progress on treatment, storage, and
disposal facilities. New technologies will continue to be investigated.
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Factors Influencing Resolution:
Treatment, storage, and disposal facilities has received little localized
support due to the perceived danger by the public. Until the public
believes such facilities are safe, the situation is unlikely to improve.
Construction of these facilities cannot begin until siting studies are
complete and accepted by stakeholders.

Other related influences are the SNF and INEL EIS, the DOE

Programmatic ER and WM EIS, the FFCA Mixed Waste Treatment Plan,
the DOE Complex-21 Programmatic EIS, INEL Land-Use Plans, and ER
CERCLA RODs.

ComprehensivePlan

_ Issue:

A comprehensive plan coordinated by ER is needed to integrate
environmental restoration activities with related INEL or DOE-ID

programs, especially WM. The plan should also provide a basis
for implementing environmental restoration actions based on
INEL goals and priorities.

Causes:

• The following are representative examples of the causes
underlyingthis issue:

A comprehensive program plan has not been developed for INEL
environmental restoration activities. This plan would facilitate the
coordination and integration of the ER and WM activities.

An INEL land-use plan is not available yet.

The INEL portion of the SNF and INEL EIS is not available yet.

unresolved

Impact:
DOE and INEL ER planning is incomplete. The scope, schedule, and
budgets of activities are subject to frequent and unpredictable change
due to a lack of comprehensive, coordinated plans. The capabilities and
requirements of ER cannot be clearly communicated to other
organizations, including DOE, without a comprehensive plan.
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Resolution Activities:

V Accomplished:

The FFA/CO has been approved. This agreement provides a
decisionmaking process and schedule for INEL remedial action ROD
draft documents.

ER is moving from being a newly created program into a more
mature program overseeing remedial investigations conducted under
the FFA/CO. Seven RODs have been signed and others are in
progress.

Project management systems are in place and processes are being
developed to evaluate environmental restoration and other
programmatic activities.

V Planned Activities:

Roadmapping will continue to be a part of the planning process.

The primary issue facing ER is identifying current and future mixed
waste treatment and disposal capabilities, a task which must be
worked closely with WM. ER plans will be coordinated with related
INEL planning processes.

The Site-Specific Plan will be updated annually, and specific
environmental restoration issues will be presented for public
discussion.

DOE is coordinating and developing the FFCA Mixed Waste
Treatment Plan.

DOE is developing a complex-wide Programmatic ER and WM EIS
assessing the environmental affects of all waste streams.

Roadmapping activities at DOE include analysis of 25 crosscutting
issues, to which resolution teams have been assigned.
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Factors Influencing Resolution:
This issue cannot be resolved without further assistance from DOE in

providing guidance to the field, establishing clear lines of
decisionmaking authority, and establishing and communicating high-
level program prioritization and budget planning relationships.

GeneralAccomplishments
(during fiscal year 1993)

Letter subcontracts were signed initiating the Proof-of-Process test phase
for Pit 9 Cleanup at RWMC. The Proof-of-Process tests are an important
step in the remediation of Pit 9 and are designed to safely demonstrate
the proposed remediation process in a controlled environment. Design
and construction of facilities for the Limited Production Test will occur

only after successful completion of the Proof-of-Process test.
The Perched Water CERCLA ROD was signed 13 months ahead of the

FFA/CO enforceable milestone date. This ROD has been recognized as
an exemplary "No Action" ROD and will be used as a model for similar
RODs throughout the DOE complex.

Significant progress in the Buried Waste Program field activities was
made with the successful drilling of 10 boreholes in the interior of the
Acid Pit located at RWMC. The technology developed and employed for
contamination control has been patented and has received national and
international recognition.

The D&D program shipped 14 radioactive sources to a vendor for
recycling. These materials had been stored at the INEL Auxiliary
Reactor Area 1II for several years without resolution. Significant dollar
savings were realized and the generation of radioactive and mixed waste
was avoided.
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INEL Ma or Facilities and Waste •AreaGroUps (WAGs) "

Bitterroot Range

Lemhl Range

Idaho ToRexburg-82
Mud Lake

WAG 1

Lost River Range

WAG 8
WAG 2

\ 9

WAG 6 u.s. 2o\

WAG 3

WAG 4 WAG 10 is the Snake River
Aquifer and other areas

"_--WAG 7

WAG 1 Test Area WAG 4 Centrr' Facilities WAG 7 Radioactive Waste WAG 10 Snake River Aquifer
North (TAN) Area tCFA) Management Complex and Miscellaneous

(RWMC) Units

WAG 2 Test Reactor WAG 5 Power Buret Facility (PBF) WAG 8 Naval Reactor
Area (TRA) and Auxiliary Reacto_ Facility (NRF)

Area (ARA)

WAG 3 idaho Chemical WAG 6 Experimental Breeder WAG 9 Argonne National * Miles fromCentral Facilities Area
Processing Plant Reactor 1 (EBR-1) Lab-West (ANL-W)
(ICPP)
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Schedule of Major Environmenl:al Restoratior Activities
i

1991 [_

Waste Area Group 1995 1996 1997 1998 , 1999 , 2000 2001

.- Test Area NOrth

Injection Well Interim Action _ q_.ltli_ y
Groundwater Contamination Ri/FS _ _,_

WAG 1 Comprehensive RI/FS __ ILcSl f /

Warm Waste Pond Interim Action

Perched Water System RI

WAG 2 Comprehensive RI/FS __ _ IIIIIII I I _m_• _-

i Idaho Chemical Processif)_ Plant'

WAG 3 Comprehensive RI/FS .............. [ _.-- I_ n ..... _¢_-_L._J 7 !
- Central Facilities Area ,

Motor Pool Pond RI _ __
LandfillsRills -- i_..j 7 I,
WAG 4 Comprehensive RI/FS i I_ I '_- i - .......... i ----_

PBF Evaporation Pond Interim Action _ _ _i_i;_;_ i

ARA Chemical Evaporation Pond RI _ _

WAGS Comprehensive RI/FS _ ,,,,,, , _/ '
EBRI,,BORAX

WAG 6 Comprehensive RI/FS (See Waste Area Group 10)

, I I .... _ --_

_ lerr,,[,._,.i..,_,.e,_._ rmt._mit_..._ f_:m _-'-----1 .....

Pit 9 Interim Action _

PadARI/IS _ ° _ - " _ " _ i

Organic Contamination RI/FS _ __i__ _ ___jr __. I

llU Pits & Trenches RillS

._.

WAG 8 Comprehensive RI/FS //

Comprehensive RI/IS ! I ! k¢" , I I ,,,WAG9

0 Snake River Plain A'I uifet/Misc.

u...._o...nc.,...mAct,o. ! iWAO.,o.sco°,.,o..,v.,,,_....... t " ......i 71.....
......-i--- l ....l.....1 ,L_____itl_er An'ticip,ated Events

® • • OSemi-Annual Briefings ! • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Restoration and Waste Management ........ ___................... 1........... i_..... _L ..................

XPLANATION.,
RI/FS = Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study WAG = Waste Area Group

Symbols _ Publi©CommentPeriod / RecordOf _:::_ Remedial _ Remedial
ScoplngComment Period _ Decision Design Action

Focus of Investigations [= "Operable Unit ComprehensiveWaste Area Group INEL-Wldo
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Waste Area Group 1: Test Area North WAQ 1 Facts

WAG 1 comprises five industrial areas at Test Area North: Technical _' 1993 Budget:
$8,163,000

Support Facility, Water Reactor Research Test Facility, Cask Testing
Project, Loss-of-Fluid Test Facility, Initial Engine Test Facility, and P¢ 1994 Budget:
Specific Manufacturing Capability Facility (see WAG Map, page 73). $6,708,000

WAG 1 is divided into 10 Operable Units, including underground Operable Units: 10
storage tanks, pits, ponds, and a railroad turntable. There are 71
potential release sites at WAG 1. Hazardous, radioa.ctive, and mixed Release Sites: 71
waste exist at those sites. Possible contaminants include asbestos, No Action:10 sites
petroleum products, acids and bases, radioactive rabble and water,
laboratory bottles, and sanitary wastes. All investigations and decisions Track t: 28 completed,

11 pending
are scheduled to be completed by the year 1999. The table below shows
the status of these environmental restoration activities. Additional Track2:3 in progress, 1

details, by Operable Unit, follow, pending
InterimAction:1 in
design phase

RI/FS: 1 in progress, 1
Investigation Phase

Operable I Type of Operable U.,t pending
Unit No. I Investigation Description

No A©tlon 9 mtentlalrelem sitesat fivefacUltws

T,._._ 13"_'_"'°""" 30 Track ls have been
1-O2 I Track 1 14 )otl_tlal reloue iltee

:_03_ Track2 4 )otoMial reteasesites approved,and 10
1414 I Trek2 7 _t..,a,._o....,.. additional are pending

1"0§1 Track2 __..,,.,..,......- approval.
14)6 I Trm:k1 4 mtentiaJreleasesites

1-07A i intodmAct_n 2 _ontlal teteNe sltee

1-07B ! RemedialInvo_lgatkm/ 2 mtentJaireleasesites
FimstbilltyStudy (sameN Unit1-07A1,

1-O8 i Track 2 3 potontlll retom sites

Track1 5 potentialmiemmsites

1-10 I Remedialinvestigation/ ComprehensiveRemedial

I Femdblllty Study InvestllPltion/Feutbility Studyfor
W_e Area GroupI baglnsJuly199S

I Completed n PhI0'lnod_a'ne_t flSc.I .at _A_Public meeting, hold

Highlights
Injection Well, Operable Unit 1-07A: The interim action for this project
is proceeding in both the design .'.,ndaction phases. Two wells have been
drilled to monitor the effectiveness of the interim action, and the staging
area for the treatment facility is being prepared. Construction of the
treatment facility will begin in the fall of 1993.

Groundwater Contamination, Operable Unit 1-07B: Samples for a RI/
FS were collected in 1992 and are being analyzed. An RI/FS report is
being prepared. A proposed plan vdl]be presented to the public for z
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comment in early 1994. A CERCLA ROD is expected in the fall of 1994,
and information from the Injection Well interim action will be used to
refine the design of any final action to remediate groundwater
contamination.

Operable Unit 1-01

Physical Description
Operable Unit 1-01 includes 13 sites: two underground storage tanks
that contained fire protection system foam stabilizer solutions from the
Loss-of-Fluid Test Facility and Initial Engine Test Facility ; a diesel fuel
underground storage tank; a gravel pit in which sulfuric acid was spilled
in the late 1950s; a rubble pit that contained nonhazardous construction
debris; three below-ground pits designed but never used to capture

ClariflerPit: Afiltration waste cryogenic materials; one site with three ¢larifier pits; three
systembywhichmatter asbestos pits/disposal areas; a radioactively contaminated pipe; a
suspended in water is radioactively contaminated storage building; and an injection well thatremoved.Watermixed
withsolids is passed handled Initial Engine Test Facility process and sanitary waste. Two
through a pit; as the tanks, the Initial Engine Test Facility foam tank and the diesel fuel tank,
water flowsoverthe pit have been removed from the ground. Potential contaminants are acids
the solids settle to the and other chemicals, petroleum products, nonhazardous construction
bottom, debris, asbestos, radioactive materials, and sanitary wastes.

Status

Following Track 1 investigations, each site in the Operable Unit has
been identified as a No Action site or transferred to Operable Unit 1-10
for inclusion in the WAG-1 Comprehenswe RI/FS. No activities are
planned for FY 1994, as work at this O'oerable Unit has been completed.

Operable Unit 1-02

Physical Description
Operable Unit 1-02 includes 14 petroleum fuel or waste storage tanks.
Eleven tanks have been removed. Two other tanks have approved
summary assessments, which recommend that these tanks be dropped
from the Federal Facility Agreement and Consent Order (FFA/CO) list.
Potential contaminants are petroleum products. The remaining tank will
be.removed as part of the Underground Storage Tank program.
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Status

No FY 1994 activities are planned as work at this Operable Unit is
complete.

Operable Unit 1-03

Physical Description

Operable Unit 1-03 consists of four sites: two burn pits, a laboratory Field sampling was
bottle disposal site, and a gasoline spill from the Technical Support completedat the
Facility service station. Results from the Track 2 investigation show that Operable Unit 1-03 Track
the burn pits and the service station spill do not pose an unacceptable 2 BurnPits. Results
risk. Remediation alternatives for the bottle site, where up to 400 buried show that the burn pits

laboratory bottles were found, are being evaluated, do not poseunacceptable risk.

Status

A remedial investigation to evaluate the bottle site is planned for FY
1994.

Operable Unit 1-04

Physical Description
Operable Unit 1-04 consists of seven sites: three sumps, two ponds, one
pit, and one tank in which acids or caustics were stored or disposed of.

l

1
Status

In FY 1994 the Track 2 summary, report will be completed to
recommend a No Further Action determination, an Interim Action, or

transfer to Operable Unit I-i0 and performance of a full RI/FS. The Sampling at the Operable
underground storage tanks will be removed; these sites will be classified Unit 1-04 Caustic and
as No Action sites. OperableUnit1-05

RadioactiveSiles was

Operable Unit 1-05 completed.

Physical Description
Operable Unit 1-05 consists of nine radioactively contaminated sites.
Five sites are tanks or piping systems that may be closed within the next
three years. Two sites contain buried radioactive rubble and metal. Two
additional sites include a surface drainage pond and a valve pit
containing contaminated metal.
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Status

In FY 1994 the Track 2 summary report will be completed for all
Operable t Init 1-05 sites. Recommendations for each site may identify it
as a No Further Action or transfer it to the comprehensive RI/FS for
Waste Area Group-1. Underground storage tanks will be removed; these
will be classified as No Action sites.

Operable Unit 1-06

Physical Description
Operable Unit 1-06 consists of four spill and disposal sites, including a
5,000-gallon diesel spill, a 10-gallon sulfuric acid spill, a 1-gallon
mercury spill, and a disposal pond for Technical Support Facility
sanitary and process wastes, which could contain radionuclides, metals,
and various chemicals.

Status

Following Track 1 investigations, each site in this Operable Unit has
been identified as a No Action site or transferred to Operable Unit 1-10
for inclusion in the WAG 1 Comprehensive RI/FS. No activities are
planned for FY 1994, as work at this Operable Unit has been completed.

Operable Unit 1-07A and B

A CERCLARODfor the Physical Description
Operable Unit 1-07A Operable Unit 1-07A includes two sites: the Technical Support Facility-
TechnicalSupport Facility 05 injection well, which was remediated in FY 1990, and the
Injection Well/Technical groundwater beneath the Technical Support Facility, which is
Support Facility contaminated with trichloroethylene, tetrachloroethylene,
Groundwater Interim dichloroethylene, and strontium. Operable Unit 1-07B is the original RI/Action(OperableUnit1-

FS for the Test Area North groundwater under the FFA/CO. During07A)hasbeensigned.
Workhas started on the initial scoping meetings on the RI/FS, DOE, EPA, and Idaho Department
remedialdesignphaseof of Health and Welfare decided to start an Interim Action to begin source
the interimaction,which remediation while the R1/FSwas being completed.
will involvelimited
pumpingandtreatment
of the TechnicalSupport
Facilityinjectionwell to
reducethe levelof
contaminationin the
vicinityof the injection
well.
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Status TheComprehensive

Operable Unit ]-OTA. EnvironmentalResponse,
The interim action for this unit is proceeding in both the design and Compensation andLiability Act (CERCLA)
action phases. Two wells have been drilled to monitor the effectiveness cleanup activities to date
of the interim action, and the staging area for the treatment facility is includethe finalizationof
being prepared. Construction of the treatment facility will begin in the the Operable Unit 1-07A
fall of 1993. RemedialDesign/

Operable Unit 1-07B. RemedialAction(RD/RA)Scope of Work/RD Plan;
Samples for an RI/FS were collected in 1992, and are being analyzed. An award of a contract to

RI/FS report is being prepared. A proposed plan will be presented to the design,construct,
public for comment in early 1994. A ROD is expected in the fall of operate the Groundwater
1994, and information from the Injection Well interim action will be Treatment Facility;and
used to refine the design of any final action to remediate groundwater the completion of thedesign and part of the
contamination, construction.

Operable Unit 1-08 ....................
Field sampling and well

Physical Description drillingwascompletedfor
Operable Unit 1-08 includes three sites: a railroad turntable at Technical the Operable Unit 1-07B
Support Facility that is potentially contaminated with mercury, and Test Area North !
radionuclides; the Technical Support Facility sewage treatment plant GroundwaterRI/FS. The
and sludge drying beds, which are contaminated with heavy metals and I draft RIreport wascompleted. Work has
radionuclides; and an old injection well at the Water Reactor Research begun on the RI/FS
Test Facility that was used for sanitary and process waste disposal, report and the draft

proposed plan.
Status

In FY 1994 sampling and data evaluation will be completed for all
Operable Unit 1-08 sites. Recommendations for each site may id ,ltify it TheDraftRI/FS report forOperable Unit 1-07B Test
as a No Further Action or transfer it to the comprehensive RI/FS. To Area NorthGroundwater
accomplish this recommendation this effort includes compilation of was submitted to EPA
existing data, data evaluation, and quantitative risk evaluation based on andthe Idaho
existing data. The WRRTF-05 injection well may be transferred to Departmentof Health
Operable Unit 1-10; the other sites are expected to be No Action sites, andWelfare.
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Operable Unit 1-09

Physical Description
Operable Unit 1-09 includes five sites: three disposal ponds at the Water

A Frenchdrain is an Reactor Research Test Facility, a French drain, and a well-water spill.
engineeredsoil column WRRTF-06 is still used for disposal of sanitary wastes; WRRTF-02 and -
for disposalof small 03 were used for process waste disposal.amountsof wastewater.

Status

Following Track 1 investigations, each site in this Operable Unit has
been identified as a No Action site or transferred to Operable Unit 1-10
for inclusion in the WAG-1 Comprehensive RI/FS, No activities are
planned for FY 1994, as work at this Operable Unit has been completed.

Operable Unit 1-10

Physical Description
Operable Unit 1-10 coordinates all cleanup work at the other WAG l
Operable Units. This unit also includes one site: a leach field where
paint wastes, including organic chemicals and heavy metals, were
reportedly disposed of.

Status

There are no planned activities for FY 1994 for Operable Unit 1-10. Sites
to be transferred to Operable Unit 1-10 at this time may include the
TSA-06 soil area, the TSA-07 disposal pond, TSA-08 Heat Transfer

• Reactor Experiment mercury spill, and the WRRTF-05 injection well.
The comprehensive IV!/FSfor WAG 1 incorporates all sites listed as
Tracks 1 or 2 that require further investigation. The comprehensive RI/
FS will include the cumulative impact of all WAG 1 sites.
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Waste Area Group 2: Test Reactor Area WAG 2 Faot,

Waste Area Group 2 is associated with the Test Reactor Area (see WAG FY1993 Budget'.

Map, page 73). Potential release sites associated with various facilities at $7,549,000

Test Reactor Area include leaching ponds, underground storage tanks, FY1994 Budget:
rubble piles, cooling towers, an injection ,,veil,French drains, and $7,964,000
assorted spills where hazardous and radioactive wastes may exist. WAG Operable Units: 13
2 is divided into 13 Operable Units consisting of 51 potential release
sites. Possible contaminants include petroleum products, acids, bases, Release Sites' 51
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), radionuclides, and heavy metals. All No Action: 10 sites
investigations and decisions are scheduled to be completed by the year
2000. The table below shows the status of ER activities at WAG 2. Track 1:6 completed

Additional details, by Operable Unit, follow. Track 2:8 in progress

RI/FS' 1 completed, 1
pending

Inv.tlgatlon Phm Interim Action' 1 in
Operable I Type of Operable Unit

Unit No. I Investigation Description progress
i

,_A,_. _o_..ia,_..._. RODs: 2 signed24)1 I Tmok 1 1 potential falease site

;14);i I T_k I 8 potential release sites

Track 2 6 potential mleat4 sites
204 I Trsck 2 8 potential miaase sites

2-0§ I Trm_k 2 4 potential release sites
p !

;i_6 I Tla_k 2 3 potential release sites

2-07 I T,_ck 2 4 pottntlal release sites

2-08 [ Ttsck 2 I potential release site !
h--'--'-----t
[ 2-09 I Track 2 3 potential release idtes i

Intedm Action I potentMd release site

TIl_k 2 3 potential release sites I

Remedial Invutldatlon/ 1 I_t|_ial mleee II_o P_=_d _ O_tL_

Feaall_,ty Study .m_ _ in _

itemedlal Investlgatkm/ Compreh4_lve Remedial i
FealdbUl_y Study InvesUl_/Feasil_llty Study knvo_es

the evaluaUon Of all altes In this Waste

Am Group _ July 1996

Co4vq_lted _ Planned for next fiscal ,.. _ Public meetlnp held

Highlights
Warm Waste Pond, Operable Unit 2-10' This interim action is
scheduled to be completed in the fall of 1993. An Explanation of An Explanation of

Significant Difference to the CERCLA ROD was released in March SignificantDifference
1993, explaining the agencies' plan to consolidate contaminated pond is a document which

notifies the public of
sediments from the larger cell of the pond to the two smaller cells, changes to a ROD,
followed by placing a soil cover over the contaminated sediments, required by CERCLA.
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DraftScopes OfWork Perched Water System, Operable Unit 2-12: Post-ROD sampling of
were submitted for the the perched water began during the summer of 1993. The agencies
followingOperable Units: signed a CERCLA ROD in December 1992 for No Remedial Action, with !
• TestReactorAreaBrine periodic monitoring.

Tank(OperableUnit2-
03) Operable Unit 2-01

• TestReactorAreaHot
WasteTanks(Operable Physical Description
Unit 2-05) Operable Unit 2-01 is the Paint Shop Ditch, which is an open ditch

where paint shop wastes such as paints, thinners, and spent solvents
• Test ReactorArea may have been discarded until 1982.

RubbleSites(Operable

Unit2-06) Status

• TestReactorArea Following Track 1 investigations, the site in this Operable Unit was
Cooling Towers identified as a No Action site and will receive final consideration in

(OperableUnit2-07) Operable Unit 2-13.

Operable Unit 2-02

Physical Description
I Operable Unit 2-02 includes five underground storage tanks thati
! contained petroleum products. All five of the tanks have been removed

I from the ground, and the initial site characterizations found no
, contamination at the sites.

Status

Following Track 1 investigations, each site in this Operable Unit has
been proposed as a No Action site and will receive final considerati_on in
Operable Unit 2-13.

Operable Unit 2-03

Physical Description
Operable Unit 2-03 contains a number of spills. The extent of
contamination is expected to be small for these spill sites. The sites
include a pit used to dispose of the residue from an acid spill that
occurred in 1983; a french drain designed to catch overflow run-off
from a sulfuric acid tank used in a demineralizer operation; a tank used
to mix demineralizer brine; an acid pipe tunnel designed to catch
overflow from an acid pipe; and a fuel oil tank spill.
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Status

Following Track 2 investigations, each site in this Operable Unit has
been proposed as a No Action site and will receive final consideration in !
Operable Unit 2-13.

Operable Unit 2-04

Physical Description
Operable Unit 2-04 contains a number of spills. While the nature and
extent of contamination is unknown, it is expected to be small for the
majority of the spill sites. The sites include the North Storage Area (TRA-
34) that, based upon past usage, is likely to have soil contamination
from facility operations; a contaminated area that resulted from spills off
a former loading dock (TRA-722); the TRA PW13 diesel fuel
contamination found in a perched water well; three PCB spills from
transformers; and two areas of petroleum product soil contamination.

Status

Activities to be performed in FY 1994 at Operable Unit 2-04 include
Track 2 characterizations that may lead to recommendations of No
Further Action, interim Action, or inclusion in the Operable Unit 2-13
WAG-wide RI/FS. Preliminary scoping was completed in FY 1993. It is
anticipated that Track 2 characterization activities to be performed in FY
1994 will be field sampling followed by a Track 2 Summary Report in
FY 1995.

Operable Unit 2-05

Physical _)escrlptlon
Operable Unit 2-05 includes four radioactive waste tank sites. One unit
consists of three underground hot-waste catch tanks and the area where Theterm "hot-waste" is
a fourth leaking tank was removed in the 1960s. Additionally, there is a usedhere to define
site where four hot-waste tanks were removed and replacedwith four wastethat is radioactive.
new tanks in 1986. Another site includes an inactive radioactively
contaminated tank located underground (TRA-614). The fourth site is a
section of piping formerly used for transfer of reactor coolant. A portion
of the piping was used to store radioactive liquids.
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Status
Track 2 characterization of Operable Unit 2-05 began in FY 1993 and
will be complete in FY 1994. The results of the Track 2 will be used to
recommend further actions required for the Operable Unit. It is
currently assumed the Track 2 results will support No Further Action at
all four sites.

Operable Unit 2.06

Physical Description
Operable Unit 2-06 includes miscellaneous rubble piles in the area
outside the Test Reactor Area fence. Based on limited evaluation, it is

likely only general construction debris is present in the piles.

Status

Following Track 2 investigations, each site in this Operable Unit has
been proposed as a No Action site and will receive final consideration in
Operable Unit 2-13.

Operable Unit 2-07

Physical Description
Operable Unit 2-07 consists of the Engineering Test Reactor Cooling
Tower Basin, the location where the Material Test Reactor Cooling
Tower Basin was removed, the Advanced Test Reactor Cooling Tower,
and an area of soil contaminated with chromium at TRA-653. The

cooling tower sites are suspected of being contaminated with chromium
because chromates were used as a corrosion inhibitor in cooling water at
the Test Reactor Area until 1972.

Status
Track 2 characterization of Optrable Unit 2-07 began in FY 1993 and
will be complete in FY 1994. It is currently assumed the results of the
Track 2 will support No Further Action at all four sites.

Operable Unit 2-08

Physical Description
Operable Unit 2-08 is the Material Test Reactor canal in the basement of
the Material Test Reactor building. RaHioactive water is known to have
leaked through the floor of the canal during the years of reactor
operation.
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Status
FY 1994 activities will include a Track 2 characterization that will lead

to a recommendation of No Further Action, an Interim Action, or

inclusion in the Operable Unit 2-13 WAG-wide RI/FS. Preliminary
scoping was performed in FY 1993. It is currently anticipated that a No
Further Action recommendation will be approved in FY 1994.

Operable Unit 2-09

Physical Description
Operable Unit 2-09 consists of the Cold Waste Pond and sewage
treatment system at the Test Reactor Area. The Cold Waste Pond was
constructed in 1982 and receives primarily cooling tower blowdown
water. The sewage treatment system has been in use since the 1950s. It
is suspected that they both may have received small quantities of either
hazardous or radioactive wastes.

Status

Track 2 field activities were completed in FY 1992. A No Further Action
recommendation was made and is expected to be approved in early FY
1994 for the Cold Waste Pond. A No Further Action recommendation

has been proposed for the Sewage Leach Pond; however, a limited-scope
removal action is possible when the current sewage system is replaced
with a new system in late FY 1994.

Operable Unit 2-10

Physical Description
Operable Unit 2-10 consists of the Warm Waste Pond sediments. The A CERCLA ROD for the
Warm Waste Pond was originally constructed in 1952 and is designed to Warm Waste Pond
receive low-level radioactive wastewater. Radioactive contamination is InterimAction(Operable

the primary health concern associated with the pond sediments. Unit 2-10) was approved.

Status ......................

Activities in FY 1994 will include implementation of the Interim Action RD/RA Statement of
as outlined in the Explanation of Significant Difference to the ROD for Workfor the WarmWaste
Operable Unit 2-10. Pond Interim Action(OperableUnit2-10)was

submittedandapproved
byEPA/Idaho
Departmentof Health
andWelfare.
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Operable Unit 2-11

Physical Description
Operable Unit 2-11 consists of the Warm Waste Leach Pond; the
Retention Basin; and the Test Reactor Area Waste Disposal well,
sampling pit, and sump. The Retention Basin is a large underground
concrete basin that receives the waste waters pumped to the Warm
Waste Pond. The disposal well is an injection well used between 1964
and 1982 to dispose of cooling tower blowdown water. Radioactive
contamination is the primary health concern associated with the
Retention Basin. Potential chromium-contaminated sediments are the

issue for the injection well.

Status
A Track 2 investigation based on existing data was performed in 1992.
It is assumed that the result will lead to a No Further Action
recommendation.

Operable Unit 2-12

Physical Description
A "No Action"RODwas Operable Unit 2-12 consists of the perched water zones underlying the
signed for the Perched Test Reactor Area. These zones are a result of water from the Cold
Water RI/FS (Operable
Unit2-12). The Perched Waste Pond, Warm Waste Pond, Chemical Waste Pond, and Sewage
Water ROD was signed Lagoons infiltrating the ground and perching on low-permeability layers
13 months ahead of the in the basalt. A zone of perched water is found at approximately the 50-
FFA/COenforceable foot level and another, larger zone is found at the 150-foot level below
milestone date. This land surface.
ROD has been recognized

as an exemplary "No Status
Action" ROD and will be
usedas a modelfor In FY 1994 groundwater monitoring will continue for Operable Unit 2-
similar RODsthroughout 12, as specified in the ROD, to ensure that contaminant levels in the
the DOEcomplex, groundwater continue to be reduced as expected.
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Operable Unit 2-13

Physical Description
Operable Unit 2-13 coordinates remediation work at the smaller Test
Reactor Area units that require additional characterization and/or
cleanup following characterization. This Operable Unit also contains the
Chemical Waste Pond built in the early 1960s. The Chemical Waste
Pond receives wastewater from the Test Re:_.ctorArea Demineralizer
Plant. Heavy metals, primarily barium, u,ercury, and lead, have been
found in the alluvium below the Chemical Waste-Pond.

Status

Operable Unit 2-13 will include the WAG-wide RI/FS and Proposed
Plan. This documentation goes through various reviews and is provided
for public comment. This process leads to the decision of a preferred
action, which is recorded in the Record of Decision. The comprehensive
RI/FS for WAG 2 incorporates all sites listed as Tracks 1 and 2 that
require further investigation. The comprehensive RVFS will include the
cumulative impact of all WAG 2 sites. Activities for this Operable Unit
are not expected to begin until FY 1996.
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WAG 3 Facts Waste Area Group 3: Idaho Chemical
FY 1993 Budget:
$10,864,700 Processing Plant
FY1994 Budget: WAG 3 provides the assessment and cleanup of the environmental
$6,743,000 release sites at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP) (see WAG

Map, page 73) where releases of hazardous substances have occurred.
Operable Units: 14

Contaminants include organics, radionuclides, metals, corrosives,
Release Sites: 83 petroleum wastes, and mixed wastes. WAG 3 is divided into 14

RemovalAction:3 sites Operable Units consisting of 83 potential release sites. The table below
shows the status of environmental restoration activities at WAG 3.

No Action: 10 sites Additional details, by Operable Unit, follow.

, Track 1:27 completed, 5
in progress, 0 pending

Track 2:3 completed, 2 ,._..t_g,,t,o.p.,,.
in progress, 1 pending Type Of Ope,ableUnllInvestigation Description

No Action 10 potential reiemse sites

RI/FS: 2 pending _ TI,i_kl 41_tentioltelea. sito..........

34)2 Trar, k 1 19 potential release sites

,,,3-03 Track 1, 1 potential release site

304 Track 1 1 potentiol reioas_ site

3.05 Track 2 I potential releas@ site

3-06 Track 1 4 potenUal release oitem

3-07 Track 2 11 potential feioHe sites

3-08 Track 2 6 I_tentlat release sites

3-0BA RemedRtl Investigation/ 5 potential relealm sites i [ I I

Feasibility Study Emmmm309 Track 2 15 potentiol release sites..........

3-10 T_ll_k 2 4 I_tentlal ceioaeo sites......

3-11 Tra©k 2 2 potential release sites

3.12 Track I 3 potential release sites
...............

3-13 Remedial Investigation/ Compcehenslve Remedial

Feasibility Study Investigation/Feasibility Study to
evaluate the cumulative Impo©ts of all

releases In this Waste Area Group
begins July 1995 (includes 2 additional

I_,entlel reioas.,e sites). ,............

Highlights
27 Trackls completed. Operable Units 3-09 and 3-12 Removal actions took place during the

summer of 1993 to remove radioactively contaminated liquid and sludge
from an old fuel storage basin filtering and sediment collection system. A
buried vessel off-gas pipeline containing hazardous materials that has
been taken out of service was removed and two radioactively
contaminated storm water drain lines that drain the roof of one of the

calcine storage bins were plugged. Each removal action was taken to
[.-revent or mitigate a potential threat of release to the environment.
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Operable Unit 3-01 Additional investigation of
the perched water

PhysicalDescription beneath ICPP was

Operable Unit 3-01 consists of three transformer yards and a staging initiated to understandthe extent of
area contaminated with polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). contamination and nature

of the perched water
Status zone.
All four sites were investigated as Track 1. They have all been approved
by the Remedial Project Manager as No Further Action sites. "..................

ICPP Treatability study
Operable Unit 3-02 was initiated to ascertain

the best ways to

Physical Description physically separate the

Operable Unit 3-02 includes sites that contain hexone and kerosene low-level radioactively

spills; paint and paint solvent discharges resulting in potential mercury contaminated soils atICPP to obtain the
contamination; contaminated paint chips and pad; ICPP injection well maxirnum volume

that received service waste until 1984; 1CPP Gravel Pits #1 and #2; a gas reduction.
storage building; fire training pits; a solid waste storage bin; a drum ...............
storage area; a soil contamination and sulfuric acid spill; sewage
treatment plant lagoons; a fly ash pit and an abandoned gasoline tank. Track2 investigations' (Scope of Work and

Sampling and Analysis
Status Plans and field work)
This Operable Unit contains 19 sites that have been investigated as were completed for the

Track ls. Fourteen of the sites have been approved as No Further following Operable Units'
Action sites. Three sites will follow the Track 2 Scoping Analysis 3-02, 3-10, and 3-11, in

process and two sites are awaiting review, accordance with FFA/CO
scheduling.

Operable Unit 3-03 .......
Additional investigation of

Physical Description the Tank Farm area is

Operable Unit 3-03 addresses the percolation ponds, which are used for being conducted to

the discharge of ICPP service wastewater only. identify the nature and
extent of the subsurface

Status contamination.

Following Track 1 investigations, this site is being recommended as a No
Further Action site and is awaiting review by the Remedial Project
Managers. Fly Ash: Ash resulting

from combustion of fossil
fuels in industrial boilers
or furnaces to provide
steam for the operation
of the ICPP.
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Operable Unit 3-04

Physical Description
Operable Unit 3-04 includes numerous buildings at ICPP t',mt have
transite (60% asbestos, 40% Portland cement) on outer walls and roofs.

FriableArea: Area Many friable areas of the transite are known to exist.
containingmaterials
whicharereadily Status
pulverized or crumbled. Following Track 1 investigations, the site has been recommended to be

included in the Comprehensive WAG 3 RI/FS. The decision may change
if the asbestos is treated by the maintenance of the asbestos abatement
program.

Operable Unit :3-05

Physical Description
Operable Unit 3-05 consists of the old sewage treatment plant. Shower:
for radioactive decontamination drained into this plant, which was
decommissioned in 1982.

Status

This Operable Unit has been investigated as a Track 2 and the Summary
Report has been completed with a recommendation of further
investigation under the RI/FS.

Operable Unit 3-06

Physical Description
Operable Unit 3-06 includes four sites where contamination is known to
have occurred. These sites include two sites with contaminated soil from

the tank farm, a lime pit and french drain, and a pilot plant storage area.

Status

The four sites in this Operable Unit have been investigated as Track is.
One of the sites has been approved as a No Further Action site. Two of
the sites are in the formal review process. One of the sites is being
considered as part of a Track 2 treatability study.
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Operable Unit 3-07

Physical Description
Operable Unit 3-07 includes 11 sites. One site resulted in air release
from a leak that developed in a line during a steam flushing operation,
and seven sites contain contaminated soil from spills and pipe leaks in
the tank farnt. Other sites are strontium-90 in the perched water at well
55-06, soil contaminated from the pressurization of the solid storage
cyclone, and a decontamination spill. Radionuclides, mercuric nitrate,
and nitric acid are the major contaminants suspected.

Status

The Track 2 investigation has been completed. Each site in this Operable
Unit that was not identified as a No Action site is being investigated
further under Operable Unit 3-08A (ICPP North Area focused R1/FS).
The summary report for the Track 2 investigation will reside in the INEL
Administrative Record file.

Operable Unit 3-08

Physical Description
Operable Unit 3-08 consists of six sites: a former solvent burner site,
contaminated soil in the tank farm, contaminated soil north and west of

the main stack, area around the solid storage cyclone, a transfer line
leak, and a decontamination spill from the old Waste Calcining Facility.
Radionuclides, mercuric nitrate, and nitric acid are the major
contaminants suspected.

Status
As a result of the Track 2 investigation, three sites in this Operable Unit
have been recommended for No Further Action and three sites for

inclusion in a RI/FS. The Track 2 investigation for this Operable Unit
has been completed. The summary report for the Track 2 investigation
will reside in the INEL Administrative Record file.

Operable Unit 3-08A

Physical Description
Operable Unit 3-08A consists of Operable Unit 3-07, 3-08, and 3-1 l
sites, CPP-33 from Operable Unit 3-06, and site CPP-80 from Operable
Unit 3-12.
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Status

As a result of the Track 2 investigations completed on Operable Unit 3-
07, 3-08, and 3-11 a decision was made to complete a focused RI/FS
dealing with the contamination in the northern part of ICPP, centering on
the Tank Farm and perched aquifer.

Operable Unit 3-09

Physical Description
Operable Unit 3-09 includes 15 sites; 13 of the 15 sites are in CPP-603
area. The contaminated areas around CPP-603 include contaminated soils

Cleanup action was
initiated to remove resulting from settling basins, vault and dry wells, soil storage areas and a
sludge and contaminated temporary storage area, a pipeline break, a sludge and water release, a
water from Operable Unit transfer line leak, contaminated soil east of the dry fuel storage area, and
3-09, CPP-603Area. an abandoned radioactive storage tank. One of the sites was contaminated

by a radioactive particulate air release resulting from the failure of a cell
ventilation filter.

Status

This Operable Unit is being investigated as a Track 2. A site removal
action for CPP-740 was initiated in FY 1993 and will be completed in FY
I994. Field investigation at Operable Unit 3-09 will take place during the
summer of 1994.

Operable Unit 3-10

Physical Description
Operable Unit 3-i0 includes a drainage ditch, a grease pit, an area from a
pilot plant release, and an area of nitric acid contamination. These sites
involve known and suspected releases of chemicals (prirnarily nitric and

! hydrofluoric acid) to the soil.
I

Status

i This Operable Unit is being investigated as a Track 2. The Track 2
process began in January 1993.

E

i Operable Unit 3-11

, Physical Description
! Operable Unit 3-] ! consistsof two sites:the Chemical StorageArea and
_, the Evaporator Overhead Pipeline spills. The major contaminants of

concern are radionuclides, nitric and hydrofluoric acid, and heavy metals.
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Status

This Operable Unit was investigated as a Track 2. The Track 2
Summary Report is in the review cycle. The proposed recommendation
for the Chemical Storage Area is for No Further Action and for the
Evaporator Overhead Pipeline spills to be considered as part of Operable
Unit 3-08A ICPP North Area focused RI/FS.

Operable Unit 3-12

Physical Description
This Operable Unit contains three sites: a vent tunnel drain leak, an
abandoned vessel off-gas line, and an abandoned transfer line.

Status

Following Track 1 investigations, each site in this Operable Unit has
been identified as a No Action site or transferred to the perched water
RI/FS. CPP-80 will be investigated under the focused RI/FS. A removal
action at the second site, CPP-81, was completed during FY 1993. The
third site, CPP-82, was recommended and approved as a No Further
Action.

Operable Unit 3-13

Physical Description
Operable Unit 3-13 consists of the comprehensive RI/FS for WAG 3,
perched water zones at ICPP, and other miscellaneous units requiring
investigation. This Operable Unit also includes two Land Disposal Units,
the hydrofluoric acid storage tank and dry well, and a French drain used
for disposal of specific acids.

Status

Operable Unit 3-13 will be investigated as a RI/FS. Information and
decisions from WAG 3 Track 1 and Track 2 activities as well as any
interim RODs will be integrated.
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WAG4 Facts Waste Area Group 4: Central Facilities
FY 1993 Budget:
s ,43,ooo Area
FY1994 Budget: The Central Facilities Area, WAG 4, includes spills, undergrounci storage
$2,221,000 tanks, the landfill, ponds, leach fields, and leach pits (see WAG Map,

page 73). This WAG is divided into 13 Operable Units consisting of 45

OperableUnits: 13 potential release sites. Potential contaminants include chemicals,

ReleaseSites: 45 solvents, polychlorinated biphenyls, asbestos, radionuclides, unexploded

ordnance, hea W metals, and construction debris. The table below
Track 1:10 completed, summarizes the status of environmental restoration activities at WAG 4.
20 in progress

All investigations and decisions are scheduled to be completed by the

Track 2:1 completed, 1 year 2000. Additional details, by Operable Unit, follow.
in progress, 8 pending

RI/FS' 1 completed (RI
only), 1 pending, 1 active

Investigation Phase

ROD: I completed, 2 op..,=e Ty_,of o_,,.b_°U._
Unit No. Investigation Description Preliminary

pending
401 lntodm Action 2 potential teiem sites (T._.._ ¢. l_e_t. . .

4-02 Track 1 4 potential release sites..,

403 Track I 21 potential release igles

4-04 Track 1 3 potential release sites

406 Track 2 2 potential reMase elteeThirteen Track ls have
4-06 Trek 2 3 potential release sites

been prepared on sites .o7 ..., _ 2_,...al,.,.... ...
at CFA. Nine have been .o. Tr.k2 :l. potentlaltek.Hl.eslte

..........

approved by DOE-ID, EPA, .o_.__/__.T,i_k _' 31_tlntlalmleaseslte,

and the Idaho 4-,__.__£_.0 Track 2 1 potential release site

4-11 Remedial Investlgatlo_ 1 potential release stte

Department of Health
4-12 Remodlal InvelUgatlo_/ 2 potential release sites

and welfare as "No F..al=,.,=.d,

Further Action." .,a Remedial Investigation/ Comprehensive Remedial IFeasibility Study Investlgatlon/Feaalbllhy Study tot
Waste Area Group 4 begins Sei_ember I, 1996.

................. _ c=._.,_ Ill .L....d_,..t ,,_al.., _i_:i"_.=l°._.tl.=.,.id
A CERCLA "No Further

Action" ROD was Highlights
approved for the CFA Operable Unit at-01" This unit consists of two potential release sites

Motor Pool Pondand involving unexploded ordnance. The interim action for these sites is
signed by DOE-ID on
January 19, 1993. being performed with the unexploded ordnance cleanup project for

Operable Unit 10-05. Remedial action began during the summer of
1993.

Operable Unit 4-12: Field sampling to support the Landfills II and III

RI/FS began during the summer of 1993.
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Operable Unit 4-01

Physical Description
Operable Unit 4-01 includes the Central Facilities Area gravel pit and a
French drain. Both sites are suspected of containing ordnance (5-inch
shells from U.S. Navy Artillery Range operations).

Status

This Operable Unit is being transferred to Operable Unit 10-05.
Operable Unit 10-05 will be investigated as an Interim Action.

Operable Unit 4-02

Physical Description

Operable Unit 4-02 consists of four dry wells consisting of either
concrete pipe construction or groups of rocks in the ground that may
have been used for drainage. There is no record of any of these dry wells
being used to dispose of hazardous materials.

Status

Track 1 efforts were completed in FY 1993 that involved investigation of
potential contaminants. It is expected that a No Action determination
will be made; therefore, no FY 1994 activities are planned.

Operable Unit 4-03

Physical Description
Operable Unit 4-03 contains 21 steel underground storage tanks; 20
tanks contained petroleum products and one contained sulfuric acid.
More than half of the underground storage tanks have been removed
and checked for leakage. One underground storage tank was found to
have leaked and is being dealt with by the Underground Storage Tank
Program.

The remaining removed underground storage tanks showed no
leakage, were removed from the area, and their holes backfilled with
dirt.
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Status
Track 1 efforts were completed in FY 1993 that involved investigation of
potential contaminants. It is expected that a No Action determination
will be made. Tank removals will continue by the Underground Storage
Tank Program. Any sites requiring additional action will be transferred
to Operable Unit 4-13. There are no FY 1994 activities planned.

Operable Unit 4-04

Physical Description
Operable Unit 4-04 consists of three drum docks where drums were
stored prior to disposal. It is suspected that some chemicals may have
leaked on the ground during storage.

Status

Track 1 investigations are being reviewed to determine actions required.
One drum dock may require the continuation of sampling activities in
FY 1994.

Operable Unit 4-05

Physical Description
Operable Unit 4-05 consists of a pond used to collect liquids that
drained from building CFA-674 between 1954 and 1965 and a bermed
area used by the Fire Department for fire fighter training. The pond may
contain mercuD'; the bermed area is saturated with oil.

Status

Work on the bermed area is not expected to begin until FY 1995.

Operable Unit 4-06

Physical Description
Operable Unit 4-06 includes two areas that may contain lead
contamination, one of which is a paint shop drain. CFA-06 was used
between 1953 and 1980 as a lead shop where lead shot, bricks, and
scraps were stored. Smoke and fumes from pouring lead may have
settled on the ground outside this building. CFA-43 is an area where
lead materials and scrap were stored. CFA-44 is a drain from a paint
spray booth which drained outside the building onto the ground.
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Status

In FY 1994 a Track 2 investigation will be performed, with results
leading to a No Action determination, an Interim Action, or RI/FS
action.

Operable Unit 44)7

Physical Description
Operable Unit 4-07 consists of two locations where French drains were
installed adjacent to laboratories and received laboratory effluent that
may have contained acids, solvents, and mixed waste.

Status

Track 1 investigations are being reviewed to determine actions required.

Operable Unit 408

Physical Description
Operable Unit 4-08 includes the Central Facilities Area sewage plant,
septic tank, and drain field. The sewage system received effluent
containing some mixed LLW radioactivity from laundry operations.

Status

Remedial investigation efforts will begin in FY 1994. Future activities
will include a Track 2 investigation, with results leading to a No Action
determination, an Interim Action, or RIFFSremedial action. The Sewage
Plant ;nay require a cover. This determination will be made after the
Track 2 investigation is complete.

Operable Unit 4-09

Physical Description
Operable Unit 4-09 consists of three areas: a transformer yard where
transformer oil, which may contain PCBs, may have leaked, and two
locations where fuel oil was spilled or leaked into the ground.

Status
Efforts will be initiated in FY 1995. Future activities will include a

Track 2 investigation, with results leading to a No Action determination,
an Interim Action, or RI/FS remedial action. It is expected that
investigations will require an RI/FS for this Operable Unit.
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Operable Unit 4-10

Physical Description

ATrack 2 Summary Operable Unit 4-10 is an old municipal-type landfill (Landfill I) that

Report has been operated between 1951 and 1970 The landfill received cafeteria waste,completed on Operable
Unit 4-10 Landfill I. construction debris, paint thinners, solvents, asbestos, some chemicals,

and other, miscellaneous wastes from site operations.

Status

A Track 2 investigation was completed in FY 1993 to determine actions

required. A No Further Action determination is anticipated. However,

the landfill may require capping to help prevent surface water from

creating contaminant migration pathways. If capping is required,

construction will begin in FY 1995 at the earliest.

Operable Unit 4-11

Physical Description

Operable Unit 4-11 is the Central Facilities Area Motor Pool Pond,

which received effluent from the vehicle maintenance shop operations
between 1951 and 1983.

Status

Remedial Investigations have been completed on the Central Facilities

Area Motor Pool Pond. The CERCLA ROD, documenting a No Further

Action determination, was signed on January 5, 1993.

Operable Unit 4-12

Physical Description

Work has started on the Operable Unit 4-12 includes two industrial/commercial landfillsScoping phase of the
Operable Unit 4-12 (Landfills II and III). These landfills received cafeteria waste,
Landfills II and III RI/FS. construction debris, paint thinners, solvents, asbestos, some chemicals,

The Remedial and other', miscellaneous wastes from site operations.
Investigation Report and
Work Plan were sent to Status
EPAand the Idaho In FY 1994 an RI/FS and Proposed Plan will be completed. ThisDepartment of Health
and Welfare for review, documentation goes through various reviews and is provided for public
Work has started in the comment. This process leads to the Proposed Plan, which is recorded in

implementation phase of a CERCLA ROD. It is expected that the two landfills may require caps to

the Operable Unit 4-12 prevent surface water from carting the contaminants away.
RI/FS.
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Operable Unit 4-13

Physical Description
Operable Unit 4-13 coordinates remedial work at other waste units in
the Central Facilities Area requiring cleanup following characterization.

Status

No efforts are planned for FY 1994. An RI/FS and Proposed Plan work
scope will begin in FY 1996. This documentation goes through various
reviews and is provided for public comment. This process leads to the
decision of a Proposed Plan, which is recorded in a CERCLA ROD. It is
expected that the two landfills may require caps to prevent surface water
from carrying contaminants away. The comprehensive RI/FS for WAG 4
incorporates all sites listed as Track 1 and Track 2 that require further
investigation. The comprehensive RI/FS will include the cumulative
impact of all WAG 4 sites.
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WAGSF.¢, Waste Area Group5: Power Burst Facility/
FY 1993 Budget:

Auxiliary Reactor Area
FY1994 Budget: WAG 5 addresses the Power Burst Facility and Auxiliary Reactor Area
$1,696,000 (see WAG Map, page 73). WAG 5 is divided into 13 Operable Units,

which include evaporation ponds, sanitary sewers, waste sumps, a burial
Operable Units"13 ground, and storage tanks. Potential contaminants are petroleum
ReleaseSites:48 products, hazardous waste, radionuclides, metals, radioactively

contaminated soil, rubble, and debris. WAG 5 includes 48 potentialNo Action:16 sites
release sites. All investigations and decisions are scheduled to be

Track1:14 completed,3 completed by the year 2000. The table below summarizes the status of
pending rernediation activities at WAG 5. Additional details, by Operable Unit,

Track 2:1 completed, 2 follow.
pending, 1 in progress

RI/FS: 1 completed, 1 in

progress, 1 pending
Investigation Phase

Type of Operable Unit

Inte rim Action: 1 in Investigation Description

-design phase .oA_on _6_.._l.I,.,.... ..
Track 1 6 potential release sites

Track i 3 potential release sites

Track 1 5 potential release sites

Track 1 3 potential release site

Remedial Investigation/ 1 potential release site

Feull_llty Study

Track 2 I potential release sites

Track 2 I potential release sites

Track 2 3 potential release sites

8-09 Track 2 3 potential release sites

5-10 Remedial Investigmtlon 1 potentlol release site 1" No_.mx.N

5-11 Track 1 1 potontla! r--_'.-_--___ site

5-12 Remedial Investigation/ Comp_ohen|lve Remedial

Feasibility Study Investtgation/Feaslbllity Study fm

.mWaste Area Group 6 begins October
1996

Highlight
Operable Unit 5-13' The remedial design treatability study is complete
for the Power Burst Facility Evaporation Pond and Corrosive Waste
Sump Interim Action.
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Operable Unit 5-01

Physical Description
Operable Unit 5-01 contains an Auxiliary Reactor Area-I evaporation
pond, Auxiliary Reactor Area-I drain, three radionuclide tanks, and a
fuel oil radionuclides detention tank.

Status
Track 1 investigations will be completed in FY 1994. Six sites were
designated No Further Action sites, and one site was designated as a
Track 2.

Operable Unit 5-02

Physical Description
Operable Unit 5-02 includes the Power Burst Facility Special Power
Excursion Reactor Test-I leach pond, which received secondary
wastewater from the reactor; the Special Power Excursion Reactor Test-
III large leach pond, which received low-level radioactively
contaminated water from the reactor; and the Special Power Excursion
Reactor Test-IV Lake at Power Burst Facility-758, which was used to
collect raw cooling water. There is no record of hazardous waste at
these sites.

Status

Track 1 investigations were completed in FY 1993. Two sites were
designated as No Further Action sites and one site was designated as a
Track 2.

Operable Unit 5-03

Physical Description
Operable Unit 5-03 contains the Power Burst Facility cooling tower area
and drainage ditch; the Power Burst Facility reactor pit (PBF-621),
which received boiler blowdown water containing small amounts of Boilerblowdownwater:
corrosion inhibitors from the Power Burst Facilities; the Power Burst Water/sludge resulting

Facility reactor oil drum temporary storage area (concrete pad); the from chemical treatmentof boilers and removed

Power Burst Facility rubble pile used during Power Burst Facility during cleaning of the
construction; and the Power Burst Facility Special Power Excursion boilers.
Reactor Test-IV blowdown pit (PBF-716), which may have received
radioactively contaminated water.
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Status

Track 1 investigations were completed in FY 1903. All sites were
designated as No Further Action sites.

Operable Unit 5-04

Physical Description
C)perable Unit 5-()4 contains the previously removed Power Burst
Facility control area fuel oil tank at PBF-608, the active Special Power
Excursion Reactor Test-ll fuel oil tank at PBF-612, and the previously
removed Special Power Excursion Reactor Test-Ill fuel oil tank at PBF-
609.

Status

"['rack 1 investigations were completed in FY 1993. All sites were
designated as No Further Action sites.

Operable Unit 5-05

Physical Description
Operable Unit 5-05 includes the Auxiliary P,eactor Area-ll Stationary
Low-Power Reactor-I burial ground, a 4.6-acre area where the Stationary
Low-Power Reactor-I cleanup debris was buried.

Status
Commencement of RI/FS efforts is scheduled for FY 1_-)(-)4.This

investigation will lead to a ROD proposing capping and long-term
monitoring. It is anticipated that investigations will lead to a proposal to
cap off the trenches at tb.e burial ground and long-term monitoring.
Four wells will be drilled and completed in the aquifer to investigate the
groundwater at the Auxiliary Reactor Area facilities.

Operable Unit 5-06

Physical Description
Sampling of sediments Operable Unit 5-06 includes the Auxiliary Reactor Area-Ill radioactive
was completed at the leach pond, which received water contaminated with radionuclides and
AuxiliaryReactor Area-Ill corrosion inhibitors, and the previously &contaminated and
radioactive waste leach decommissioned Auxiliary Reactor Area-iV Test Area Leach Pit whichpond is now complete.

received radioactive wastewater.
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Status

Track 2 efforts are expected to be completed in FY 1994. Track 2
investigations will lead to No Further Action, an Interim Action, or a RI/
FS and ROD. Auxiliary Reactor Area-IV Test Area Leach Pit has been
decontaminated and decommissioned.

Operable Unit 5-07

Physical Description
Operable Unit 5-07 contains the Auxiliary Reactor Area-I Pad (Auxiliary
Reactor Area-627), where contaminated soil exists, and the Auxiliary
Reactor Area-I Sanitary Septic Tank and Seepage Pit (Auxiliary Reactor
Area-746).

Status

Track 2 efforts were completed in FY 1993. No Further Action was
recommended DOE-ID will perform a cleanup action as part of best
management 1::actices in FY 1994 to remove radioactive soil from
Auxiliary Reactor Area-Ill and sludge from the Auxiliary Reactor Area-II
septic tanks and seepage pit.

Operable Unit 5-08

Physical Description
Operable Unit 5-08 contains the Power Burst Facility Reactor Area warm i
waste injection well, which was used for radioactive LLW water disposal; _i
the Power Burst Facility Special Power Excursion Reactor Test-I seepage i
pit (Power Burst Facility-750), which received regeneration solutions { Regeneration
from the Special Power Excursion Reactor Test-I demineralizers; and the Solutions: Solutionsof
Power Burst Facility Reactor Area corrosive waste injection well (Power salt or sodium chloride,sulfuric acid, or sodium
Burst Facility-302), which received regeneration solutions from Power hydroxide used to

Burst Facility demineralizers and secondary cooling water from the regenerateionexchange
Power Burst Facility reactor, resins for water softening

or demineralization.

Status

Operable Unit 5-08 will be investigated as Track 2. The seepage pit will
be sampled for radionuclides, metals, and organics. The Power Burst
Facility Reactor Area warm waste injection well may be contaminated
with radionuclides, and the Power Burst Facility Reactor Area corrosive
waste injection well may contain excessive chromium. Remediation
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decisions will follow the Track 2 process. Three wells will be drilled and
completed in the aquifer to investigate the groundwater at the Power
Burst Facility facilities.

Operable Unit 5-09

Physical Description
Operable Unit 5-09 includes the Power Burst Facility SpecialPower
Excursion Reactor Test-[I leach pond, the Power Burst Facility Special
Power Excursion Reactor Test-lI1 small leach pond, and the Power Burst
Facility Special Power Excursion Reactor Test-IV leach pond (PBF-728),
all of which received regeneration solutions and low-level radioactive
wastewater from operations.

Status

Operable Unit 5-09 will be investigated as Track 2. The Power Burst
Facility Special Power Excursion Reactor Test-II leach pond and the
Power Burst Facility Special Power Excursion Reactor Test-Ill small
leach pond have been decontaminated and decommissioned. The Power
Burst Facility Special Power Excursion Reactor Test-IV leach pond may
require additional sampling. For planning purposes, results from the
Track 2 studies will likely support a No Action decision.

Operable Unit 5-10

Physical Description
Operable Unit 5-lO includes the Auxiliary Reactor Area-I Chemical/

A ROD was signed for Evaporation Pond. The primary contaminant of concern is low-level
Operable Unit 5-10 which radioactivity.
resulted in a "No Action"

for the Auxiliary Reactor Status
Area I Chemical/ A Remedial Investigation has been performed on the evaporation pond
Evaporation Pond.

with the results documented in a ROD which supports No Further
Action.

Operable Unit 5-11

Physical Description
Operable Unit 5-11 includes an Auxiliary Reactor Area-Ill sanitary sewer
leach field and septic tank. Primary contaminants include metals and
organics.
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Status

Track 1 investigation was completed in FY 1993 and resulted in No
Further Action.

Operable Unit 5-12

Physical Description
Operable Unit 5-12 is the comprehensive RI/FS [or WAG 5, which
addresses the overall Power Burst Facility/Auxiliary Reactor Area region
and coordinates remedial work at Operable Units requiring cleanup
following characterization.

Status

A comprehensive RI/FS will be performed for WAG 5 to cover all
activities requiting further investigation from Tracks 1 and 2. The
comprehensive RI/FS will include the cumulative impact of all WAG 5
sites. Activities are planned for this effort in FY 1996 but will follow the
completion of all preceding Operable Unit investigations.

Operable Unit 5-13

Physical Description
Operable Unit 5-13 includes the Power Burst Facility corrosive waste
disposal sump and the Power Burst Facility evaporation pond. The A ROD has been signed

primary contaminant is chromium with minor radionuclide for Operable Unit5-13
contamination, whichresultedin an

InterimActionfor the

Status PowerBurstFacility
reactorareaevaporation

Interim Action efforts are underway to stabilize the Operable Unit and pond and corrosive waste
perform remedial action on specifically identified contamination sources disposal sump brine
to eliminate the threat to human health and the environment. Following tank.
the Interim Action the Operable Unit will be further investigated under
the WAG 5 comprehensive RI/FS to determine whether future
remediation is required.
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WAO6 Waste Area Group6: ExperimentalBreeder
FY 1993 Budget:
$ ,88,ooo Reactor-I/Boiling Water ReactorExperiment

WAG 6 (see WAG Map, page 73) consists of the Experimental BreederFY 1994 Budget:
$190,000 Reactor-I and the Boiling Water Reactor Experiment areas. Both of these

areas were originally constructed to house test reactors and have since
Operable Units: 5 been decommissioned. Experimental Breeder Reactor-I is now a National
Release Sites: 20 Historic Landmark. Historically, the Boiling Water Reactor Experiment

area housed five reactors, but many of the facilities have been
Track 1:5 completed, 9 dismantled or moved, and no operations (other than monitoring) take
in progress place in the area. Potential contaminants from past operations are
Track2:1 in progress organic and inorganic chemicals, radionuclides, and metals. The
within OU 5-05 RI/FS boundaries of WAG 6 are directly related to the facility locations and

RI/FS: 1 pending areas immediately adjacent to them.
(completed with Operable WAG 6 consistsof five Operable Units, including the Boiling Water
Unit 10-04) Reactor Experiment-I burial site, a trash dump, fuel oil tanks, septic

tanks, and a leach pond. WAG 6 includes 20 potential release sites.
Sites to be investigated are primarily inactive underground storage tanks,
but also include a large radionuclide-contaminated soil area and several
liquid and solid waste disposal locations. All investigations and RODs
are scheduled to be completed by the year 2001 in conjunction with the

The characterization of final comprehensive RI/FS for WAG 10. The table below summarizes
five "No Action"sites and the status of Environmental Restoration activities for WAG 6. Additional

the implementation of details, by Operable Unit, follow.
Track 1 assessments for

three Operable Units are
in progress (Operable
Units 6-0:2, 6-03, and 6-

04). Investigation Phmie
Type of Operable Unit

Investlption Descdption

kctkm $ potontls(releaso olios

The final documentation Trl_k 2 1 releasesite

of Track 1 -.._,1 3_.,_,.,...,..,.
recommendations for _o_ ! T,.,kx _0_,.,_,,.,....._.,

Operable Units 6-02, 6- ,,.e_4, _ T,.,,_ _._,.,........

_ R_I_I Inv_ttlpltlo_/ _lvo RemedialInvl_lltllpltlon/

03, and 6-04 is in review. _.i_,s,.. F.,_,._st_y_.W.,.A..G,o.O
w.I be r,o_lu_lHI wtth the final INIEL.wlde
WMto ,6,teaGroup10 Riml_llal
Ir0vq_tlgatlon/Feamlblllty Study
OperJ_k_U_ 104M i_ln_g Julyll_S.

n c_wnpkmted U _ for rWnxtI_l_ai ,,.
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Highlight
Operable Unit 6-04: A Track 1 investigation involving radioactive soil
contamination was completed in September 1993. This site has been
transferred to the WAG 10 radionuclide-contammated soil areas RI/FS

(Operable Unit 10-06). Four underground storage tanks were approved
for No Further Action in FY 1993.

Operable Unit 6-01

Physical Description
Operable Unit 6-01 is the Boiling Water Reactor Experiment-I Reactor
Burial Site. The contaminants of concern are metals and radionuclides.

Status
This site has been transferred to the WAG 5 (Operable Units 5-05 and
6-01) RI/FS.

Operable Unit 64)2

Physical Description
Operable Unit 6-02 consists of four sites, including a leach pond
previously used for wastewater disposal, a septic tank and leach field
used for sanitary wastewater disposal, a radionuclide-contaminated
ditch, and a trash dump used for nonradioactive reactor and office waste
disposal.

Status
In FY 1994 Track I assessments will continue for the leach pond and
septic tank/leach field. Investigations will lead to a No Action
determination, a Track 2 investigation, an Interim Action, or a RI/FS and
ROD. A No Further Action recommendation was approved for the trash
dump. The radionuclide-contaminated ditch has been transferred to the
WAG 10 (Operable Unit 10-06) RI/FS.

Operable Unit 6-03

Physical Description
Operable Unit 6-03 contains l0 out-of-service petroleum underground
storage tanks.
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Status
In FY 1994 Track 1 assessments will continue for six tanks.

Investigations will lead to a No Further Action determination, a Track 2
investigation, an Interim Action, or an RIFFSand ROD. These tanks
were removed through the Underground Storage Tank Program.

Operable Unit 6-04

Physical Description
Operable Unit 6-04 consists of soil that is contaminated with
radionuclides due to spills. Contaminants include radionuclides and
metals.

Status

This site was transferred to the WAG 10 (Operable Unit 10-06)
radionuclide-contaminated soil areas RIFFS.

Operable Unit 6-05

Physical Description
Operable Unit 6-05 is the comprehensive RIFFSfor WAG 6 and will be
incorporated into the overall INEL RIFFSto be performed for WAG 10.

Status

Track 1 and 2 Operable Units that require further investigation will be
addressed in the comprehensive RIFFSfor WAG 6, which will be
accomplish,':1 along with the overall INEL RIFFSunder WAG 10. The
RIFFSprocess will require several documents and reviews, including
public comment on Proposed Plans prior to the determination of action
documented in a ROD.
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Waste Area Group 7: Radioactive Waste WAG 7 Facts
FY 1993 Budget:

Management Complex s34,33o,ooo
WAG 7 encompasses the Radioactive Waste Management Complex FY1994 Budget:
(RWMC), which was established in 1952 as a controlled area for $34,061,000
disposal of solid radioactive wastes generated by DOE operations at
INEL and other DOE sites (see WAG Map, page 73). Fourteen Operable Operable Units: 14

Units have been identified at RWMC, including the Transuranic Storage Track 1:3 completed

Area and the Subsurface Disposal Area. All investigations and decisions
are scheduled to be completed by 1999. Track 2:4 completed, 3in progress

The Subsurface Disposal Area, which is the location of the largest
remediation activity at INEL, is a confirmed release site. Findings from InterimAction:decision
en'dronmental monitoring activities have determined that TRU nuclides complete, cleanup in
have migrated to the 1lO-foot sedimentary interbed beneath RWMC. progress
Trace organic compounds have been detected in the Snake River Plain RI/FS: 2 in progress, 2

Aquifer, which is located 600 feet below the surface at this location, pending
As part of Waste Management operations, all INEL-generated low-

level waste is sent to RWMC for disposal. This disposal is strictly for
LLW (i.e., no mixed waste is accepted) and is performed using
environmentally acceptable methods so as not to add to the current and
future environmental cleanup efforts. The table on the following page
summarizes the status of environmental restoration activities at WAG 7.

Additional details, by Operable Unit, follow.

Highlights
Pit 9, Operable Unit 7-10: Proof-of-Process testing by two contractors is Proof..of-Process is a
in progress for the Pit 9 Interim Action. The ROD was signed in 1993. system of tests to

Vadose Zone, Operable Unit 7-08: Vapor vacuum extraction tests are validate cleanup

continuing to support the RI/FS for organic contamination of the vadose processes under site-
zone. specific conditions.

Pad A, Operable Unit 7-12: The RI/FS has been completed, and a
proposed plan has been completed. A public comment period and
public meetings were held in the summer of 1993.
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PadA Draft proposed
plan was completed.

Investigation Phase

Operable I Type of Operable Unit Decision

Unit No. I investigation Description Phase

Significant progress was - ._1 ] ,li_k2 s-.....D,.po.,....,,...,_
made in Buried Waste 7_ T,.,2 s._...._.,o..,....._,.i

Programfield activities 7_ 7._,1 .o_t..... _._...._.._....,.
pits and tlinohes

with the successful ._4 i ...2 A._,..,
drilling of ten bore-holes -----"

7-08 I Track 2 sedimentsSUrfacewat_ pathways and |urftcla,

in the interior of the Acid 7_ Tlick2 Groundwlterplthwlly

Pit located at RWMC The 7_, Track2 Vadose,ons(ru41oau:tlvlty/matais)

technology developed 7_ ....._,...._,_./ wo.,o..(o_..__....,_k_)
Feaslbillty Study

and employed for ,_ Trick I Tlinsurlmlc St_q_e Alia lileaset

contamination control 71o ,_ _. ..,
has been patented and 7_ ,,..k_ 3,o.nt_,li......
has received national and 7.u ._._,....,_._./ .._.FeaslMIIty Study

,,,

international recognition. 7-13 Remed_ll I .... tllpltlon/ 1'..... imlc pits lind tlinchet
FeaslM_y Study

7-14 Remed_t Investigation/ Comprehensive Remedial
Feasibtil_ Study. Investigation/Feasibility Study to

evaluate the cumulative impacts of MI

releases in thhDWaste Area OrmJp

begins July 1995

Completed _ Planned for next fiscal year _'_.'_,"Publicmeetings held * Futuli public comment period

Operable Unit 7-01

Physical Description
Operable Unit 7-01 is composed of all soil vaults within the Subsurface
Disposal Area emplaced before or during 1983. The soil vaults are
cylindrical holes drilled into the ground for disposal of waste. The
suspected contaminants in the soil vaults include radioactive and,

possibly, nonradioactive hazardous substances.

Status
The Track 2 investigation is completed. Preliminary Track 2 results
suggest that No Further Action is necessary for the soil vaults. It is

assumed that investigations will require further analysis under Operable
Unit 7-13 for the Subsurface Disposal Area RI/FSStudy and require
stabilization and capping.
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Operable Unit 74)2

Physical Description
Operable Unit 7-02 is an inactive acid disposal pit located centrally
within the Subsurface Disposal Area. The pit extends down to the top of
the first basalt layer. The contaminants in the acid pit include radioactive
and nonradioactive hazardous substances.

Status

The Track 2 investigation is completed. Preliminary Track 2 results
suggest that No Further Action is necessary for the acid pit. Should
further action be required, the action would be consolidated with the
Operable Unit 7-13 comprehensive RLrFS.

Operable Unit 74)3

Physical Description
Operable Unit 7-03 is defined as the pits, trenches, and areas affected by
potential contaminant migration at the Subsurface Disposal Area. These
pits and trenches, which extend down to the first basalt layer, primarily
contain mixed LLW. The suspected contaminants include radioactive
and nonradioactive hazardous substances.

Status

The Track 1 investigation is complete. Results of this study indicate that
the contaminants in these pits and trenches are not significantly different
from the contaminants contained in the pits and trenches contained in
Operable Unit 7-13. Consequently, an integrated strategy for evaluation
of Operable Units 7-03 and 7-13 has been developed. This strategy
eliminates the Track 2 studies planned for these two Operable Units and
combines analysis of these two units into a single overall preliminary
scoping risk assessment strategy that will support an overall Subsurface
Disposal Area RI/FS as originally planned for Operable Unit 7-13. This
integrated strategy results in overall cost savings and provides for a more
unified approach to evaluation of potential risks posed by contaminants
contained within the Subsurface Disposal Area. It is anticipated that
certain pits and trenches may be identified for Interim Action after
completion of the preliminary scoping risk assessment. The Interim
Action for these pits and trenches may include retrieval, treatment, and
disposal. Stabilization and capping are the general response actions
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assumed for the remaining pits and trenches to mitigate release of
contaminants to the environment. The final remedial action will be

performed under Operable Unit 7-13.

Operable Unit 7-04

Physical Description
Operable Unit 7-04 is the air surrounding RWMC. The potential
contaminants in this Operable Unit include radioactive and
nonradioactive hazardous substances from RWMC.

Status
A Track 2 investigation to establish a baseline for other Operable Unit
analyses will be performed. It is assumed that the findings will justify
No Further Action for the Operable Unit.

Operable Unit 7.05

' Physical Description
Operable Unit 7-05 is the surface water pathway including surficial

Surflclal Sediments Ere sediments that may have been contaminated by surface water runoff
abovebedrock, from RWMC. The contaminants in this Operable Unit include

radioactive substances.

Status

It is expected that the findings will lead to a No Further Action
recommendation. A Track 2 investigation has been completed.

Operable Unit 7-06

Physical Description
Operable Unit 7-06 is composed of all groundwater beneath RWMC and
vicinity, including all water in the subsurface fracture zones,
intermediate sedimentary' beds, perched water, and the Snake River
Plain Aquifer. The suspected contaminants include radioactive and
nonradioactive hazardous substances.

Status

Track 2 investigations areunder way to determine whether No Further
Action is warranted. It is expected that the findings will lead to a
recommendation for no remedial action for this Operable Unit.
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Operable Unit 7-07

Physical Description
Operable Unit 7-07 is the inorganic and non-volatile organic compound
contamination within the unsaturated subsurface vadose zone region The vadosezone is the
beneath RWMC. The potential contaminants in this Operable Unit subsurfaceregion from

include radioactive and other inorganic and non-volatile organic ground surface down to
the top of the Snake

compound hazardous substances. RiverPlainAquifer.

Status

A Track 2 investigation will be conducted to determine whether further
action will be required for the Operable Unit. The investigation will
focus on sampling and evaluation of inorganic contamination in the
vadose zone. While it is anticipated that a No Further Action
determination will be made, any action required will be performed
under Operable Unit 7-13, the Subsurface Disposal Area RI/FS.

Operable Unit 74)8 Progressfor Operable
Unit 7-08, Vadose Zone

Physical Description (Organics):

Operable Unit 7-08 is the volatile organic compounds in the vadose Completed RI/FS Scope
zone beneath and within the immediate vicinity of RWMC. of Work,RI/FS Work

Plan, Treatability Study
Status Test Plan, and

An RI/FS will be required for this Operable Unit. It is further assumed Treatability Study Work
that remedial actions will be required to mitigate release of volatile plan.
organic compounds to the aquifer. A ti'eatability study is being
undertaken to develop a process and attendant cost data for site-specific
vapor vacuum extraction technology. Vapor vacuum

extraction is a

Operable Unit 7-09 technology that applies avacuum to a well field to

remove volatile organic
Physical Description contamination from soils

Operable Unit 7-09 is any contaminant release from the Transuranic and permeable rock
Storage Area, a 57-acre area at RWMC. The waste stored in the layers in the well field.
Transuranic Storage Area is regulated by RCRA and is not subject to
remediation under CERCLA.

Status

A Track 1 investigation has been completed. It is expected that the
result of these investigations will be a No Further Action determination.
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Operable Unit 7-10

Physical Description
Operable Unit 7-10 is an inactive disposal pit, Pit 9, located in the
northeastern corner of the Subsurface Disposal Area. The waste within

Operable Unit7-10, Pit9 Pit 9 is primarily TRU and hazardous wastes generated at the Rocky
Comprehensive Flats Plant in Colorado, and additional waste from waste generators at
Demonstration:

INEL. The waste consists of drums of sludge, drums of assorted solidCompleted Interim Action
ProposedPlan,awarded waste, cardboard boxes containing empty drums, an inactive reactor
Proof-of-Processtest vessel, and other large, contaminated metal objects.
subcontracts, started
Proof-of-Processtests, Status
PreliminarySafety Pit 9 is being remediated as an Interim Action. This Interim Action will
Analysis Phase I, and reduce the potential spread of contamination from Pit 9. SeveralTentative Hazard
Classification. remedial cleanup alternatives, including the preferred alternative

(physical separation, chemical separation, and stabilization), have been
evaluated in a Proposed Plan for the Interim Action. The alternatives
were presented to the public as required by the FFA/CO. Proof-of-
process testing will be performed for the proposed remediation
technologies that meet the general requirements of the preferred
alternative. Results of the proof-of-process testing will be used to aid in
selection of the final remedial action for this Operable Unit.

Operable Unit 7-11

Physical Description
Operable Unit 7-11 consists of three active septic tank systems at
RWMC.

Status

A Track 1 investigation has been completed for this Operable Unit. A
No Further Action determination has been made.
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Operable Unit 7-12

Physical Description
Operable Unit 7-12, known as Pad A, is an asphalt pad at the Subsurface

Operable Unit 7-12,
Disposal Area built because near-surface basalt was unsuitable for Pad A RI/FS: Completed
subsurface disposal. The pad consists of asphalt laid over a gravel base. RI/FS SOW and Remedial
Plywood boxes and metal drums containing mixed waste were stacked Investigation/Baseline
on the pad, covered with plywood/polyethylene, and finally covered Risk Assessment Report.
with soil and seeded with crested wheatgrass to reduce soil erosion. The
waste primarily consists of nitrates, salts, uranium, and TRU nuclides.

Status

This Operable Unit is being separately addressed in a RI/FS because of
the magnitude of potential contamination.

Operable Unit 7-13

Physical Description
Operable Unit 7-13 is the pits and trenches containing waste at the
Subsurface Disposal Area. These wastes include TRU, LLW, and mixed
waste in solid and liquid form. Soils around or beneath the pits and
trenches contaminated by TRU and hazardous wastes are also included
in this Operable Unit.

Status
As a result of the integrated strategy developed for Operable Units 7-03
and 7-13, the Track 2 study for Operable Unit 7-13 has been canceled.
The combined strategy for integrated remediation of both Operable
Units will include a preliminary scoping risk assessment, which will
provide the basis for conduct of the Operable Unit 7-13 RIFFS,as
originally planned. It is assumed the decision process will specify
remedial action tor some or all of the pits and trenches to mitigate
release of contaminants to the environment. The remedial actions may
include retrieval, treatment, and disposal of waste from TRU-
contaminated pits, trenches, and soils, followed by stabilization and
capping.
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Operable Unit 7-14

Physical Description

Operable Unit 7-14 is the comprehensive RI/FS for WAG 7 and will

incorporate the cumulative impact of individual hazards associated with

each Operable Unit at RWMC.

Status

Input from all Operable Unit investigations at RWMC will be fed into

this RI/FS, and the cumulative impacts of actions taken for each

Operable Unit in WAG 7 will be analyzed. It is anticipated that no

further remedial actions will be necessary for this Operable Unit because

required actions will have been taken as a result of previous WAG 7
Interim Actions and RI/F:S activities.
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Waste Area Group 8: Naval Reactors WAO 8 Facts

Facility 993 1994Budget: Funding

Wag 8 (seeWAG, Map page73) addressesthe Naval ReactorsFacility, provided as needed from

operated by Westinghouse Electric Corporation for DOE Naval Reactors. NavalNuclearPropulsion

This facility contains prototype naval reactorsused for researchand Program operating budget

development, and for training of naval personnel. The NRF also contains Operable Units: 9

the Expanded Core Facility, which supports research and development
efforts on reactor materialsby preparation and examination of ReleaseSites: 76
irradiation test specimens and irradiated naval reactor fuel. The table No Action:13 sites
below summarizes the status of environmental restoration activities at

Track 1:7 completed, 25
WAG 8. in progress, 5 pending

Track 2:3 in progress

RI/FS: 1 in progress, 1
I.._t_._. _,. pending

Type of Operable Unit

InvesttiPltion DeKdptlon

No 4_1_ 13 ,_lentlai ink.me _te_

8-01 i Track 1 7 potential r_eame _lt.
...... i

802 [ Trlmk 1 11 potlmtt_i mklase MtH
..... :

803 [ Track 1 !1 I_tentlll _ sltel,

804 | Track 1 7 potenl_d release sites....... t

1-05 I TraCk 2 3 potelltlai _ sReli, (

8-06 t Track 2 6 potential millime Mtes..... i

8-07 I Remedial Ir_'estll_tlon/ 1 i_tentlat :lelse site

FeaSibility Study

8-08 I Remedial Investllpltlon/ Coml_elte_sl_o Remedial

w

Feasibility Study Investllation/Feaslbtllty Study for

i Wlste Area Group I! bellMs A_mlt

_,- • i

L,,, 8-09 [ Track 2 1 potential _llease rite

ye,lf

Highlights
Ditch, Operable Unit 8-07: This unit consists of the exterior pomon of
the Industdal Waste Ditch. The investigation outlined m the September
1992 Work Plan has been completed, and the RI_S report will be
issued by December 1993.
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WAU,rut, Waste Area Group9: ArgonneNational
FY 1993 Budget:
s437,ooo Laboratory-West

WAG 9 (see WAG Map, page 73) addresses the Argonne NationalFY 1994 Budget:
$1,187,000 LaboratoB,'-West. The sites being investigated include tanks and

wastewater handling/disposal systems such as ditches, ponds, pits, and
Operable Units: 4 drains. The boundary of WAG 9 is basically the Argonne National
Release Sites: 37 Laboratory-West fence; however, operations that extended or extend

outside of the fence, such as the wastewater ditch, are included. WAG 9
RemovalAction:1 includes all surface and subsurface areas described above. WAG 9

NoAction:18 sites consists of four Operable Units including 37 potential release sites. All
investigations and decisions are scheduled to be completed by the year

Track1:10 in progress 2000. The table below summarizes the status of environmental

Track2: :1.in progress, 1 restoration activities at WAG 9. Additional details, by Operable Unit,
pending follow.

RI/FS: 1 pending

Oporml_l Type of Opofllbte UnK
Unll No. I Inv_tll_tlon I)_dpOon

" ,_1 ....] T...,1 .,_._ _,..
_iI I T_k 2 1 IWI_IiJ t_ olte

1-03 I Trek 3 1 po4_t_ _ _t_a,

JR_emd_ Inv**tllJ_n/ C_lve Plee..NIl_
e,e,lw, ny itu,'y uw**t_lee**im_ st_ foq

WNI* Am Gm*_ t _ hem lilt.
_..

Highlight
Operable Unit 9-02: A removal action took place in the summer of 1993
to remove 333 cubic feet of radioactively contaminated sludge from the
Experimental Breeder Reactor-II Leach Pit. Contaminated sludge was
removed remotely using a vacuum truck and solidified prior to disposal
at RWMC as LLW. Concrete was also removed and disposed of as LLW.
Clean soil was used to backfill the pit.
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Operable Unit 9-01

Physical Description
Operable Unit 9-01 contains 10 sites that include industrial and sanitary
lift stations and associated piping, a discharge ditch, a sewage lagoon, a AIHHcstation is a pump,

septic tank, a debris pile, and a transformer yard. The waste is expected or system of pumps,
to be nonhazardous and nonradioactive for all except the transformer used to draw waste water

yard. Waste from the transformer yard will contain PCBs. to a higher elevation.

Status

Operable Unit 9-01 is being investigated as a Track 1. It is assumed that
Track 1 findings will warrant No Further Action.

Operable Unit 9-02

Physical Description
Operable Unit 9-02 is the Experimental Breeder Reactor-lI leach pit,
which contains radioactive contaminants and hazardous contaminants

(e.g., hea,_'ymetals).

Status

A removal action took place in the summer of 1993 to remove 333 cubic
feet of radioactively contaminated sludge from the Experimental Breeder

Reactor-li Leach Pit. Contaminated sludge was removed remotely using
]

a vacuum truck and solidified prior to disposal at RWMC as LLW.
Concrete was also removed and disposed of as LLW waste. Clean soil
was used to backfill the pit.

Operable Unit 9-03

Physical Description
Operable Unit 9-03 contains three sites: open burn pits where organics
are suspected, an industrial/sanitar) _lift station that has radioactive
contaminants, and a fuel oil spill where petroleum products were
spilled.

Status

This Operable Unit will be investigated as a Track 2 with sampling and
analysis. The Track 2 will end with the development of a scoping
summary report recommending a No Further Action determination, an
Interim Action process, or RI/FS scoping.
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Operable Unit 9-04

Physl©al Description
Operable Unit 9-04 contains five sites, including an industrial waste
pond and cooling tower blowdown ditches contaminated with
radioactivity (tritium), an interceptor canal contaminated with
corrosives, two ditches contaminated with corrosives and heavy metals,

and the cooling tower riser pits contaminated with radioactivity (tritium)
and heaw metals.

Status

This Operable Unit will be investigated as an RVFS. Information and
decisions from WAG 9 Track 1 and 2 activities as well as any
remediation will be integrated to support the comprehensive RI/FS.
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Waste Area Group 10: Miscellaneous Areas WAG 10 Faot,

WAG 10 (see WAG Map, page 73) includes areas in and around INEL _' 1993 Budget:
that cannot otherwise be addressed on a WAG-specific basis. These $4,063,000
include the regional Snake River Plaifi Aquifer and other surface disposal
sites and ponds identified at INEL that are not included in other Waste _ 1994 Budget:
Area Groups. The boundaries of WAG 10 are INELboundaries, or $4,137,000
beyond, as necessary to encompass real or potential impact from INEL
activities. WAG 10, which includes an}, areas within INEL not covered Operable Units: 7
by other Waste Area Groups, consists of 12 specifically identified and No Action: 9 sites
four generally identified sites divided into seven Operable Units.
Specific sites currently recognized as part of WAG 10 include the Liquid Track 1:1 in progress
Corrosive Chemical Disposal Area located between WAGs 6 and 7, the

Organic Moderated Reactor Experiment leach pond located between Track 2:1 in progress, 2
WAGs 4 and 5, and former ordnance areas (including the old Naval pending
Ordnance Disposal Area) located at numerous sites within INEL,

The table below summarizes the status of environmental restoration interim Action:1 in

activities at WAG 10. All investigations and decisions are scheduled to progress
be completed by the year 2001. Additional details, by Operable Unit, RI/FS: 1 in progress, 1
follow, pending
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Highlight
Operable Unit 10-05: The remedial design was completed and the
remedial action workplan was completed for the Unexploded Ordnance
Interim Action. Field activities began in the summer of 1993 and will
continue into FY 1994.

Operable Unit 10-O1

Physical Descri_lon
Operable Unit 10-01 contains the Liquid Corrosive Chemical Disposal
Area, Old Disposal Pit and the Limestone Treatment and Disposal Pit.
The suspected contaminants are mineral acids and bases.

Status

A Track 2 investigation is being performed to determine a No Further
Action recommendation, an Interim Action, or a RI/FS and ROD. A No

Further Action is expected.

Operable Unit 10-02

Physical Description

Operable Unit 10-02 is the Organic Moderated Reactor Experiment
leach pond, which was used for waste water disposal. Disposal of the
waste water occurred through evaporation and infiltration into the
ground. Suspected contaminants are radionuclides, organics, and
chemicals.

Status
A Track 2 investigation will be performed to determine a No Further
Action recommendation, an Interim Action, or a RI/F5 and ROD. The

Track 2 investigation will begin with a preliminary scoping package in
FY 1996. The preliminary scoping package will result in either a No
Further Action or a Track 2 determination. A No Further Action

determination is expected.
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Operable Unit 10-03

Physical Description
Operable Unit 10-03 consists of areas containing ordnance that have not
been inventoried. These areas are poorly defined throughout 1NELand
include two bombing ranges and two areas used to test large-caliber
guns. Suspected contaminants are hazardous chemicals, nonhazardous
metals, and unexploded ordnance.

Status
This Operable Unit will be investigated as a Track 2 with soil sampling
being performed. An Interim Action will be required to detonate
unexploded ordnances and to remediate soil.

Operable Unit 10-04

Physical Description
Operable Unit 10-04 exists for the overall INEL site investigation, and
includes the Snake River Plain Aquifer.

Status

A comprehensive RI/FS for the INEL Site will be performed. The
cumulative impacts of all WAGs will be considered as part of this RI/FS.
The data from the comprehensive RI/FS from each WAG will be
included in this overall RI/FS. Pursuant to this process, all
environmental concerns at INEL will be addressed.

Operable Unit 10-05

Physical Description

Operable Unit 10-05 consists of ordnance areas that have been selected InterimAction
for Interim Action due to their proximity to facilities. These areas are assessment has been
poorly defined throughout INEL and contain discarded ordnance that completed for Operable

Unit 10-05, whichhas not been inventoried.
consists of unexplodedt

ordnance located in aStatus

This Operable Unit is currently being investigated as an Interim Action. i former military testingrange within INEL,
The Interim Action is required to detonate unexploded ordnance and to i
remediate soil. '=
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Operable Unit 10-06

Physical Description
Operable Unit 10-06 consists of contaminated soil areas outside the
existing INEL facility, primarily contaminated with radionuclides. Some
existing Operable Units designated by the FFA/CO Action Plan as Track
1 and Track 2 sites have been included in this larger effort.

Status
Operable Unit 10-06 is designated as a RI/FS. The Scope of Work for
this effort is currently being reviewed by EPA and the Idaho Department
of Health and Welfare.

Operable Unit 10-07

Physical Description
Operable Unit 10-07 consists of a buried telecommunications cable
approximately 36.5 miles long. The cable from Central Facilities Area to
ICPP, Test Reactor Area, Naval Reactors Facility, and Test Area North.

Status

This Operable Unit is being investigated as a Track 1. Recommendation
is No Further Action.
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Progress on Enforceable Deadlines _,by Operabl e Unit ,

ii!_!_i!_i!i_iii_i/iI _̧i'_iiii_i_!iiL,_i__i!irii/_i,i_ii_ii_!?_.,___ _/_,_ii/i!__ _?ii,_,, _.__ _ _ _

1 OU 2-12 Draft SOW Submitted for Review 5/91 5/91
2 OU 7-12 Draft SOW Submitted for Review 5/91 5/91
3 OU 1-07B Draft SOW Submitted for Review 8/91 7/91
4 OU 7-08 Draft SOW Submitted for Review 8/91 8/91
5 OU 2-10 Draft ROD Submitted for Review 11/91 10/91
6 OU 4-11 Draft RI/FS Submitted for Review 12/91 12/91
7 OU 5-10 Draft RI/FS Submitted for Review 12/91 12/91
8 OU 7-08 Draft Work Plan Submit_.ed for Review 1/92 12/91
9 OU 1-07B Draft Work Plan Submitted for Review 1/92 12/91
10 OU 10-05 Draft ROD Submitted for Review 4/92 2/92
11 OU 5-13 Draft ROD Submitted for Review 6/92 6/92
12 OU 1-07A Draft ROD Submitted for Review 8/92 8/92
13 OU 4-12 Draft SOW Submitted for Review 8/92 8/92
14 OU 5-10 Draft ROD Submitted for Review 10/92 10/92
15 OU 4-11 Draft ROD Submitted for Review 10/92 10/92
16 OU 2-12 Draft RI/FS Submitted for Review 11/92 2/92
17 OU 7-10 Draft ROD Submitted for Review 12/92 12/92
18 OU 7-12 Draft RI/FS Submitted for Review 12/92 6/92
19 OU 4-12 Draft Work Plan Submitted for Review 1/93 1/93
20 OU 2-12 Draft ROD Submitted for Review 9/93 10/92
21 OU 1-07B Draft RI/FS Submitted for Review 9/93 9/93
22 OU 7-08 Draft RI/FS Submitted for Review 9/93 9/93
23 OU 7-12 Draft ROD Submitted for Review 10/93
24 OU 7-08 Draft ROD Submitted for Review 7/94
25 OU 1-07B Draft ROD Submitted for Review 7/94
26 OU 4-12 Draft RI/FS Submitted for Review 9/94
27 OU 4-12 Draft ROD Submitted for Review 7/95
28 OU 1-10 Draft SOW Submitted for Review 7/95
29 OU 3-13 Draft SOW Submitted for Review 8/93
30 OU 7-13 Draft SOW Submitted for Review 8/95
31 OU 1-10 Draft Work Plan Submitted for Review 12/95
32 OU 3-13 Draft Work Plan Submitted for Review 1/96
33 OU 7-13 Draft Work Plan Submitted for Review 1/96
34 OU 7-14 Draft SOW Submitted for Review 7/96
35 OU 2-13 Draft SOW Submitted for Review 7/96
36 OU 4-13 Draft SOW Submitted for Review 8/96
37 OU 5-12 Draft SOW Submitted for Review 9/96
38 OU 7-14 Draft Work Plan Submitted for Review 12/96
39 OU 2-13 Draft Work Plan Submitted for Review 12/96
40 OU 4-13 Draft Work Plan Submitted for Review 1/97
41 OU 5-12 Draft Work Plan Submitted for Review 2/97

42 OU 1-10 Draft RI/FS Submitted for Review 8/9743 OU 3-13 Draft RI/FS Submitted for Review 9/97

44 OU 7-13 Draft RI/FS Submitted for Review 9/97 : !i:i_!ill45 OU 10-04 Draft SOW Submitted for Review 6/98
46 OU 1-10 Draft ROD Submitted for Review 6/98 !'_i_ of_WO_

4748 OU3-130U7-13 Draft ROD Submitted forRevieWDraftROD Submitted for Review 7/987/98 _i_t, _ _ ,, _,',

49 OU 2-13 Draft RI/FS Submitted for Review 8/98 i _5150 OUOU 4-137-14 DraftDraft RI/FSRI/FS SubmittedSubmitted forfor ReviewReview 9/988'/98 !_iiRi_il i
52 OU 5-12 Draft RI/FS Submitted for Review 10/98
53 OU 10-04 Draft Work Plan Submitted for Review 11/98 _ Fe_ibiiity!study •

5455 OUOU 2-137-14 DraftDraft RODROD SubmittedSubmitted forfor ReviewReview 6/996/99 '
56 OU 4-13 Draft ROD Submitted for Review 7/99

57 OU 5-12 Draft ROB Submitted for Review 8/99 _re_ment_dl __
58 OU 10-04 Draft RI/FS Submitted for Review 7/00
59 OU 10-04 Draft ROD Submitted for Review 5/01 _._ i ,_
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Decontamination and Decommissioning
Decontamination and decommissioning (D&D) is the safe caretaking
and cleanup for reuse and/or release of surplus facilities contaminated
with radioactivity or hazardous chemicals. A facility is declared "surplus"
when the programmatic sponsor declares that it is no longer needed and
no future programs are identified to use the facility. Facilities are either

,, decontaminated for reuse or are completely decommissioned
(dismantled and removed).

V D&D activities include:

• surveillance and maintenance - monitoring radiological and
chemical hazards and maintaining the facility in a safe condition to
ensure containment of contaminants;

• characterization - assessing the type, concentration, and scope of
contamination within the facility(ies);

• decision analysis - determination, through an engineering
comparative value study, of the environmental, health, safety, and
cost factors of the various D&D alternatives (e.g., safe storage, in-
place stabilization, decontamination for reuse, dismantlement);

• engineering - planning and design of D&D alternatives chosen in
24 projects have been the decision analysis;
completed for D&D

through 1992. Bythe end • physical D&D operations - carrying out the cleanup process with
of FY 1993, D&D will be the appropriate equipment and personnel;
complete at the Special

PowerExcursionReactor * facility turnover - turning over the decontaminated facility(ies) for
Test IVfacility, leaving 21 reuse and/or turning over the site for future use.
projects awaiting D&D.

INEL D&D activities were overseen by the DOE Surplus Facilities
Management Program and the Defense Facility Decommissioning

For more in-depth Program. These two programs have now been combined and are
informationon D&D controlled by the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Facility Transition andactivities, please refer to
the INELD&DLong Management and the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Environmental
RangePlan, PR-W-70- Restoration. Facility Transition is responsible for new facility(ies)
005, Rev.8, September acceptance into the program and surveillance and maintenance of the
1991. Revision 9 of the facility(ies) until there is funding available for ER to perform the D&D
plan will be released in operations.
FY 1994.
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Of the original 45 surplus facilities identified at INEL, 24 D&D Agiven D&D "project"

projects have been completed to date. Management and monitoring of mayaddressseveral
facilities, buildings,all facilities are performed by EG&G Idaho, except those facilities at

Argonne National Laboratory-West and Naval Reactor Facility, which structures, etc.
are managed by Argonne National Laboratory-West and Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, respectively. The facility's sponsor is responsible
for the facility until its acceptance into another program (by another
sponsor) or dismantlement. DOE-ID's long-term goal is to D&D all
surplus facilities as funding becomes available.

The units described below are on DOE-ID's Surplus Facilities List and
are scheduled D&D in accordance with DOE requirements.

Army Re-Entry Vehicle Facility Site

Physical Description
The Army Re-Entry Vehicle Facility Site consisted of an earth-covered
bunker, a test pit, and a lean-to shed covering the test pit. The test pit
was contaminated with low-level beta-gamma radioactivity. D&D
operations removed the test pit and lean-to shed in 1989, and treatment
alternatives to dispose of the waste are currently being studied. The
bunker contains four drums of RCRA-regulated mixed waste that
consists of radioactively contaminated sodium-potassium (NaK) liquid
metal, the primary coolant removed from Experimental Breeder Reactor-
I. This mixed waste is considered hazardous because it is reactive with

air and mixed because it is radioactive. A process will be developed to
chemically treat the contaminated liquid metal. D&D of any
contaminated process equipment and the bunker will be performed to
return the bunker and area to a reusable condition. This project is
scheduled to be completed in FY !997. ,

Technical Approach and Assumptions
Chemical treatment of the mixed waste (sodium-potassium liquid
metal), to remove the hazardous constituents and make it a radioactive-
only waste, is being studied.

!
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Auxiliary Reactor Area I

Physical Description
Auxiliary Reactor Area I was constructed in the late 1950s as a support
facility for the other Auxiliary Reactor Area facilities. The facilities were
used to support other INEL programs and facilities until the spring of
1988. D&D activities include dismantling Building ARA-626, Buildmg
ARA-627, the hot cells, the septic systems, and all other structures.

Technical Approach and Assumptions
Characterization of the facilities was perfomed in FY 1993, and the
characterization and decision analysis report will be completed in FY
1994. Buildings ARA-626 and ARA-627, the hot cells, septic systems,
and all other structures will be restored to their original state. D&D
activities are scheduled to be completed in FY 1997.

Auxiliary Reactor Areas II and III

Physical Description
Auxiliary Reactor Area I1housed the Stationary Low Power Reactor No.
1, which was operated by the Army between August 1958 and
December 1961. The reactor was destroyed in a reactor accident that
occurred during maintenance operations on January 3, 1961. A
thorough evaluation of the contamination was performed shortly after
the accident, and a full cleanup effort was initiated. After cleanup of the
area, the three main buildings were converted into offices and welding
shops. Since the removal of the welding qualification shop in, 1986, the
facilities have not been used. D&D of this facility will involve total
dismantlernent of existing buildings and structures at the Auxiliary
Reactor Area II facility and removal of all area utilities.

The Auxiliary Reactor Area III facility was used between 1960 and
1965 to test gas-cooled reactors for the Army. After 1966, the facility
served as a laboratory for component and instrument testing. The facility
has not been used since 1988. D&D of the Auxiliary Reactor Area III
facility will involve removal of the exhaust stack, associated piping, the
hot-waste tank and lines, concrete, and miscellaneous items in the
reactor buildings. Once this is complete, the facility will be released for
unrestricted use. All the buildings except one will be made available for
reuse.
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Technical Approach and Assumptions
Characterization of the Auxiliary Reactor Area II and Auxiliary Reactor
Area III facilities and remaining underground storage tanks has been
performed, resulting in the update of the characterization and decision
analysis report. The D&D of the equipment associated with the cleanup
of the Stationary Low-Power Reactor No. 1 was completed in April
1993. D&D of the Auxiliary Reactor Area II buildings, structures,
underground lines, utility poles, and septic systems has been initiated.
Excavation, removal, and disposal of three Auxiliary Reactor Area III
tanks will also occur. D&D activities are scheduled to be completed in
FY 1997.

Materials Test Reactor

Physical Description
The Materials Test Reactor, located at the Test Reactor Area complex, is
on the DOE-ID's Surplus Facilities List. The Materials Test Reactor was a
40-megawatt light water reactor that operated between 1952 and 1970.
The Materials Test Reactor D&D project addresses more than 18
buildings and structures. Some of the areas have been decontaminated
and are being used for other INEL programs.

The reactor vessel is still in place, all coolant has been drained, and
auxiliary portable shielding has been placed over the reactor vessel
enclosure to reduce external radiation exposure to acceptable levels. A
significant amount of highly radioactive contamination is contained in
the reactor vessel and associated support areas. D&D techniques for this
project have not been determined.

Technical Approach and Assumptions
Characterization update and preparation of the overall lVlate_rialsTest
Reactor project planning schedule will occur in FY 1994. D&D of the
Materials Test Reactor is scheduled to be completed in FY 2003.

Central Facilities Area Hot Laundry

Physical Description
Building CFA-669 was formerly used as a laundry facility for both
radioactive and nonradioactive contaminated clothing. D&D will involve
dismantlement of CFA-669 and disposal of all waste generated.
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Technical Approach and Assumptions
The final characterization and decision analysis report was issued, and
the D&D plan for cleanup has been completed. D&D activities were
started in FY 1993 and will be completed in early FY I995 with issuance
of the final report.

Engineering Test Reactor

Physical Description
The Engineering Test Reactor, located at the Test Reactor Area complex,
is on the DOE-ID's Surplus Facilities List. The Engineering Test Reactor
was a 175-megawatt pressurized light water reactor that operated
between 1957 and 1982. The Engineering Test Reactor D&D project
addresses more than 11 buildings and structures. Some of the areas have
been decontaminated and are being used for other INEL programs.

The reactor vessel is still in place and all coolant has been drained. A
significant amount of highly radioactive contamination is contained in
the reactor vessel and associated support areas. D&D techniques for this
project have not been determined.

Technical Approach and Assumptions
The characterization report will be updated, and preparation of the
overall Engineering Test Reactor project planning schedule will occur in
FY 1994. D&D of the Engineering Test Reactor is scheduled to be
completed in FY 2005.

Boiling Water Reactor Experiment V

Physical Description
The Boiling Water Reactor Experiment V building housed four separate
experimental reactors, Boiling Water Reactor Experiment II, III, IV, and
V, which operated between 1953 and 1964. The facilities have not been
used since 1964. D&D activities were conducted in FY 1979, 1984-
1987, and 1989-1992 and included total dismantlement, removal, and

disposal of the equipment and buildings.
The foundations of the Turbine Building were decontaminated,

demolished to below grade, and left in place. The three underground
storage tanks were removed and disposed of under the Underground
Storage Tank Program. The raw water system, electrical substation, and
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security fence will be removed and disposed of when D&D of the
reactor building is completed. The site will be restored and seeded with i
native grasses and will be available for reuse.

Technical Approach and Assumptions
Reactor building D&D activities ,,viiibe initiated and completed by
October 1996.

Special Power Excursion Reactor Test IV

Physical Description
The Special Power Excursion Reactor Test IV facility reactor was built
and operated as part of the Atomic Energy Commission's Reactor Safety
Program. This facility was constructed in 1960 to provide a prototype
for safety tests of water pool-type reactors. The reactor started operation
in 1961 and was placed on standby condition in 1970. This D&D
project will remove and dispose of the mixed waste contents of a holdup
tank, dismantle and remove the tank and associated piping, remove and
dispose of the contaminated soil, recycle noncontaminated piping,
backfill the trenches, and recontour and revegetate the area.

Technical Approach and Assumptions
D&D operations were completed in FY 1993, all waste was shipped to
RWMC in FY 1993, and a final report was issued in September 1993.

Loss-of-FluidTest Ancillaries / Mobile Test Assembly

Physical Description
The Loss-of-Fluids Test reactor was a 50-megawatt pressurized water
reactor used to perform loss-of-coolant experiments that simulated
reactor accidents. The project was started in 1962, and a total of 44
experiments were conducted over its lifetime. This D&D project will
dispose of the ancillary equipment remaining from the Loss-of-Fluids
program that has been stored at various Test Area North facilities. These
Loss-of-Fluid Ancillaries include the Mobile Test Assembly, fuel casks,
and miscellaneous hardware. The Loss-of-Fluid Ancillaries are on DOE-

ID's Surplus Facilities List.
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Technicai Approach and Assumptions
The type of waste is low-level radioactive equipment contaminated b)'
operation and support of the Loss-of-Fhud Test Reactor, Waste fc,rms
include metal and miscellaneous equipment debris.

The Loss-of-Fluid Test Ancillaries were dismantled from the storage
locations in FY 1993, and the Mobile Test Assembly is scheduled for
completion in FY 1998 as the Test Area North Hot Shop becon'tes
available.

Test Area North 607 Decontamination Shop

Physical Description
The TAN-607 Decontamination Shop was used for radiological
decontamination of tools and small equipment from INEL and non-
INEL facilities. This area began operations in 1957 and was shut down
in ]987. An application for inclusion on the D&D inventory was
submitted in FY 1990. Recommendations included the removal of all

contaminated equipment, including tanks and piping, and
decontamination of the space within the larger TAN-607 facility to allow
reuse of the area.

Technical Approach and Assumptions
Characterization investigations of the facility and D&D operations will
be completed in FY 1994 (assuming that this work can be accomplished
under existing NEPA documentation).

Test Train Assembly Facility

Physical Description
In the 1980s, the Test Train Assembly Facility in the Materials Test
Reactor building basement was used in support of the Thermal Fuels
Behavior Program to build and disassemble nuclear fuel assemblies
tested at the Power Burst Facility reactor. D_D operations will remove
and treat radioactively contaminated shielding water and decontaminate
the residual radioactive contamination from the canal walls, floor, and

associated equipment. Some of the areas have been decontaminated and
are being used for other INEL programs, specifically some of the
laboratories.
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Technical Approach and Assumptions
The stored spent fuel was characterized in FY 1993, and planning,
engineering, and fuel removal is scheduled to start in FY 1994. Once
fuel is removed, the MTR-603 Canal will be characterized, and a

decision analysis perfortvied. Decontamination will be completed in FY
1999.

Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP)

Physical Description
While still an active facility, several areas at ICPP are in transition (either
being planned or prepared 10r D&D, or being reviewed for a new use).
These facilities include:

• The Waste Calcining Facility, which was originally constructed as a
technology demonstration facility and was used to calcine liquid
HLW until the New Waste Calcining Facility was constructed, Use of
this facility has been discontinued. The facility is currently being
assessed for D6,zDthat is,scheduled to start in FY 1998, Some

prelimina/T activities have begun in preparation for this D_,,zD.

. CPP-603 Fuel Storage Facility, which was the primary spent fuel
storage facility from the early 1950s until completion of the CPP-666
Fuel Storage Basin in 1985, While fuel currently remains, this facility
is being phased out and D@D assessment and characterization is
scheduled to start during FY 1997.

. CPP-640 Headend Processing Facility, which previously housed
headend facilities for processing stainless-steel and graphite spent
fuel. These processing facilities are no longer needed. This facility is
being phased out, and DS,zDassessment and characterization activity
is scheduled to start during FY 1996.

• CPP-709 and CPP-734 Sen'ice Waste Monitoring facilities, which
were used for many years to monitor the service waste stream being
discharged to the injection well and later the percolation ponds.
These facilities have been replaced with updated facilities and
equipment and are scheduled for assessment activities through FY
1995. D_D activities are scheduled to begin in FY !995.
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* CPP-601 and CPP-631 Fuel Processing Complex, which is still in
limited use. These facilities have been in continuous operation since
the early 1950s and are scheduled to be phased out. Assessment and
cleanup activities for CPP-631 are scheduled for completion during
FY 1996. Assessment and D&D activities for CPP-601 are scheduled

|o begin in FY 1996. Analysis of the liquid HLW has been scheduled
on an ongoing basis since the Tank Farm was first operational.

* Assessment and characterization activities for the liquid HLW Tank
Farm are scheduled to begin in FY 1996.

Technical Approach and Assumptions
The specific technical approach and assumptions have not been
determined. The ICPP facilities are in transition. D&D is projected for all
facilities in the outyears and is conceptually being planned as described
above. However, decisions on the actual dispositions of the facilities
(reuse or D&D) have not been made.

ANL-W Central Liquid Waste Processing Area

Physical Description
The D&D activities at Argonne National Laboratory-West involve the
Central Liquid Waste Processing Area in the Laboratory Office Building.
This area has been declared excess and requires D&D.

Technical Approach and Assumptions
Preliminary radiological and hazardous characterization was performed
in FY ]993, and NEPA documentation was submitted for this D&D

activity.

Test Area North Technical Support Facilities

Physical Description
The Technical Support Facilities consist of buildings, structures, pits,
and equipment used to support the various INEL programs at the Test
Area North.
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V The following facilities were identified for inclusionin the D&D
Program:

• TAN TSF-606 Calibration Well located in building TAN-606 in a
small storage area behind temporary shelving.

• TAN-616 Liquid Waste Treatment Facility used to process liquid
waste from various Test Area North Programs.

• Test Area North Technical Support Facilities Sewage Plant located in
the TSF-7 area southwest of TAN-609.

• TAN Initial Engine Test Valve Pit, a concrete underground structure
located south of TAN-616.

There have been several major changes to the planning of these D&D
projects. DOE-ID has put the D&D of the Sewage Plant on hold since a
new one would have to be buih to maintain services at Test Area North.

The existing Sewage Plant will be modified to meet the new
requirements and will be scheduled for D&D later. The TAN Initial
Engine Test Valve Pit has been included in the Wag 1 scope of work for
FY 1993 and FY 1994. Therefore, the TAN Initial Engine Test Valve Pit
has been removed from the D&D Program because it is being taken care
of in the CERCLA process and the ER Program. .

Technical Approach and Assumptions.
Assessment and characterization activities were started in FY 1993 for

the TAN-606 Calibration Well and the TAN-616 Liquid Waste
Treatment Facility. The method of D&D as well as detailed engineering _
planning and scheduling have not been determined. All of these facilities !

are planned to be completed by FY 2002.
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Underground Storage Tank Program
!

Physical Description
The INEL Tank Management Program includes oversight of all INEL
tanks and management of EG&G Idaho and Westinghouse Idaho
Nuclear Company tanks. INEL tanks have been profiled and categorized
according to RCRA regulations.

V The following tank classes were Identified, and a technical
approach, priority, and schedule were developedfor each tank
©atogory:

• Active regulated tank systems nondeferred (gas/diesel) and deferred
(emergency generator),

• Active nonregulated tank systems (heating fuel),

° Abandoned/out-of-service petroleum tank systems, and

• Abandoned/out-of-service hazardous/radioactive tank systems.

Technical Approach and Assumptions
Using the four categories, a systematic technical approach is in progress
to remove, replace, or upgrade INEL tanks. As of June 1993, all of the
known abandoned/out-of-service petroleum tank systems have been
removed.

Active tank replacements started in 1991. Three tanks have been
upgraded and seven tanks have been replaced. In 1993, the
responsibility for replacing the remainder of the active Underground
Storage Tanks was transferred from EG&G Idaho, Inc., to MK-Ferguson
of Idaho Co. The tanks replaced in 1991 and 1992 were classified as
active regulated non-deferred because these tanks are regulated under
RCRA.

There are two tanks which are classified as active regulated non-
deferred that have not been removed yet m the INEL Research Center
Vehicle Fueling Tank and the Helicopter Fueling Tank. All of the active
regulated deferred and active non-regulated tanks are scheduled to be
replaced FY 1994 to FY 1996. In 1994, seven active regulated deferred
tanks will be replaced and 15 active nonregulated tanks will be replaced.
The nonregulated tanks will also be upgraded to exceed the
requirements of regulations.
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In addition to the tank removal and replacement program, a tank
tightness program is in place. The tightness program was initiated in
1989, when 16 tanks were tested. Tanks that did not pass were
removed. Five tanks were tested in 1993 to ensure compliance; all five
tanks passed. Inventory control is performed on a daily basis by the area
tank landlord, and tank reconciliation forms are submitted to the Tank

Management Program on a monthly basis to ensure these checks are
being made.
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WasteManagement
The Waste Management Program is responsible for managingwaste from prior,
current, and future operations to avoid further contamination that may impact the human health and safety or
the enivronment, or result in future cleanup needs. Eachwaste stream is managed with aggressive waste
minimization, treatment, storage, and disposal practices. Waste streams are described here along with their
related issues, prior accomplishments, and future plans.

The Waste Management (WM) Program provides safe,

environmentally sound, and cost-effective management of waste

generated, treated, stored, or disposed of at INEL.

• The program's mission is to:

• ensure safe, cost-effective, environmentally sound, compliant, and

publicly acceptable operation of INEL waste treatment, storage, and

disposal facilities;

• ensure protection of the safety of INEL employees, the public, and

the environment in waste facility design, construction, maintenance,

and operations;

• manage the INEL portion of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Waste Isolation Pilot
(VV'IPP) Program and assure that INEL transuranic waste is ready for plant (Wlpp). Research

disposal there; and demonstration
facility located near

• manage the DOE National Low-Level Waste Program and the Carlsbad, New Mexico,

Technical Support Program; and intended to demonstratesafe disposal of TRU
waste in a deep geologic

• establish and maintain the INEL Pollution Prevention Program. environment. An
Environmental Protection
Agency(EPA)decision on
licensing WIPPas a

As the following graphic shows, the emphasis of the WMProgram will shift disposal facility for TRU
away from traditional waste management activities toward waste minimization, waste is expected to be

made after successful
testing is demonstrated.

Present Future

Waste Avoidance

Recycle and Substitution

Treatment

Storage

Disposal

_: ': Environmental
Restoration

ii_;__::
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w.t..,.,.,z..o. Waste MinimizationSuccesses:

INEL is committed to minimizing waste by giving preference to source
MKFergusonof Idaho reduction and environmentally sound recycling as preferred ahernatives
Company has eliminated

to waste treatment, storage, and disposal.approximatelyone 55-
gallondrumperyearof
ragscontaminatedwith V To accomplish this, INEL:

hazardous wastes by • integrates pollution prevention concepts into the design of all INEL
substituting facilities, systems, and processes;trichloroethane/freon
contact cleaners with the

• enhances existing source reduction, material exchange, and recyclinghousehold cleaner

Simple Green. systems and programs;

• reviews waste-generating processes and analyzes the data to selectPainters at Argonne
NationalLaboratory-West and implement wastc minimization opportunities;
collect and consolidate

• continues employee awareness and training programs to encourage aunwanted paint into 55-
gallon drums for use at culture of waste minimization in the workplace; and
facilities where paint
qualityis not a prime • reviews procurement policies and systems to encourage the purchase
consideration.This of materials with recycled content and to discourage the purchase of
eliminateswaste and materials that lead to excess generation of waste.
provides paint tree of
charge to those who
need it.

Waste Management Assumptions
Roadmapping activities (as described in the Participative
Decisionmaking chapter) are used to determine what problems confront
INEL and may hinder completion of the ER and WM mission. Certain
assumptions must be made as a part of the WM planning process.
General assumptions are identified below. Waste stream-specific
assumptions are identified later under each waste stream discussion.

V The fundamental assumptionsfor WM are categorized as follows:

Forthe WMProgram, • Institutional. Issues relating to the Federal government, ER and
roadmapplanningis now WM, and regulatory agencies and State policy decisions.
being accomplished as

part of the annual Waste - Federal, State, and local environmental policies, regulations,
TypeImplementation agreements, statutes, codes, and orders will remain unchanged.Plans.

Options of private sector participation will be considered for all
waste management functions.
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- Waste minimization and pollution prevention will remain a high
priority in program formulation and execution.

Treatment, storage, and disposal options will be available as
necessary to accommodate waste generated as a result of remedial
action cleanup from ER.

- All commitments _d signed agreements made to date will be
tracked and brought to closure.

• Regulatory Compliance. Issues that are related to meeting the
requirements established in regulations.

- Compliance with Federal laws CERCLA, RCRA, NEPA and FFCA,
and with the FFA/CO, will remain a top priority.

- The INEL portion of the SNF and INEL EIS will be consistent
with result of the complex-wide DOE Programmatic ER and WM
EIS (both EISs are discussed in the Participative Decisionmaking
chapter).

- INEL will continue to adhere to State and Federal laws with

respect to industrial/commercial and hazardous waste and to DOE
Orders with respect to radioactive wastes.

• Project Management. Issues related to program execution including
budget process, project baseline, and technical support.

- Federal agencies, State government, the State and Tribal
Government Working Group, local governments, and the public
will continue to provide input into INEL planning.

- All program activities will be documented in Activity Data Sheets
and used to develop budgets and justify funding.

- Sufficiently experienced staff are available to perform the planned
activities.

- Attention will be directed toward removing unnecessary
programmatic regulatory barriers.
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Wastestreamsare Waste Streams
identified life-cycles
beginning at the
generation of a given Introduction
waste and ending at final

INEL manages several major types of waste and materials: industrial/disposal. Refer to the
ER/WMOverviewchapter commercial,hazardous,mixed, low-level, transuranic, and high-level
for descriptions of each wastes, and spent nuclear fuel. Because each waste type is governed by
waste type, status, and different standards and regulations and requires different treatment,
regulations, storage, and disposal practices, DOE-ID organizes the management of all

its wastes by individual waste streams. DOE-ID and its contractors are
actively involved in developing improved strategies to manage waste

Waste is managedIn generated at INEL.three basicways--
treatment, storage, Most waste generated at IN EL is industrial/commercial waste (see
and disposal: "Waste Volumes" table on page 144), which is solid, nonradioactive, and

nonhazardous. Industrial/commercial waste is disposed of onsite at the
Treatment.Anyactivity Central Facilities Area landfill complex, which is similar to the common
that altersthe chemical landfills that support most urban areas in the United States except that

or physicalnatureof a INEL has the capability to ensure no hazardous wastes are disposed of inwaste to reduce its

toxicity, volume, mobility, the landfill. Hazardous waste is temporarily stored onsite and is then
or renderit amenablefor transported and treated and/or disposed of offsite at an EPA-permitted
transport,storage,or facility.
disposal. High-level waste (HLW), transuranic (TRU) waste, and low-level

waste (LLW) are generated in small quantities (see "Waste Volumes"
Storage. Retention and

table on next page). The HLW generated at INEL begins as liquid wastemonitoring of waste in a
retrievable manner, (i.e., liqu:.d generated by fuel reprocessing). It is temporarily stored in
pending final disposal, stainless-steel tanks contained in concrete vaults at the Idaho Chemical

Processing Plant (ICPP) until the waste is solidified into a granular form
Disposa:. Waste (called calcine) at the New Waste Calcining Facility for safe interim
emplacement designed storage. Reprocessing of fuels for uranium and other resource recoveryto ensure isolation of

has produced sodium-bearing, liquid HLW. INEL also stores anwaste from the
biosphere, with no inventory of unprocessed spent nuclear fuels. DOE no longer
intentionof retrievalfor reprocesses these fuels. HLW and spent nuclear fuel are awaiting
the foreseeablefuture, permanent disposition at an offsite location.
and requiringdeliberate Most LLW may be disposed of onsite. Approximately two-thirds of
action to regain access the LLW disposed of onsite is processed to reduce volume and stabilize
to the waste, the waste by incineration, compaction, or sizing before disposal. This

treatment occurs at the Waste Experimental Reduction Facility (WERF).
LLW that is not treated is sent directly to the Radioactive Waste

Management Complex (RWMC) for disposal. Prior to accepting the
waste for disposal, RWMC requires that the waste meet established
waste acceptance criteria. Assuming it meets the RWMC waste
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acceptance criteria, the waste is placed in pits and covered with a layer
of earth. Some LLW does not meet criteria for onsite disposal. This
special-case waste is temporarily stored in soil vaults until treatment and
disposal options are developed.

Mixed waste poses significant disposal problems under the Land Mixedwaste is both

Disposal Restrictions of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act hazardous and

(RCRA). DOE-ID has initiated several processes aimed at resoMng these radioactive, i

problems. The most effective route may be on a case-by-case or
treatability basis. Redirection of management strategy toward treatment
rather than storage, and consideration of Land Disposal Restrictions and
waste minimization goals in conjunction with process design will allow
DOE-ID to bring the program into full compliance.

Mixed waste is difficult to treat, and most of it cannot be disposed of.
Mixed waste (contact-handled) is being stored at the INEL's Mixed Contact-handled waste

Waste Storage Facility and at Argonne National Laboratory-West's is low enough in
Radioactive Sodium Storage Facility. Specific mixed waste generated at radioactivity that its
Argonne National Laboratory-West (remote-handled) is stored at the containeraloneprovides

adequate shielding to
Radioactive Scrap and Waste Facility. Mixed waste will be stored until a protect those handling it.
processing or disposal method is developed and selected. Technology
development activities to treat mixed waste are under way. Mixed wastes ..........................
will be treated to the extent possible. Remote-handledwasteis

A state-of-the-art facility is being designed to accommodate the INEL's high enough in

LLW and mixed LLW disposal needs. This new facility will be used in radioactivity to require

conjunction with other RWMC facilities until RWMC is closed. This additionalshielding (such

facility, the Mixed/LLW Disposal Facility, is in the design phase, and as a metal plate betweenthe waste and the
siting criteria are being evaluated to find a location within INEL for this worker) beyond that
facility, provided by its container

While only small volumes of TRU waste are generated at INEL, large to protect those handling

volumes of TRU waste are stored onsite and will eventually be disposed it.
of offsite. Most of the TRU waste now stored at RWMC is mixed waste

that was generated offsite. In October 1989, the State of Idaho placed a
moratorium on the receipt of offsite TRU waste. TRU waste received
before the moratorium is stored at RWMC, awaiting permanent disposal
at an offsite location, most likely WIPP in New Mexico. Most of this TRU
waste is retrievably stored on asphalt pads and covered with soil. To
prevent weather-related degradation of the waste containers, waste will
be retrieved, vented, examined, and stored indoors in RCRA-approved
facilities while awaiting treatment (where necessary) and eventual
disposal offsite.
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Waste Volumes Generah,_d at INI'L in 1992

Industrial/Commercial 56,288 cubic meters 94%

Hazardous 156 cubic meters < 1%

Low-Level 2,878 cubic meters 5%

Mixed Low-Level 164 cubic meters < 1%

Transuranic I cubic meters < 1%

High-Level 83 cubic meters < 1%
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Industrial/Commercial Wastes

Current Situation
Industrial/commercial waste generated at INEL facilities is disposed of in

a landfill complex located in the Central Facilities Area. In the past, a

small quantity of waste was disposed of in a municipal landfill located

within the landfill complex. A portion of the waste previously

considered to be municipal is no longer generated, and the remainder

Industrial/CommercialWaste
, ,,

[ Legend- -- I waste generation
Existing Flow minimization Program

Asbestos
Disposal Pit
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has been determined to fit the definition of industdalA'omn3ercial waste.

Consequently, the municipal landfill has been closed. Additionally, an

area of the landfill complex is used for the disposal of asbestos. Only a

small portion of the industrial waste landfill area has been used to date.

INEL's Landfill Operations Program coordinates efforts by INEL waste

contractors to dispose of all industrial/commercial waste generated.

Landfill operations include both the collection and disposal of waste.

Where possible, efforts are directed toward recycling waste. The
"Industrial/Commercial Waste" flow chart depicts this waste stream.

Issue

Changing Federal and State regulations related to waste disposal may

require changes in disposal operations.

Strategy
Recent In early 1993, DOE-ID decided that INEL would not participate in aAccomplishments/

regional landfill but would dispose of all industrial/commercial waste

An agreementwith the onsite. This decision limited INEI liability that could be incurred by

State of Idaho has been offsite waste disposal. The landfill complex will continue to be operated

reached allowing the in compliance with applicable regulations.
municipal landfill to be

closed. INELwill no Objectiveslongergenerate any
waste classified a_ The objective of industrial/commercial waste management at INEL is to

municipal, provide adequate facilities to manage and dispose of all INEL-generated
industrial/commercial waste.

The decision not to

transport waste to a Assumptions
regional landfill will
significantly reduce the
cost for future disposal V' The Industrial/commercial waste strategy is based on the
of industrial/commercial following planning assumptions:
waste at INEL.

• No permits under 40 Code of Federal Regulations 258 are recluired

Anoffice waste recycling for the landfill, because these regulations relate to municipal waste.
program has been
initiated. Office waste • Tile capacity of the landfill will be sufficient to dispose of INEL waste

(paper and cardboard) for 30 years. If needed, alternatives for industrial waste disposal will
from facilities located in be evaluated before closure of the landfill.
Idaho Falls and at the
Central Facilities Area are
recycled by a local
vendor.
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Options/Decisions to be Made
1NEL.'semphasis on pollution prevention, maximum recycling, and
reuse of materials continues to present opportunities to reduce the
volume of waste requiring disposal in the !NEL landfill. Additionally,
ahematives to standard landfill disposal may be suitable for certain
waste.

V Optionscurrently being consideredand/or Implemented Include:

• Use of a woodchipper for reducing volume of wood construction
debris. The resulting woodchips would then be used for landscaping
and as a portion of the final landfill cover material.

• Converting much of the waste to a fuel for use in onsite boilers
(Waste-To-Fuel Program). The woodchipper could prepare wood
waste for the waste-to-fuel pelletizer.

Factors Influencing Plans
Pollution prevention and waste minimization efforts are being expanded.

, As such, the volume of industrial/commercial waste generated should
decrease over time. A pilot program is planned to determine whether
office wastes from radiation-controlled areas could be recycled.
Generators are encouraged to recycle industrial/commercial waste that
would otherwise require disposal in the landfill. Examples of such
wastes include metals and potentially reusable equipment.

Other factors influencing plans include the disposal capacity of the
existing landfill, and State approval of an operating permit.

FY 1994 Planned Activities
The need for an Environmental Assessment describing the landfill
strategy is being evaluated, tf an Environmental Assessment is needed, it

will be completed in 1994. As required, information on landfill
operations will be submitted to the State of Idaho. A closure/post-closure
plan addressing the municipal landfill area will be written.

Treatment

Treatment of industrial/commercial waste primarily involves the
separation of wastes with value for recycling. Waste segregation will take
place at each INEL facility so that recyclables never enter solid waste
streams.
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Storage
Storageof industrial/commercial waste is not expected.

Disposalactivitieswill Disposal
continue at the INEL Disposal of industrial/commercial waste at the INELlandfill complex
landfill complexand will continue.
effortswillcontinueto

avoidand minimize Rye-YearGoals
waste generation.

During the next fiveyears, industrial/commercial waste quantities will be
minimized through the continuation of the 1NELrecyclingprogram.
Currently, the recycling program encompasses paper, wood, scrap
metals, cardboard, and aluminum cans at select facilities.This program
will be expanded, as appropriate, to include all INELfacilities.

Milestones
Dispose of 84,500 cubic yards of industrial/commercial waste annually:
4th Quarter FY 1994 to FY 1999.

Vision

V Inthe future,the followingwilloccurwithregardto industrial/
commercialwastemanagement:

• full implementation of the waste avoidance and materials substitution
program,

• maximum recyclingof waste materials,

° compliance with segregation and monitoring procedures by all INEL
generators,

° cost-effective operations in compliance with regulations,

• disposal of final waste residues using environmentally safe methods,
and

° modification of current disposal methods and conditions (e.g., soil-

i to-waste ratio, compaction) to extend the life of the INELlandfill.
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H_ardous Waste

Current Situation
Hazardous waste generated at INEL is stored at the Hazardous Waste
Storage Facility at the Central Facilities Area. The Hazardous Waste
Storage Facility is operated under interim status regulations of RCRA
and has been addressed in a Part B permit application. Hazardous waste
generated throughout INEL is delivered to the Hazardous Waste Storage
Facility, where it is stored prior to shipment to a permitted commercial
treatment, storage, or disposal facility.

HazardousWaste
i ill u,,u ,ll, ,,,,

it I INELwaste

I Roadblock. Current moratorium generation

I °'rl, on shipments of potentially minimization
' radioactive hazardous waste.

I _ Existing Flow

| .-_rdou.W-*.l
Storage Fxllity

Offsltetreatment
at permitted

TrackTransportation commercialfa©lllty

Offsltedisposal
at permitted

commer©lalfa©iUty
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R_ont The duration ot storage at the tlazardous Waste Storage f:acility is
Aoaompllshmonto intended to be no longer than necessary to facilitate ofMte shipn_ent. In

some cases, hazardous waste is picked up by offsite transportation
Significant progress has
beenmadein reducing personnel tit the generating INEL facility for direct shipment to a
the amount of hazardous permitted commercial treatment, storage, or disposal facility. The
wastegeneratedat INEL. "Hazardous Waste" flow chart depicts this waste stream.
For example, the bus The Hazardous Waste Storage Facility can accept only hazardous
maintenance operation waste generated onsite (within INEL site borders). Hazardous waste
has substituted generated in 1NEL-related facilities in Idaho Falls is generally shippednonhazardous materials
in mostof its processes, directly to commercial treatment, storage, and disposal tacilities.
Theentire bus The Hazardous Waste Storage Facility stores waste in cornpliance with
maintenanceoperation RCRA and DOE requirements. The waste is temporarily stored, in most
recently generated only cases, for less than 90 days. Once sufficient quantities of waste are in
one 55-gallon drumof storage, a commercial facility is contacted to pick up and transport the
hazardous waste in a

waste to its facility.
year. The lead inventory at INEL has historically been located at several

A HazardousWaste facilities. Recently, however, as directed by DOE following
VerificationProgram has encouragement from EPA, the lead is being accumulated in one location
been developed andwill for more efficient storage and management.
be implemented. This Currently, hazardous waste generated at INEL is recycled, reused, or
program willverifythat reprocessed where possible, and some hazardous substances can be
wasteacceptedfor replaced by nonhazardous substances. DOE has placed a moratorium on
storageis properly the shipment of any hazardous waste that could be radioactive, anddescribedinshipment
paperwork, waste is individually assessed to confirm the absence of radioactivity and

then authorized for shipment by DOE-ID. Without confirmation of the
absence of radioactivity, such waste is treated as mixed waste and placed

Leadis a resource in the Mixed Waste Storage Facility. The DOE moratorium will not be
neededfor nuclear lifted until DOE-ID has procedures in place to ensure that hazardousoperations, and a
quantity is required in waste shipped offsite is not radioactive.
inventory for emergency
response, issue

While the hazardous waste shipping moratorium is in effect, suspect

waste cannot be shipped offsite unless process knowledge shows that

the waste is nonradioactive. Consequently, waste that appears to be
purely hazardous waste is being stored at INEU and must be managed
as suspect mixed waste until process knowledge certification can be
established.
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In December 1992, a document was transmitted for review to DOE-ID Processknowledgeis a
that describes processes to demonstrate that hazardous waste is meansof determining
nonradioactive, what is in a waste by

examining the process
that generated the waste.

Strategy It is frequently used when

The preferred option for managementof hazardous waste is waste othermethods,suchas
elimination, followed by wasteminimization and recycling. Hazardous sampling and analysis,

waste that must be generated is temporarily stored, as needed, and then are not feasible.
shipped to an of[site permitted treatment, storage, or disposal facility.

Objectives When sufficient volumesof hazardous waste are

The hazardous waste management effort at INEL has two main objectives, in storage facilities, the
waste will be shipped to

_I' These objectives are to: a commercialvendorfor

• provide an effective, safe substitution and minimization plan for the treatment and disposal.

use and generation of hazardous materials at INEU and

• provide adequate storage that meets all regulatory, requirements for all
hazardous waste generated at tNEL.

Assumptions

V The hazardouswaste strategy is based on the following planning
assumptions:

• A zero-generation goal has been set for ),ear 2030. Waste from
remediation or decontamination and decommissioning activities is not
considered newly generated wastes.

• INEL will continue to assume some liability associated with the use of
commercial treatment, storage, and disposal vendors.

• A process to verify that hazardous waste is nonradioactive is identified
and assumed to be approved through the ongoing work on the
hazardous waste shipping moratorium.

• Llntil the hazardous waste shipping moratorium process is approved, all
hazardous waste from a radiation area is considered suspect mixed waste.

• A tradeoff study is expected to conclude that a new hazardous waste
storage facility is needed.
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Options/Decisions to Be Made
A tradeoff stud)' will be performed in 1994 to evaluate options for
continued use of the existing Hazardous Waste Storage Facility. Options
that will be considered include increased generator involvement and
waste minimization, modification of an existing or planned facility,
construction of a new hazardous waste storage facility, and a
combination of these options.

The waste management strategic plan assulnes a new facility is needed
due to deficiencies identified at the existing facility; but a decision has
not been made. If a new facility is constructed, it is planned to be on-
line by July 1998. INEL hazardous waste will continue to be shipped
offsite for treatment and disposal.

Factors Influencing Future Plans
Changing Federal and State regulations related to hazardous waste
management may require changes to INEL operations. INEL will
continue to comply with all applicable regulations.

Alternatives for storage of hazardous waste at INEL will be evaluated.
The evaluations will consider various factors such as: the amount of

hazardous waste generated, when the waste requires storage, other
available storage facilities, and waste minimization.

V Other factors Influencingplans include:

• hazardous waste shipping moratorium,

• potential liability for offsite treatment and disposal of hazardous
waste, and

• development of process knowledge certification criteria.
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FY 1994 Planned Activities
Efforts in FY 1994 will continue toward lifting the hazardous waste
shipping moratorium. This will include finalizing the procedures and
operative document that outlines how INEL manages and handles
hazardous waste. Efforts will continue to find solvent substitutions and
alternatives to hazardous waste.

Treatment

Treatment of INEL-generated hazardous waste will continue to be
performed by a permitted commercial facility. The treatment technology
(e.g., incineration, solidification) employed by the commercial facility
depends on the type of hazardous waste. INEL does not treat hazardous
waste.

Storage
Most hazardous waste generated at INEL will continue to be collected
and temporarily stored at the Hazardous Waste Storage Facility prior to
being shipped offsite to a commercial facility.

Disposal
No disposal of hazardous waste occurs at INEL. All hazardous waste will
continue to be shipped offsite for treatment and ultimate disposal.

Five-YearGoals

• The five-year goalsfor the INEL HazardousWaste Program
include:

• Evaluate the need for a new hazardous waste storage facility for safe
interim storage of hazardous waste.

• Continue to accumulate hazardous waste in accordance with EPA

regulations prior to offsite treatment and disposal.

• Develop an aggressive materials-substitution program that limits the
generation of hazardous waste.

• Evaluate the need for additional onsite treatment and disposal
capability for hazardous waste.
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A Solvent Substitution Milestone
Information System is Develop Solvent Substitution Information System (DOE-wide): 2nd
being developed to aid all
DOE facilities in Quarter, FY 1994.
minimizing the amount of
hazardous waste Vision
generated. Hazardous wastes that cannot be treated to render them nonhazardous

or suitable for disposal in an environmentally safe manner will not be
TheSolvent generated. A chemical reuse program will reduce the generation ofSubstitution

hazardous waste.
Information System is
a database that identifies
alternative, non-
hazardous substances as

process substitutes for
hazardous solvents.
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Low-Level/Mixed Low-LevelWaste

Current Situation
At INEL, low-level waste (LLW) is generated primarily as the result of
in-plant work in contaminated areas; this waste consists of materials

Low-LevelWaste

INEL

waste generation
w/minimization

J

Uquld Solid

_e_;_:_ "-_"...... _ ICCP Temporary

Tank Farm Storage

Accumulation Mixed Low-Level

t Waste Storage
Facility

$

MLLW Treatment

Technologies
Same Mixed developed or

LLW Treated

at WERF offsite commercialt

IIEvaporatorand
n muontB t
I Treatment i t

[ Legend ] Proposed Mixed LLW

Disposal Facility

Existing Flow

m mllD_ Proposed Flow

The facilities with dark
foundations are proposed
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such as rags, bags, scrap metal, and used protective clothing. LLW also
The Waste Acceptance is generated by ER decontamination and decommissioning activities.
Criteria for RWMC This material must comply with the Waste Acceptance Criteria at the
prohibit such items as disposal facility, RWMC. At INEL, it is the waste generator's
free liquids, hazardous
chemicals,andgaseous responsibility to ensure all that criteria are met for disposal. Compliance
waste, and also specify with Waste Acceptance Criteria are verified by inspection of waste
requirements for certification documents at the disposal facility.
radioisotopecontent, Liquid LLW generated at ICPP is treated by evaporation. Solid LLW
packaging, accompanying waste generated at INEL is, in most cases, first sent to WERF for
packagedata, and compacting, sizing, or incineration. The purpose of treatment at WERF
verification, is to reduce the volume of the waste prior to disposal at RWMC. The

combined effect of these volume-reduction processes has been to
prolong the useful life of RWMC by preserving disposal space.
Currently, about 60 percent of the LLW generated at INEL is sent to
WERF as suitable for treatment; the remainder is sent directly to RWMC

Mixed low-level waste for disposal without treatment.

is both radioactive (as There is currently no disposal facility at INEL for mixed low-level
defined by DOE and the waste (mixed LLW). Therefore, much of the mixed LLW generated at
Atomic Energy Act) and

INEL is in interim storage awaiting development of treatment andhazardous (as defined by
RCRAregulations), disposal options. "Characteristic" mixed LLW can be fully treated at

, , WERF through stabilization or incineration. Treatment of mixed waste
at WERF is intended to de_,troy hazardous characteristics or stabilize
hazardous constituents, rendering the waste suitable for disposal at
RWMC. "Listed" mixed LLW cannot be disposed of, even after

TheWERFcompactor treatment, until a RCRA-permitted disposal site is identified. Listed
compresseswastewitha wastes are temporarily stored at the Mixed Waste Storage Facility until a

, force of 200 tons, disposal option becomes available.
reducing volume by about Quantities of mixed LLW generated from routine INEL operations are
5:1. Bymechanically relatively small (see "Waste Volumes" table on page 144), but since a
reducing the sizeof permitted mixed waste disposal facility is not available, treated listed
metal waste (i.e., by mixed LLW is stored at the Mixed Waste Storage Facility. Cargocutting the material into
pieces and nesting the containers located outside the Mixed Waste Storage Facility provide
pieces compactly within additional storage space. In addition, the WERF Waste Storage Building
disposal boxes), the houses mixed LLW and LLW awaiting incineration at WERF. The Mixed
average bulk volume is Waste Storage Facility, cargo containers, and WERF Waste Storage
reduced by about 5:1. Building are operated under interim status RCRA regulations, and have
Incinerationof waste at been addressed in a RCRA Part B permit application currently underWERF reduces volume by
about200:1. (All size- review by the State of Idaho. The "Low-Level Waste" flow chart depicts
reductionnumbersare this waste stream.
conservativeestimates.)
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Issues
V The following are the open issues pertaining to the mixed LLW

and LLWstrategy:

1 The quantity, type, and schedule of LLW and MLLW generated by
INEL ER activities is not well defined due to limited characteristic

information and the number of years in the future these projects will
occur. Treatment, storage, and disposal for LLW and mixed LLW
facilities may not be adequate to handle waste generated.

Proposed Course of Action - ER waste is projected and
documented in the Waste Streams Projectedfor the INEL. The
document is updated twice a year, and efforts to increase the Recent
accuracy of the data are ongoing. Accomplishment

2 It is expected that private-sector capabilities, NEPA documentation, Waste type management

changes in State and Federal regulations, changes in strategic was initiatedthat
focuses on cradle-to-

planning assumptions at DOE and DOE-ID, and development of new
technologies will affect LLW and mixed LLW treatment, storage, and grave management ofLLW.
disposal activities.

Proposed Course of Action - Strategic plans will be updated yearly
to incorporate identified changes.

3 The volume of waste shipped and the timing of these shipments to
possible offsite treatment facilities and to or from possible DOE
regional generators have not been completely defined.

Proposed Course of Action - As options become better defined,
transportation issues will be addressed.

Strategy
WERF will restart in early FY 1994 for treatment of LLW. For onsite Ashremaining from
characteristic and listed mixed LLW, treatment will continue at WERF incineration at WERFis
and the Waste Reductions Operations Complex until 1996. Treatment placed insteel drums
facilities will operate until nuclear operations at INEL cease. As and mixed with cement.
equipment in the existing facilities wears out, and as the facilities Thisstat)ilizesthe ash

into a solid product that
approach the end of their operational lifetime, life-continuation studies may be disposed of

will be performed. New facilities and/or private-sector capability will be safely at RWMC.
identified to meet future LLW and mixed LLW needs. Waste

minimization methods and techniques will be factored into the design of
all future treatment facilities.
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WERF's LLW backlog will be stored in its current configuration until
the waste can be treated at WERF and at commercial facilities. After

treatment of the backlog is completed, all newly generated LLW will be
temporarily stored at generator facilities until it can be shipped directly
to WERF or to a commercial facility for treatment and returned to lNEL
for disposal.

Objectives

V The LLWmanagement strategy at INEL has the following
objectives:

• provide adequate facilities and technologies to treat LLW and mixed
LLW routinely generated at INEL, including stored wastes. If
required, regional mixed LLW will also be treated.

• provide the properly permitted/licensed facilities required to store
INEL mixed LLW and LLW in compliance with Federal and State
regulations.

• plan for and provide permitted disposal facilities, either onsite or
offsite, and dispose of mixed LLW and LLW routinely generated at
INEL, including waste currently stored.

Assumptions

V The LLW and mixed LLWstrategy is basedon the following
planning assumptions:

• there is no existing mission for the once-planned Mixed and Low-
Level Waste Treatment Facility. This facility will not be designed and
built. This assumption is based on the expected availability of
commercial facilities to treat LLW and mixed LLW, on the operation
of WERF/Waste Reductions Operations Complex, and on the small
quantities of mixed LLW routinely generated at INEL.

• the regulatory environment for LLW will remain as it is today (i.e.,
no regulatory driver for treatment of LLW).

• treatment of LLW for volume reduction and stabilization is cost-

effective over the long term.
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• transportation capabilities for shipments between facilities at INEL
and between INEL and offsite facilities will support planned
activities.

• routine generation rates of LLW and mixed LLW at INEL will not
significantly change from projected values.

• the ER program will plan for storage capacity for LLW and
mixed LLW generated by ER activities.

• mixed LLW treatment will be split between WERF/Waste Reduction
Operations Complex and a commercial facility. Treated waste will be
returned to INEL for disposal.

• a new disposal facility will be designed and permitted. The facility
will be located at INEL at a location not yet sited, other than RWMC.

• listed mixed LLW that has been treated, and listed and characteristic

mixed LLW that has yet to be treated, will both be stored at existing
storage facilities at the Waste Reduction Operations Complex and
WERF. A RCRA-permitted disposal facility will be available to accept
treated listed mixed LLW.

Options/Decisions to be Made
A decision will be made in 1.995 to determine if WERF will continue to

treat LLW, or if LLW will be treated in part or in total by comrnercial
facilities. The 1995 decision will be based on actual commercial

treatment experience that will have occurred through 1994.
A decision will be made in 1996 as to the extent, if any, of DOE

regional mixed LLW treatment at WERF. This decision will be based on
the outcome of the INEL portion of the SNF and INEL E1S.

A decision will be made in 1996 about whether treatment of onsite
characteristic and listed mixed LLW will continue at WERF/Waste

Reductions Operations Complex, whether mixed LLW will be treated at
the Idaho Waste Processing Facility, or whether mixed LLW will be
treated in total or in part by commercial facilities. The 1996 decision
will be based on actual commercial treatment experience that has
occurred through 1995.
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Factors Influencing Future Plans

V The following factors will affect future planningfor LLWand
mixed LLW:

• storage capacity for mixed LLW awaiting treatment

• development of technologies to treat mixed wastes

• commercial treatment of mixed waste

• State and EPA approval of WERF operating permit.

Background
Two LLW treatment facilities are currently located at INEL: WERF, for
solid LLW destined for RWMC, and the Liquid Effluent Treatment and
Disposal Facility at ICPP, for liquid LLW generated by ICPP operations.
The Radioactive Sodium Waste Process Facility is a new facility planned
at Argonne National Laboratory-West to treat sodium-contaminated
waste.

LLW and mixed LLW awaiting treatment at WERF is temporarily
stored at the WERF Waste Storage Building. Most mixed LLW is stored
at the Mixed Waste Storage Facility, pending availability of treatment
technologies. The Mixed Waste Storage Facility stores mixed waste [or
which no treatment or disposal options are available.

The Radioactive Sodium Storage Facility at Argonne National
Laboratory-West consists of specially designed waste storage containers
that store contact-handled mixed waste contaminated with sodium, and

radioactive and nonradioactive sodium-potassium. The facility is
operating under RCRA interim status.

The Radioactive Scrap and Waste Facility located at Argonne National
Laboratory-West consists primarily of steel pipes (liners) set vertically in
the ground. Remote-handled mixed (low-level and TRU) waste
contained in double cans is lowered into the liners. The facility is
operating under RCRA interim status. All waste stored there will be
placed into new, protected liners (within the facility). The waste is
currently stored in carbon-steel liners that are unprotected against
corrosive soil.

LLW generated at INEL by facility operations is disposed of at
RWMC. Mixed LLW is not disposed of at RWMC but is stored awaiting
treatment or disposal options. RWMC is the only radioactive disposal
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site at INEL. RWMC has strict Waste Acceptance Criteria limiting the
types and levels of radioactive waste that can be accepted for disposal.

When waste is received at RWMC, a radiological control technician
performs a radiological survey and RWMC operations personnel perfbrm
a receipt inspection. If the waste does not comply with the RWMC
Waste Acceptance Criteria, it may either be returned to the generator, or
made to conform at RWMC, depending on circumstances.

Disposal of solid radioactive waste at RWMC began in 1952 in what is
now called the Subsurface Disposal Area. In 1953, the Atomic Energy
Commission decided that solid radioactive waste from the Rocky Flats
Plant in Colorado would be sent to INEL for disposal. The first shipment
from Rocky Flats was received in crates and drums in 1954. The waste
was placed in pits and covered with earth. Between 1963 and 1969 the
waste was dumped into pits and trenches.

Today, she Subsurface Disposal Area is a fenced area surrounded by a
flood control dike and drainage channel. Although the Subsurface
Disposal Area contains some TRU waste previously authorized for burial,
it is presently devoted to pit and soil-vault disposal of solid LLW.

Currently, LLW is buried at RWMC in shallow pits. Pits are excavated
to various sizes, generally to bedrock, and the bedrock is covered with
soil. After waste emplacement in this soil, the pits are backfilled with
more soil. Markers are placed and logbooks kept to document where
and when waste is disposed occurs.

Soil vaults are unlined boreholes in the Subsurface Disposal Area. Hot
Fuel Examination Facility canisters and other canisters containing
remote-handled waste are discharged from shipping casks into soil
vaults. When full, the vaults are covered with soil.

RWMC is planned to be closed about the year 2030. A new, state-of-
the-art Mixed/Low-Level Waste Disposal Facility will be developed to
augment the disposal activities performed by RWMC. Progressive
changes in regulations governing the disposal of LLW and mixed LLW
demand the development of a more advanced disposal and monitoring
system.

Implementation of new disposal technologies will serve to enhance
the INEL WM Program by significantly reducing the chances of
environmental contamination. Engineered, above-grade, earth-
mounded, concrete disposal vaults are advanced technological options
that are currently being evaluated for long-term structural and
radiological performance. Problems such as waste settling and high
disposal/maintenance costs resulting from current disposal practices may
be avoided by using more advanced technologies.
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FY 1994 Planned Activities
Volume-reduction activities at WERF will resume. LLW disposal will
continue at RWMC. About 70,000 to 80,000 cubic feet of LLW is

expected to be placed in RWMC disposal pit. Construction will be
completed on the remote-handled LLW disposal vaults. Preconceptual
design activities will occur for the Mixed/Low-Level Waste Disposal
Facility along with efforts to identify a site for the facility.

Treatment

Volume-reduction activities will resume at WERF following a review of
operating procedures and safety documentation.

Liquid LLW generated at ICPP will be treated at the Liquid Effluent
Treatment and Disposal Facility. This facility uses evaporation
technologies to evaporate the liquid into a solid residue.

The new Radioactive Sodium Waste Process Facility will be built to
provide the capability to remove and process sodium from radioactive
material (LLW and TRU waste) produced or stored at Argonne National
Laboratory-West. The facility's size and handling capabilities will meet
all requirements for processing material stored at the Radioactive Scrap
and Waste Facility and at the Radioactive Sodium Storage Facility.
Treatment technologies will provide regulatory-acceptable treatment of
the mixed waste.

Storage
LLW awaiting treatment at WERF will continue to be stored at the
WERF Waste Storage Building until treatment at WERF is performed.

Mixed LLW generated will continue to be stored at the Mixed Waste
Storage Facility awaiting development of treatment technologies or at the
WERF Waste Storage Building if it can be treated at WERF.

Waste transfer from the carbon-steel liners into double containment

liners will be performed at the Radioactive Scrap and Waste Facility.
Storage will continue at the Radioactive Scrap and Waste Facility for
remote-handled mixed waste generated at Argonne National Laboratory-
West.

Sodium contaminated and sodium-potassium wastes will continue to
be stored at the Radioactive Sodium Storage Facility at Argonne National
Laboratory-West.
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Disposal

Disposal operations at INEL will continue at RWlVlC, accepting waste

LLW generated at 1NEL that meet RWMC waste acceptance criteria.

Where possible, waste will continue to be first treated at WERF prior to

disposal at RWMC to conserve the disposal space availability.

Five-YearGoals

I' Five-year goals for the INEL LLW program are divided into the
following three areas:

• Increasing WERF grouting system capabilities, augrnenting Mixed

Waste Storage Facility capacity with WERF Waste Storage Building

operations, upgrading WERF mixed waste treatment capabilities, and
extending the useful life of RWMC through additional waste volume

reduction prior to disposal.

• Improving methods for waste separation, improving performance

assessment models, optimizing waste characterization, assessing

waste stabilization and engineered barrier prototype activities, and

preparing RWMC closure plan.

• Beginning the necessary preliminary activities to develop a compliant

mixed/LLW disposal facility, and ensuring compliance with existing

and proposed treatment, storage, and disposal regulations.

Milestones
• WERF restart: 1st Quarter, FY 1994.

• Annually incinerate 56,000 cubic feet of LLW at WERF: 4th Quarter,
FY 1994 to FY 1999.

• Annually size-reduce 3,000 cubic feet of metallic LLW at WERF: 4th
Quarter, FY 1995 to FY 1999.

• Annually compact 37,000 cubic feet of non-incinerable LLW at

WERF: 4th Quarter, FY 1995 to FY 1999.

• Annually dispose of 70,000 to 80,000 cubic feet of LLW at RWMC:
4th Quarter, FY 1994 to FY 1996.
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Vision
RWMC will be stabilized and closed in accordance with regulations. The
final disposal site for mixed waste will be determined and the waste will
be disposed of in accordance with regulations. Waste generation will be
reduced as much as possible; all wastes will be treated as required. All
future waste streams will be anticipated and have appropriate treatment,
storage, and disposal determined in advance. Onsite transportation
between INEL facilities will meet Department of Transportation
regulations.
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i

TransuranlcWaste

Current Situation
Since 1970, transuranic (TRU) waste has been placed in above-ground
retrievable storage at the RWMC Transuranic Storage Area while
awaiting long-term disposal. The waste is ultimately destined fl_r The WIPP Land
disposal at WIPP, a national repository in New Mexico. WithdrawalBill has
Until a final disposal facility for TRU waste is open, the waste must beenapproved,
remain in storage at INEI. in a manner that minimizes radiation transferring the landfor
exposure to workers to levels as low as reasonably achievable, protects DOEuse.
the environment, and meets regulatory requirements.
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Retrieval
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_IL generation
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J

, Reoent Much of the waste at the Transuranic Storage Area is in containers on

lcoompUshments: asphah pads under an earthen cover. Containers are also stacked on a

pad and covered with nylon-reinforced plastic. Investigations of the

• Construction began in earth-covered TRU waste at the Transuranic Storage Area have shov,'n
1993 on the that the condition of the containers is relatively good. The containers

Transuranic Storage have been in storage for up to 23 years, and disposal at WIPP may not

Area Retrieval begin until about t!,e year 2000.1he Transuranic Storage Area Retrieval

Enclosure and on two Enclosure Facility is being built to retrieve this stored waste and place it
RCRAstorage modules.

in a RCRA-compliant storage facility.
Relatively small quantities of remote-handled waste are stored m

• The loading of the vertical, lined vaults installed in the ground. In addition to the earth-
seventh bin for WlPP covered area, the Transuranic Storage Area also includes many

experiments was containers (primarily drums) that are being stored in two facilities

completed in '1993. constructed of asphalt pads, short concrete retaining blocks, and air- or

structure-supported fabric covers. DOE-ID, EPA Region 10, and the

• The design of the State of Idaho have established a consent order concerning storage of
laboratory for the waste in the Transuranic Storage Area, and RCRA-approved storage

Waste Characterization modules are being built to store the waste. This agreement addresses

Facilitywas completed EPA and State concerns for bctter inspection capability, while nmeting

in 1993. DOE-tD's concerns for protecting workers.

Shipments to INELof It is intended that all TRU wastes be retrieved, repackaged as
RockyFlats Plant appropriate, certified, and shipped to WIPP for final disposition. The

transuranic waste vast majority of waste stored within the Transuranic Storage Area was

stopped in 1989 due to a generated at DOE facilities other than IN EL', most came from the Rock}"
State of Idaho Flats Plant.

moratorium. Currently, EGg_G Idaho, In(.:., and Argonne National Laboratory-West

:tre preparing test bins for the WlPP Experimental Program. Drums of

TRU waste are non-destructively examined in the Stored Waste

Examination Pilot Plant and are transported to Argonne National

Laboratory-West. At Argonne National Laboratory-West, additional gas

;ampling is performed, and drum contents are visually examined and

"epackaged in special test bins. The test bins will be used in either

_imulated tests at INEL or actual test at WlPP to provide verification of

)roof-of-process. Following this testing, EPA will determine the

:onditions necessary for commencing disposal activities at W1PP.

_,outine shipments can then begin from INEL to WlPP.
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Issues

V The following are the major open issues pertaining to the TRU

waste management strategy:

1 Waste Acceptance Criteria have not been finalized for the waste that

will presumably be disposed of at WIPP. Final criteria will not be

available until after the experimental test phase is completed at

WIPP. It may be necessary to treat all TRU waste before disposal.

Proposed Course of Action - Continue with the present strategy

(described below). Alternatives include: (1) defer all facility

development until all requirements for disposal are known, (2) treat
all TRU waste to remove or stabilize hazardous components, or (3)

retrieve and treat alpha-emitting LLW to comply with RCRA Alpha-emitting LLW:
storage requirements and treat a significant portion of the waste to LLWthat emits alpha
reduce the total volume of waste that must be managed until final radiation which consistsof positively charged
disposal, particles. Alpha particles

cannot penetrate the
2 Transportation payload requirements for the Transuranic Package skin; however, they can

Transporter (TRUPACT)-II will restrict the amount of waste that can be hazardous if

be shipped to WIPP in the TRUPACI-II. Existing boxes and swallowed, inhaled, or
drummed waste that exceed wattage restrictions cannot presently be absorbed through a

shipped in the TRUPACT-II. wound. When the
concentration of alpha

Proposed Course of Action - Develop alternative approaches to particles in a waste
exceeds the 100

reduce existing TRUPACT-II restrictions, or start development of a
nanocuries per gram

new transport system, limit, it is then classified

3 More-aggressive development of disposal capacity for alpha-emitting as TRUwaste.
LLW is needed.

Proposed Course of Action - Develop options for accelerated

evaluation of INEL Mixed/LLW Disposal Facility capability; evaluate

other suitable DOE sites; modify WlPP disposal limits; and revise

DOE Order 5820.2A, "Radioactive Waste Management," to address Performance
assessment limiting

disposal of performance assessment limiting waste, waste: a combination of

4 Improved information concerning expected waste volumes and forms waste form, amount, andradionuclides present
derived from ER is needed to support long-term storage and that would be the critical
treatment needs, limiting factor in an

assessment of a

particular facility's
performance.
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Proposed Course of Action - An activity was initiated in 1992 to
project and document anticipated waste types and volumes to be
generated from the baseline activities associated with ER and the
Underground Storage Tank Program. Revised projections will be
provided twice a year.

5 Integration of compliance strategies is nc"ded to assure RCRA, NEPA,
and safety coverage exist for future planned a,"tivities.

Proposed Course of Action - Develop RCRA compliance approach
for earth-covered stored waste, document environmental compliance
strategies, and integrate safety documentation.

Strategy
The management strategy for stored TRU waste includes supporting the
development of WlPP, improving current TRU waste management
facilities, developing capabilities for retrieval operations, constructing
storage buildings that comply with RCRA, constructing waste
characterization and testing facilities and analytical laboratories, and
establishing treatment capability to achieve final disposal of TRU waste.

Objectives

V The objectives established for INEL's TRU waste management
strategy are as follows:

• Provide long-term safe and environmentally compliant storage for
currently stored TRU waste, alpha-emitting LLW physically and
chemically similar to TRU waste (reclassified LLW), and TRU waste
derived from ER activities until final treatment and/or disposal can be
achieved.

• Achieve and maintain compliance with applicable DOE Orders and
Federal and State regulations at the current TRU waste management
facility (RWMC).

• Continue to develop the waste management capabilities required to
work off the existing inventory and achieve final disposal.

• Provide, either through onsite development or privatization, required
capabilities to achieve final disposal of stored TRU waste by the year
2018 and alpha-emitting LLW by 2025.
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Assumptions
TRU waste currently stored in air-supported structures and on earth-
covered pads will be reconfigured and stored in RCRA-approved storage
modules at RWMC until the waste can either be shipped directly to
WlPP or treated, as necessary, to achieve final disposal of all stored
waste. Small volumes of TRU waste retrieved from cleanup efforts will
be stored in RCRA-compliant storage modules, may be treated at the
Idaho Waste Processing Facility, and may be shipped to WlPP.

• The TRU waste management strategy is based on the following
planningassumptions:

• INEL will continue to support the WIPP Experimental Test Program
with either simulated tests at INEL or via shipments of waste to WlPP
for actual testing, and provide needed waste characterization data at a
level required by DOE-Albuquerque Operations Office and WlPP
Project Integration Office.

• Waste Acceptance Criteria will be available from WlPP in 1996 to
support waste examination and certification activities at the Stored
Waste Examination Pilot Plant.

• No significant change will occur with currently negotiated conditions
required to achieve RCRA compliance.

• Enhancement of waste retrieval: drum venting, examination, and
characterization capabilities will be enhanced to support production
shipments of waste to WlPP.

• WM facilities will be available to treat ER-derived TRU waste.

Factors Influencing Plans
• Waste Acceptance Criteria requirements for WIPP are not finalized

for treatment, characterization, and certification.

• Opening date for WlPP is unknown.

• Condition is unknown of storage drums to be retrieved at the
Transuranic Storage Area Retrieval Enclosure.

• It is unknown what technologies will be developed for treating TRU
wastes.
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Cutaway of WIPP

Experimental Waste
area shaft
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• Continuation and direction of WIPP test program.

• Completion of laboratory evaluations at ICPP to support decision on
laboratory location for TRUwaste analysis.

Background
The issue of how to process TRUwaste, especially mixed TRU waste, to
meet RCRAdisposal requirements for hazardous waste has yet to be
resolved. If WIPP opens after completion of the test phase, then the
mixed TRUwaste issue could be eliminated. Arelated issue would still

exist for processing TRUwaste that fails to meet WIPP Waste
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Acceptance Criteria for components other than hazardous waste. To
resolve these issues, plans are to design and construct the Idaho Waste
Processing Facility. The Idaho Waste Processing Facility is intended to
provide the best demonstrated available technology [or required Best demonstrated

volume-reduction processing of stored TRU waste. This facility would available technology:
take advantage of INEL's Process Experimental Pilot Plant test and treatment technology thathas been shown through
design experience, actualuseto yieldthe

This project provides for the design, procurement, and construction greatestenvironmental
of facilities and equipment for the processing and thermal treatment of benefitamongcompeting

stored TRU waste located at RWMC. The mission, facility operations, technologies that are
and funding are being evaluated, practicallyavailable.

In addition, some level of treatment will be needed for wastes that do
not comply with the WIPP waste acceptance criteria, including
transportation requirements.

Negotiations were initiated with EPA Region l0 in 1989 to resolve
compliance concerns about TRU mixed waste storage units. Design
activities were initiated in 1990 for the construction of storage units that
met applicable RCRA requirements, based on a consent order signed in
1992. A RCRA Part B permit application has been submitted to the State
of Idaho for these RCRA storage units.

Although negligible amounts o[ TRU waste are generated and stored
onsite, storage space is limited. The minor amounts of onsite-generated
TRU waste are received at RWMC for interim storage until treatment
and/or shipment to WIPP. Initial plans for TRU operations assumed
WIPP operations would begin in 1988.

RWMC provides interim storage of TRU waste that has been
examined at the Stored Waste Examination Pilot Plant. This waste is At the Stored Waste

currently stored in containers in several configurations, including ExaminationPilot
asphalt pads under an earthen cover, facilities consisting of asphalt pads Plant, waste is examined
and air- or structure-supported fabric covers, and below-ground vaults, by means of weighing,ultrasonic examination of

In 1970, when the concept of 20-year retrievable storage of TRU container integrity, real-
waste was implemented, a proposal was made to store the waste in time X-ray radiography,

boxes and drums set on a bermed asphalt pad and subsequently cover assay for fissile material
the waste with soil. Due to changing regulations, the current strategy is content,and radiological

to retrieve the soil-covere(_ waste and reconfigure the uncovered waste surveys.
into RCRA-compliant storage modules until it can be sent to WIPP or
treated and disposed of elsewhere.

Design activities have been initiated [or the development and
construction of a Waste Characterization Facility. New TRU waste
storage modules are being constructed to support retrieval, examination,
treatment, and storage requirements. The new storage modules will meet
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applicable RCRA requirements as defined by negotiations with EPA
Region 10 and the State of Idaho. These new storage facilities are
required to support retrieval of stored waste.

FY 1994 Planned Activities
Efforts will support the construction of three RCRA-permitted storage
modules for TRU waste stored at RWMC. Funds will be obligated for
construction of the Waste Characterization Facility. Support will be
provided to WIPP on waste characterization. Construction will continue
on the Transuranic Storage Area Retrieval Enclosure. The location of the
Idaho Waste Processing Facility will be identified.

Treatment

No actual TRU waste treatment will be performed in FY 1994. Design
work, technology development, and site identification for the Idaho
Waste Processing Facility will be performed.

Storage
Storage Activities in FY 1994 will continue to construct the RCRA
storage modules. Four storage modules will be built and placed into
operation.

Disposal
No disposal activities invoMng TRU waste are planned for INEL. All
stored TRU waste will be treated if necessary and shipped offsite for
disposal.

Five-YearGoals
The principal objective of the TRU waste management program is the
shipment of all stored TRU waste from INEL to an approved permanent
disposal location. While this cannot be accomplished over the next five
years, the TRU waste program can begin preparations so that when
shipments begin, they can be done quickly and efficiently. A companion
goal is the processing and final disposal of any TRU waste retrieved by
ER.

V Five-yeargoals for the TRU waste programare as follows:

• Completion of all required activities to perform simulated tests at
INEL or support actual tests at WIPP.
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• Completion of construction of the Type I and the first Type II TRU
storage modules and beginning of operations.

• Completion of construction of the Transuranic Storage Area Retrieval
Enclosure and beginning of operations.

• Completion of the Idaho Waste Processing Facility conceptual design
and preliminary safety analysis for the treatment of alpha-
contaminated mixed LLW.

• Completion of the Waste Characterization Facility and beginning of
operations.

Milestones
• Begin construction of Waste Characterization Facility: 3rd Quarter,

FY 1994.

• Select site for Idaho Waste Processing Facility: 4th Quarter, FY 1994.

• Complete reconfiguration of Air Support Waste Storage-II containers:
1st Quarter, FY 1995.

• Initiate retrieval/certification of transuranic waste: 4th Quarter, FY
1996.

• Complete reconfiguration of Certified and Segregated Air Support
containers: 1st Quarter, FY 1998.

• Complete preliminary safety analysis report for Idaho Waste
Processing Facility: 1st Quarter, FY 1998.

Vision
Generation of TRU waste will be reduced to a minimum level. All TRU

waste will be characterized, treated (as required) to the maximum degree
practicable, certified, and removed from Idaho for final disposal. All
onsite transport of TRU waste and remote-handled TRU waste between
INEL facilities will meet Department of Transportation requirements.
RWMC will be stabilized and closed in accordance with regulations.
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High-LevelWaste

Current Situation
Liquid high-level waste (HLW) generated from previous fuel
reprocessing activities is stored in large, corrosion-resistant, stainless-
steel tanks constructed inside concrete vaults in the ICPP Tank Farm

area. All of the liquid is considered hazardous waste under RCRA due to
its corrosivity and concentration of toxic metals. The DOE Byproduct
Ruling of 1987 also established RCRA applicability to the hazardous
components of mixed HLW generated during spent nuclear fuel
processing at ICPP.
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ICPP operates a calciner that is used to convert liquids to dry granules Calcinationat the New
(calcination).The dry material is stored at IrPP in specially designed Waste Calcining Facility

bins contained in concrete vaults. The calcine is not only better suited converts liquid waste to a
for storage, but also significantly reduces material volume. As a dry solid form.Thesolid
material, the calcine is not considered corrosive. However, any toxic wasteproductis muchsmallerinvolume,more
metals present in the liquid are concentrated in the solid calcine, so the stable, and more easily
hazardous designation is retained. This is currently under review by handled than the liquid
EPA. The repository for HLW disposal has not been selected or waste.
characterized.

Issues/Factors Influencing Plans Over7.5 milliongallons
A systems approach that considers waste management and minimization of liquidHLWhas been
of generated waste volumes has not been developed. This plan is needed calcinated at the NewWaste Calcining Facility
before effective treatment, storage, and disposal programs can be to produceapproximately
established. For example, full RCRA compliance for HLW continues to 130,500 cubic feet of
conflict with DOE's practices to reduce personnel exposure to radiation, dry, stable calcine.
Other problems include lack of guidance for conducting system
performance assessments, lack of EPA definition for the best

demonstrated available technology for iCPP's form of HLW (acidic), and Recent
lack of waste packaging criteria and remote handling techniques. Recent Accomplishments:

budget changes have caused uncertainties in how ICPP will meet • TheRemoteTank
existing regulations and agreements with State agencies. Inspection Armwill be

Lack of a systems approach impacts HLW management in several tested in 1994 in the
ways. Facility planning is not integrated with decontamination and TankFarm.Thisdevice
decommissioning and waste management needs. There is no approved willallow remoteinspection and
disposal space for INEL HLW. Various public documents have sampling of HLW in
conflicting schedules for similar milestones. The definition of HLW is underground tanks and
currently based on how it was generated, but should be based on what willprevent personnel
risk it poses to the public and environment. Existing reqp'"ements for exposure to radiation.
hands-on sampling and inspection must be modified.

HLW immobi!ization processes must be developed and implemented • Morethan 293,000
to minimize waste volume for final disposal. Waste acceptance criteria, gallons of liquid HLW
performance assessment requirements, and a final repository must be wasconvertedby the
agreed upon however, before resources can be efficiently used. NewWaste Calcining' Facilityinto a dry,

Since ICPP HLW is a mixed waste, regulations require that technology granular form in 1993.
be available to provide alternative treatment, recovery, or disposal. The About 770,000 gallons
Nuclear Waste Policy Act authorizes conversion of HLW to a solid form havebeenprocessed
suitable for disposal and requires permanent isolation of the material, during the entire
The Pollution Prevention Act and DOE Order 5820.2A require that the campaign, resulting in

15,400 cubic feet of
volume of waste be reduced through waste minimization and waste stable calcine.
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Recent treatment facilities. However, current proposed HLW treatments to
Accomplishments: further stabilize the calcine may increase waste volume. Lack of a final

• Secondary containment disposal site hinders development of a waste form acceptable to that site.
upgrades proceeded in It also hinders the ability to develop treatment systems that could handle

1993. Theseupgrades the multiple waste types found throughout the DOE Complex.

provide RCRA-required Man), storage facilities for ICPP HLW require upgrading ordual containment for
improperly encased replacement to fully meet RCRA waste storage and secondat T
undergroundHLW containment requirements, and DOE seismic and remote handling
pipes, requirements. Storage capacity for HLW must be expanded to provide

• Another improvement in for future waste projections.
tank leak detection Inadequate storage space could result in violation of the consent order

systems is in progress, with the State of Idaho. Fines for improper storage of waste and

A system was installed restrictions on waste generation could occur.

and is being tested in Activities at ICPP are in progress to remove waste from tanks that do
the Radioactive Liquid

not meet RCRA requirements. Other HLW systems are being upgradedWaste Tank Farm. This
system is sensitive to to meet applicable requirements. Work is in progress to forecast
changes of 20 to 50 requirements for HLW storage capacity to allow better decision-making.

gallons in liquid volume ICPP HLW is included as an integral part of the DOE Land Disposal

within the 300,000- Restriction Consent Order and site treatment plan for mixed waste.

gallon tanks. Negotiations with EPA and the State are progressing to determine best

• The Spent Fuel and WM storage strategies until a final repository becomes available.
TechnologyProgram

was recently Strategyestablished at ICPP.
Part of this program, Assist DOE with development of a consistent policy for the generation,
calcine immobilization, handling, treatment, storage, and disposal of HLW.
involves the

investigation of Objectives
process options and

• Develop and implement adequate processes for immobilization andresearch and
development for HLW disposal of HLW stored at ICPP.

disposal. • Assure that systems and planning are adequate for HLW storage at
ICPP.

Assumptions
It is assumed that ICPP will not resume fuel reprocessing. Therefore, no

additional liquid HLW will be generated from fuel reprocessing. The

waste that will be generated by activities such as decontamination will be

radioactive, but will not fit the definition of liquid FiLW per DOE Order

5820.2A. Mixed radioactive liquid waste at ICPP will require interim

storage systems prior to the ultimate disposal at a permanent Federal

repository for HLW.
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Options/Decisions to be Made
The INEL portion of the SNF and INEL EIS, currently under
preparation, will analyze current and future WM operations, including
HLW management, and will review options and alternatives for future
1NELWM activities. Decisions must be made regarding the applicability
of regulations origir, ally intended for nonradioactive chemical wastes.

V Other decisionsto be made are as follows:

• Clarify what amount of fission product concentrations triggers the Fission products are
permanent isolation of waste, the radioactivenuclides

createdwhennuclearfuel
• Define waste form acceptance criteria and repository performance is used in a reactor to

requirements, generatepower.

• Identify a final repository site.

• Define requirements for HDA/remote handling, packaging, and
shipping.

Background
The High-Level Liquid Waste Evaporator System located in building
CPP-633 was used to concentrate liquid HLW volumes to minimize the
need for additional tank farm storage. However, the system is currently
shut down awaiting decommissioning.

V Since Installation of the original waste storage facilities at the
ICPP, many modificationsand improvements have been made to
improvesafety and processingcapabilities, including:

• replacement of the Waste Calcining Facility with the larger,
remotely maintained NWCF;

• construction of the new Calcine Solids Storage Facilities,
incorporating an improved design with more efficient passive
ventilation systems and improved shielding characteristics;

• replacement of most of the Radioactive Liquid Waste Tank Farm
transfer piping with double-encased lines and lined sumps with
radiation monitors; and

• installation of more accurate level-measuring equipment in the
tanks at the Radioactive Liquid Waste Tank Farm.
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V ICPP continuesto evaluate and upgrade waste management
systems. Projects planned are as follows:

• Construction of one additional Calcine Solids Storage Facility may
be needed to provide for additional calcine storage needs.

• Construction of a facility for converting the calcine produced at
1CPP to a durable glass-ceramic waste form for disposal in a
Federal repository is scheduled for completion in FY 2014. This
facility will process both new and old calcine retrieved from the
Calcine Solids Storage Facilities.

The ICPP TankFarmhas Tank Farm operations and calcine storage activities are necessary to
eleven 300,O00-gallon ensure that ICPP waste storage is conducted as safely as possible. The
stainless-steeltanks driving forces behind these activities are fuel conditioning operations,enclosed in subsurface

concretevaults, decontamination and decommissioning of existing facilities, and the
need for processing existing waste in the Tank l_:arm.Tank Farm
operations ensure the proper storage of highly radioactive liquid mixed
waste generated from fuel reprocessing operations and from plant liquid
effluent discharges. Tank Farm activities include continuous level,
density, and pressure monitoring, ongoing maintenance, leak detection,
transfer operations, tank off-gas system operation, capabilities for tank
cooling, and periodic corrosion monitoring tests.

Vault(bin set) capacity at At the Calcine Solids Storage Facilities, HLW resulting from the
the CalcineSolids calcination of liquid waste is stored in near-surface stainless-steel bins
Storage Facilities situated within concrete vaults each containing three to seven bins. Newvariesfrom 220 cubic

metersof calcinedwaste bins and vaults are constructed as needed. Cooling air is monitored at
in the oldest set to 1100 the existing Ein sets via continuous electronic and daily personnel
cubic meters in recently readings. The calcined waste is stored so that it is retrievable.
constructed bin sets. Continued calcination of liquid HLW could require additional calcine
Stainless-steelbins are storage facilities. Seven Calcine Solids Storage Facilities currently exist,
designedfor a lifetimeof Five are full and the sixth is being filled. Additional storage volume
at least 500 years, could be required for future operations and for the solidification of the

existing liquid inventor T.

FY 1994 Planned Activities

V Activities plannedfor FY 1994 Include the following:

• Continue Tank Farm valve box upgrades for RCRAcompliance.

: • Start and complete the modifications to the high-efficiency
particulate air filter leaching facility.
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• Start maintenance turnaround for Campaign #4 at NWCF.

• Start construction of a liquid HLW evaporator.

Treatment

Waste treatment at ICPP will Involveoperation of the following:

• A new HLW Evaporator System will be installed in NWCF. This
system will serve the same function as the former HLW evaporator
but will have improved operating characteristics. This evaporator is
scheduled to come on-line in FY 1995.

• New Waste Calcining Facility--NWCF processes liquid HLW to a
granular solid, thereby minimizing the quantity of liquid waste in
interim storage. Processing reduces waste volume by about 8:1 and
changes the waste form from a corrosive liquid to a more stable, non-
corrosive solid.

• Process Equipment Waste EvaporatorwThe Process Equipment
Waste Evaporator divides a liquid waste stream from ICPP into high-
activity and low-activity streams. Compared with the original
volume, the high-activity waste fraction is small. This reduction
conserves space in the radioactive liquid waste tanks and prevents
dilution of the liquid in those tanks. The Process Equipment Waste
Evaporator processes about 1.4 million gallons of waste annually,
reducing the waste volume sent to the Tank Farm to about 38,000
gallons.

• Liquid Effluent Treatment and Disposal System--Operation of
the Liquid Effluent Treatment and Disposal System serves two
functions. The first function is to eliminate liquid discharges
cantaining slight amounts of radioactivity from the Process
Equipment Waste Evaporator to the percolation ponds through
treatment, vaporization, high efficiency particulate air filter, and off-
gas discharge. The second function is to recover nitric acid from the
Process Equipment Waste Evaporator overhead stream and recycle it
to NWCF to be used as an off-gas scrub solution. This reduces the
amount of nitric acid needed for processing, thereby decreasing the
total arrLount of liquid to be processed.
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• Off-Gas Treatment $ystemsmlCPP off-gas systems provide for

plant contamination control by filtration and by maintaining negative

pressures on radioactively contaminated process systems and arcas.
This ensures that any air leakage will occur in the direction of the

contamination and not from contaminated systems to clean areas.

Off-gas systems provide ventilation for process and makeup vessels,

cells, and buildings. All off-gas streams are filtered and include

monitoring equipment for detection of entrained radioactivity prior

to release to the atmosphere. Potentially contaminated off-gas streams

A hlil_lt-efflclency are routed through at least two banks of high-efficiency particulate

particulate air filtering air filters prior to being monitored for radioactivity and released tosystem removes over 99
percent of all particles, the atmosphere.
ensuring that

contaminants are not Storagereleased to the air.
Solid and liquid HLW has been generated and stored at the Idaho ICPP.

The liquid waste is temporarily stored in stainless-steel tanks contained

in concrete vaults. Liquid HLW is processed into a solid form at NWCF.

The solid calcine is stored in the Calcine Solids Storage Facilities, which

are underground stainless-steel bins that are contained in concrete
vaults.

A portion of the Radioactive Liquid Waste Tank Farm may be

replaced. Since fuel reprocessing will no longer occur at ICPP, the
decision to construct or not to construct additional tanks will be made

in FY 1994.

Disposal
While WIPP is being designed and tested for disposal of TRU waste, a

separate facility is being designed for HLW. The facility is undergoing
site selection and characterization. Yucca Mountain in southern Nevada

has been selected for characterization. This site, however, may not be the

location of the final repository. While the timing and location for such

an operational facility are uncertain, DOE-ID is working to ensure that

i safe interim storage is provided even if such storage becomes long term.

i

I
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Five-Year Goals

The HLW Technical Development and Process Verification Program is Fora discussion of Land
performing research and development on a waste form and process [or Disposal Restrictions,

refer to the :

the immobilization of HLW calcine generated at ICPP for repository Environmental
disposal. Agreement concerning all waste at INEL impacted by RCRA Restoration chapter,
Land Disposal Restrictions will be negotiated with regulators during under the Issues section.
the five-year period.

• Activity goals for the HLW programinclude:

• Recommendation of a glass-ceramic waste form for calcine
immobilization.

• Completion of feasibility tests on the calcine solids transport system
and various unit operations for glass-ceramic processes including
grinding, blending, and can filling and densification.

• Completion of cold and hot demonstration tests.

Milestones
• Perform test on new High-Level Liquid Waste Evaporator: 3rd

Quarter, FY 1996.

• Restart operations at NWCF: 4th Quarter, FY 1995.

Vision
The generation of HLW and mixed HLW will be reduced to zero, as
spent fuels are no longer reprocessed at ICPP. All HLW will be
characterized, conditioned as necessary, placed in certified containers,
and disposed of in a Federal repository.
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Spent Nuclear Fuel

Current Situation

Currently, INELspent nuclcctt.[uelis not desigrzcttedasa wastetZt?c;rather,it
is considereda resource.This is because Federal regulations require spent
[uel be committed to a disposal system before it is classifiedas "waste."
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National policy precludes the reprocessing of commercial spent fuel to Recent
recover fissile materials. Instead, it establishes a requirement for a Accomplishment
geologic repository or interim alternate storage facility to provide for

A uniform management
eventual disposition of spent fuel. Current plans forecast that a

strategy for spent fuel
repository, will be available in 2010 It is unknown when INEL spent' was begun during FY
fuel will be accepted for eventual disposition in the repository. Until 1993. This led to

that date, INEL will manage the spent nuclear fuel in safe, monitored engineering efforts to

storage configurations. Storage options are be_, 7,evaluated along with an remove spent fuel from

approach to consolidate storage at ICPP. CPp-603 wet basins to

Spent fuel is stored at various facilities at INEL. These facilities utilize CPP-666.

wet and dry storage configurations. Accurate records of spent fuel stored

at INEL are being maintained in a database system that includes detailed

descriptions of the fuel fissile amounts and locations.
The reactor fuel from the Test Reactor Area is sent to ICPP for interim

storage. In the past, all naval reactor fuel that has been examined at the

Expended (:ore Facility at the Naval Reactors Facility has also been sent

to ICPP for interim storage. Currently, however, no U.S. Navy fuels are

being shipped to INEL due to litigation concerning the requirement of

an Environmental Impact Statement. Argonne National Laboratory-West

is proposing to develop a system to process its spent fuel into new fuel

elements for the Integral Fast Reactor.

• Spent fuel from the following additional sources is stored at INEL
facilities:

• Three Mile Island core debris

INELstorage locations for
• Comn-mrcial light water reactor fuel assemblies (DOE owned) spent nuclear fuel

include: PowerBurst
• Loss of Fluid Test facility Facility, Test Reactor

Area Test Area North
• Power Burst Facility fuel Idaho Chemical

Processing Plant,
• Power Burst Facility-fueled test trains Argonne National

Laboratory-West,and
• Advanced Test Reactor Naval Reactors Facility.

• U.S. Navy reactor fuel

• Some graphite fuels

• Argonne National Laboratory-West (Experimental Breeder Reactor-ll)

• University research reactor fuel
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• Miscellaneous core components/debris including pins, fuel rods,
remnants, pieces, samples, pellets, residue, specimens, and scrap.

Issues

• Current INEL characterization capabilities are inadequate to support
decisions regarding the disposition of spent fuel.

• Some spent fuel storage facilities are not appropriate for long-term
storage use while awaiting eventual disposition of the fuel. In
addition, storage facilities requirements at INEL cannot be
determined until all the waste is characterized adequately.

• If extensive consolidation of spent fuel at INEL occurs, an adequate
transportation system must be developed to accommodate these
activities.

• The outcome of the debate over whether or not to continue receiving
the Na\3, reactor fuel will impact the storage capacity requirement.
The resolution of this issue is necessar), to perform accurate planning
for spent fuel storage.

Strategy
An evaluation of the feasibility of consolidating all INEL spent fuel at
ICPP is under way. The fuel may be repackaged and conditioned at ICPP
as required for long-term interim storage, pending eventual disposition.
Development of a uniform spent fuel management strategy is necessary
to meet the objectives listed below. This plan includes the consolidation
feasibility study.

The first phase of this strategy will include relocation of all spent fuel
in the Test Area North basin, the CPP-603 wet basins, and the Power

Burst Facility basin. These facilities may be retired following spent fuel
relocation.

Another phase of the spent fuel management strategy is to relocate
spent fuel from selected wet storage facilities and move it to dr), s_orage
facilities. This will aid in the development of standardized dry storage
systems.

Finally, the spent fuel strategy includes upgrading the characterization
capabilities at INEL. This will help determine new disposal technologies,
which will in turn aid in development of the Federal repository Waste

: Acceptance Criteria.
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Objectives

• The short-termobjectives of the INELspent fuel management
programare:

• Consolidate fuel storage activities to fewer areas within INEL

• Retain a combination of wet and dry storage

• Transition all fuel types that do not require wet storage to a
standardized dry storage

• Identify ways that will minimize the spent fuel storage risk and space
requirements

• Establish a phased spent fuel characterization capacity

• Retain the empty storage areas in a safe and stabilized condition until
their potential uses are finalized.

• The long-termobjectives of the INELspent fuel management
programare:

• Help develop the Federal repository waste acceptance criteria and
establish acceptable long-term interim alternate storage facilities

• Dispose of all INEL spent fuel in a Federal repository.

Assumptions
1 Spent fuel will continue to be considered a resource and EPA will not

assume authority over it as a waste.

2 Storage of spent fuel at INEL will be considered long-term interim
storage.

Options/Decisions to Be Made
1 The INEL spent fuel management team must determine if existing

wet and/or dry storage facilities can be used for spent fuel.

2 The feasibility and extent of consolidation of spent fuel at INEL must
be determined.
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3 The INEL spent fuel management team must deternlinc the most
cost-efkctive balance of wet and/or dr), storage.

Factors Influencing Plans
• The posture of the State of klaho relative to tile continued storage of

spent fuel.

• The duration of siorage of spent fuel at INEL until all interim
alternate storage facility becomes available.

Background
Spent fuel is no longer reprocessed at INEL.

Currently, spent nuclear fuel from several sources resides in the Test
Area North Hot Shop water pool. Most of this fuel is from Three Mile
Island. The Test Area North water pool was built in the 1950s to
support other projects. Evaluations indicate that the water pool is not an
appropriate location for long-term storage of this material while awaiting
eventual disposition. Theret\)re, interim long-term dry storage casks will
be provided to house the spent fuel currently in the Test Area North
water pool. Once the casks are available, the fuel will be dried and
transported to the casks where it will remain until it is sent to a
repository. All spent fuel in the Test Area North water pool will be
removed and placed in dry storage by FY 1998.

The spent fuel located in CPP-603 is also being relocated. Extensive
engineering efforts are in progress to stabilize the spent fuel stored there
and transfer this fuel to CPP-666.

Other spent fuel inventories are stored at various locations at INEL.
These storage configurations meet safety and regulatory requirements.
Consolidation of these inventories at 1CPP to increase efficiency is being
examined.

Spent fuel will be disposed of at the Federal repository. DOE is
working to ensure that the spent fuel is properly stored at INEL until the
repository is available.

FY 1994 Planned Activities
The fuel drying system and storage casks will be de\,'eloped, and the
tractor for maneuvering the casks will be procured. The cask storage pad
and handling building at ICPP will be designed, and construction of
these facilities will be initiated. Efforts will continue to provicle
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preventive maintenance of the Test Area North water pool to ensure safe
storage of the spent fuel until it can be placed in the more stable, dry
casks. In addition, activities will continue to transfer fuel out of CPP-603

wet basins for relocation of the spent fuel to CPP-666.

Five-YearGoals
Immediate action is required for successful management of spent fuel at
INEL. Therefore, a very aggressive schedule will be attempted. There are
several activities that must be accomplished in the next five years. First,
some key decisions of the spent fuel management strategy must be
finalized. These include decisions on consolidation efforts and wet/dry
storage options. Second, all spent fuel will be removed from the Test
Area North pool and from the north and middle basins at CPP-603.
Relocation of the fuel in Power Burst Facility pool should be initiated. A
standardized, dU storage system/facility may be designed. Technology
development of characterization capabilities must expand so that more
complete information can be obtained on 1NEI. spent fuel.

Milestones
• Successfully fabricate first storage cask: 3rd Quarter, FY 1995.

• Initiate dr}, storage of Test Area North water pool spent fuel: 4th
Quarter, FY 1995.

• All spent fuel removed from Test Area North water pool 4th
Quarter, FY 1998.

• Initiate design/construction activities of cask maintenance facility: 1st
Quarter, FY 1996.

• Determine extent of consolidation: 3rd Quarter, FY 1996.

• Determine wet/dr)' storage requirements: 1st Quarter, FY 1.997.

• Develop standardized above ground dry-cask storage: 3rd Quarter,
FY 1997.

i

• Remove all the fuel from the middle and north basins at CPP-603: 1st

Quarter FY 1997.

• Complete Phase-I reracking of CPP-666: 3rd Quarter FY 1997.

• Remove all fuel from the south basin at CPP-603: 1st Quarter FY
2001.
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Vision

All spent fuel will be placed in a national geologic repositor3,' for final
disposal, Some spent fuel elements will be sent first to an interim
alternate storage facility and uhimately to the national repository. No
spent fuel will be disposed of at INEL.
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Accomplishments and Planned Activities
INELmade significant progress towards meeting specific Environmental Restoration and Waste Management goals
during fiscal year 1993. This section highlights the key past year's accomplishments and the activities planned for
the Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Programsfor the coming fiscal year 1994 at INEL.

Accomplishments(fiscal year 1993)

Environmental Restoration

Treatability studies and designs for implementing the Test Area
North Injection Well Interim Action were completed and Injection Well. A well
construction of the treatment facility initiated, drilled into the
From 1953 to 1972, radioactive water and other industrial liquid wastes subsurface where waste

water was previously
were discharged into the fractured basalt of the Snake River Plain discharged as a means
Aquifer through the Test Area North Injection Well. While completing for disposal.
treatability studies, scientists discovered a plume of groundwater

contaminated with trichlorethylene, tetrachloroethylene, strontium, and

lead reaching about one mile south of the injection well. In response, a

treatment facility to implement interim action was also initiated.

Central Facilities Area Motor Pool Pond Record of Decision Radionuclide.A
radioactive species

Completed. (isotope) of an element
From 1951 to 1985, wastes from two sumps were discharged into this that disintegrates
Motor Pool Pond, an unlined evaporation pond located in an abandoned spontaneously, emitting

borrow pit. In late 1985, discharge to the Motor Pool Pond ceased when radiation.

wastes were diverted through an oil/water separator to a sanitary sewer
Recordof Decision.The

line. Soil samples collected in 1989 indicated that pond sediments were
contaminated with metals, chemicals, and low concentrations of final determination of the

preferred alternative that
radionuclides. The remedial investigation indicated the contaminants at follows the consideration

the site do not pose an unacceptable risk to human heahh or the of public comment.

environment. In fiscal year 1993, DOE, the Environrnental Protection Records of Decision

Agency, and the State of Idaho signed a Record of Decision outlining a apply to both the
Comprehensive

"no action" for the Motor Pool Pond. The site will be further studied
Environmental Response

when a comprehensive Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study takes Compensation and
place in 1996. Liability Act (CERCLA)and

the National

Test Reactor Area Perched Water Record of Decision signed by Environmental PolicyAct
DOE, the Environmental Protection Agency, and the State of (NEPA).INELCERCLA
idaho, decisions are signed by

Seepage from the waste water disposal ponds at the rest Reactor Area the Environmental
Protection Agency

caused the formation of a Perched Water System. To protect human (Region 10), DOE, and
health and the environment, DOE will monitor pollutants and conduct the State of Idaho.

periodic reviews of the perched water system. In addition, DOE will
Perched Water. Water
that accumulates above

, the main aquifer.
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replace the Warm Waste Pond and Retention Basin, both of which have

contributed to the perched water system, with a lined pond _n a separate

project.
Interim Action. A
remedial action Proof-of-process testing was initiated as one component to
undertaken to cleanup or demonstrate the designated performance objectives and cleanup
contain a potential threat criteria for Pit 9 are attainable.

to human health and the Other components in the remedy for Pit 9 include a combination of

environment that can or chemical extraction, physical separation, and/or stabilization

should be addressed technologies. Key elements of the testing include' showing that thewithin a short time frame.
The study associated primary steps of the remedial process will work as an integrated system,
with an Interim Action proving that material cleaned during processing meets the treatment

may be completed within standards established by the State of Idaho and the Environmental

an umbrella Remedial Protection Agency for returning it to the pit, and demonstrating the final
Investigation/Feasibility

waste material can be safely stabilized and meet all disposal and/orStudy. Interim Actions
generally deal with well- storage criteria.
defined contamination
problems that present a Pad A Proposed Plan Presented for Public Comment during
significant, although not August 1993.
immediate, threat to Pad A is an asphalt pad that was constructed in 1972 for the above-

human health and the ground disposal of mixed waste from Rocky Flats, Colorado. Following

environment, analyses of sound options, the preferred alternative is a limited action

which would involve recontouring and maintaining the existing cover.

Monitoring of the pad will also be required by the limited action to

ensure effectiveness of the cover and provide early detection of a

potential release to the groundwater or surface pathway. The draft Pad A

Record of Decision was submitted for review in September 1993.
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Waste Management

INEL decided against participating in the use of a regional
landfill for the disposal of INEL-generated municipal waste.
This decision was reached after an extensive analysis that considered the
risks of potential long-term liability and INEL's ability to reclassify waste
as industrial/commercial. Because INEL areas are controlled, verification

that hazardous waste is not being disposed of onsite is relatively easy.
Consequently, the use of existing INEL landfills fbr industrial/
commercial waste can continue. This decision has been discussed and

approved of by the State of Idaho and the Idaho Department of Health
and Welfare.

Initiated cradle-to-grave management of waste streams with
identification of Waste Type Managers.
Waste type management developed from roadmapping, a process for Cradle-to-grave. The

identifying and resolving potential issues as a basis for planning, concept of managing

Roadmapping clearly identified the issues associated with each waste waste through the full
stream. Issue resolution is based on a cradle-to-grave analysis of each life-cycle from initialgeneration to ultimate
waste stream. The waste type managers ensure that the issues identified final disposal.
for their waste stream, or that are related to other waste streams (with an

eye to economies of scale), are being worked through to resolution. This
waste stream focus will improve waste management efficiency and
ensure proper managernent of waste through its full cycle. ResourceConservation

and Recovery Act

Construction began on Transuranic Storage Area Retrieval (RCRA). A Federal law
Enclosure and two Resource Conservation and Recovery Act addressing waste
(RCRA) storage modules, management.Subtitle C

of the law addresses
The Transuranic Storage Area Retrieval Enclosure is a containment hazardous waste, under
facility placed over the area to enable the safe retrieval of stored whicha waste must

transuranic waste that has met or exceeded its storage design life. either be on one of the
Completion of the retrieval enclosure is scheduled for fiscal year 1995. EnvironmentalProtection
When completed, retrieval operations will commence to repackage and Agency's hazardous

waste lists or meet one
restore the waste in the RCRA-approved (meet hazardous waste of the four hazardous
requirements) storage modules also being built, characteristics of

The storage modules will accommodate the reconfiguration of ignitability, corrosivity,

transuranic waste currently stored within the air support structures at reactivity,or toxicity.
the Radioactive Waste Management Complex, the retrieved waste from Subtitle D addresses the
Transuranic Storage Area, and waste generated by environmental management of
restoration efforts if needed, nonhazardous,

nonradioactive,solid
municipalwastes.
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The New Waste Calcining Facility completed Campaign H-3.
The New Waste Calcining Facility converts highly' radioactive, acidic,
liquid waste, stored in the tank tarm, into a stable, dry,, granular material
which is stored in bins. These bins are designed to safely store the
calcine for 500 years. During fiscal year 1993, the calcining tacility
processed 67,000 gallons of high-level liquid waste over its campaign
goal bringing the processing campaign total to 769,000 gallons, which
produced approximately 15,400 cubic feet of calcine.

Development of a strategy for the uniform management of spent
nuclear fuel was inRlated.

Spent Nuclear Fuel. Spent nuclear fuel at INEL is currently in various types of storage
Material that has been configurations at several different facilities. Spent fuel cc"_rnes-from many
usedas the fuel for a different programs and locations throughout the United States and thenuclear reactor and has

world. Because of the diverse nature of the storage configurations andundergonenuclear
fission. Spentfuel the sources of spent nuclear fuel, an integrated spent fuel program has
consistsof someof the not existed to date. This strategy for the uniform management of spent
leftover, unreacted fuel; nuclear fuel will better prepare INEI. for identification of long-term
fission products; needs for spent fuel management.transuranic elements;
and the fuel rod itself.

PlannedActivities (fiscal year 1994)

Environmental Restoration:

Completion of the Test Area North Injection Well Interim Action.
The Test Area North Injection Well treatment facility, is a water
purification system which will treat groundwater using air stripping, ion
exchange, and carbon absorption processes. The systern of pumps and
filters will return the contaminated water to drinking standards at a rate
of 50 gallons per minute. The machine will then pump the processed
water to a pond, where it will evaporate and percolate back into the
ground. Radioactive waste removed from the water will be transported
to the Radioactive Waste Management Complex at INEL for disposal.
The machine is fully automated and will run 24 hours a day, seven days

i a week. Full-scale operation of the system is scheduled to begin in
i January 1994. It is projected that the interim action will be completed in
, one year.

l
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Progress will continue on the Remedial Investigation/Feasibility
Study of Test Area North Groundwater.
Through a remedial investigation, the Technical Support Facility
injection well was found to be the primary source of groundwater
contamination. A feasibility study is underway to identify and screen
potential remedial alternatives and to evaluate and select those
alternatives that will have the most significant effect on reducing
unacceptable risks from the contaminated groundwater. Public meetings
will be held during 1994 to discuss the proposed plan. The Record of
Decision is projected to be signed in late 1994.

Cleanup of the evaporation pond, corrosive waste sump, and
discharge pipe at the Power Burst Facility will be completed.
The agencies chose "hot spot" removal as the cleanup remedy to reduce
potential exposure to chromium and low-level radionuclides through
inhalation and direct ionizing radiation, This interim action consists of
removing high contaminant concentration areas. In addition, sediments
will be grouted and disposed of at the Radioactive Waste Management
Complex. The remedial action addressing sump decontamination and
contaminated sludge removal is scheduled to begin in fiscal year 1994.

Interim Actions for the Test Reactor Area Warm Waste Pond.
Constructed m 1952, The Warm Waste Pond located at the Test Reactor

Area is designed to receive low-level radioactive wastewater. Radioactive
contamination is the primary health concern associated with the pond
sediments, The Warm Waste Pond was the first Record of Decision to be

signed under the Federal Facility Agreement/Consent Order. The interim
action will consist of consolidation of the contaminated pond sediments
into two cells of the three-cell pond. The contaminated soils will be
sprayed with a surfactant to prevent them from becoming airborne.

Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study and Proposed Plan for
Central Facilities Area Landfills II and III.
The Landfill II site was excavated in the late 1940's or early 1950's. After
waste was disposed at the edge of the pit, it was compacted into layers
approximately 12 to 24 inches thick and covered with at least 6 to 8
inches of soil each day. Waste disposal in Landfill III was a "cut-and-fill"
trench operation. Several investigations were performed in the summer
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of 1993 for the Central Facility Area Landfills II and Ill Remedial
Investigation/Feasibility Study, which will be used to determine waste
types, locations, and concentrations, and whether the existing landfill
covers adequately protect human health and the environment.

Cleanup actions to be completed at the former Naval Proving
Ground.

Prior to INEL's inception in 1949, the NaW conducted aerial bombing
practice, naval artillery testing, explosives storage bunker testing, and
ordnance disposal over a large portion of what is now INEL. With the
ordnance search completed in mid-October (FY 1994), the agencies
have agreed to implement onsite detonation of the unexploded ordnance
followed by offsite incineration of contaminated soil.

Waste Management

Environmental Assessment for the industrial/Commercial
Landfill and Closure Plan for the Municipal Landfill.
An Environmental Assessment on the industrial/commercial landfill at

INEL will be prepared to determine the environmental impact of
continuing to dispose of such wastes at INEL. This nonhazardous and

Waste Experimental nonradioactive waste is generated as a result of regular, ongoing Site
ReductionFacility.A operations. The typical types of waste to be disposed of in this landfill
multi-taskreduction would be office waste, cafeteria waste, and various construction debris.
facility which includes an

Verification will be performed to ensure the waste disposed of is neitherincinerator that could
burn radioactive and hazardous nor radioactive.
mixed waste to destroy In addition, a closure/post-closure plan will be prepared for the
hazardous and burnable municipal landfill at INEL. This landfill will be closed as required by
material and capture the current law for any municipal-type landfill.
radioactive material for

disposalat the Waste volume reduction operations will resume at the Waste
Radioactive Waste Experimental Reduction Facility.
Management Complex.

For an extended period, the Waste Experimental Reduction Facility has
been shut down so that operational procedures could be updated and
several facility modifications and enhancements made. With the
resumption of operations, the projections for fiscal year 1994 operations
are incineration of 56,000 cubic feet of combustible waste, size

reduction of 13,000 cubic feet of metallic waste, and compaction of
37,000 cubic feet of compactible waste for a total average volume
reduction ratio of over 5 to 1.
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A preferred site will be selected for both the Idaho Waste
Processing Facility and the Mixed/Low-Level Waste Disposal
Facility.

This location will be the key treatment and disposal facility E_r INEL

long into the future. The Idaho Waste Processing Facility will treat

radioactive and mixed wastes using state-of-the-art technologies, proven

effective in destroying, reducing, and stabilizing wastes prior to disposal.

The Mixed/Low-Level Waste Disposal Facility will accept wastes treated

at the Idaho Waste Processing Facility that meet the disposal criteria

established for INEL radioactivemixed waste disposal. Waste treated

that cannot be disposed of at INEL will be sent to other disposal
facilities.

Waste Characterization Facility construction will begin. Waste

This facility, expected to be completed in fiscal year 1996, will provide Characterization. The

necessary waste characterization analysis, of waste destined to go to the process of determining
by the specific make-up

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, to determine if the waste meets the pilot of a waste which category
plant's waste acceptance criteria. Waste that meets the criteria will either it belongs in an effort to

be repackaged and shipped to the plant or held in the RCRA storage ensure that it is properly

modules until the plant or another facility opens. Waste that does not handled.
meet the acceptance criteria it will be sent to the Idaho Waste Processing ............................

Facility for treatment.
Waste Isolation Pilot

Efforts will begin to transfer spent nuclear fuel from the CPP-603 Plant. A facility near
to CPP-666 facilities. Carlsbad, New Mexico,

intended to demonstrate

CPP-603 is an older facility housing deteriorating, underwater fuel safe disposal of
storage basins. A recent agreement between DOE, the Navy, and the radioactive waste in a
State of Idaho mandates accelerated removal of fuel from this facility into deep geologic

safer, more modern storage locations. During fiscal ),ear 1994, 189 fuel environment. It is not yet
transfers from CPP-603 North and Middle Basins to CPP-666 will be open to receive wastes

for permanent disposal.
completed. Transfers out of the South basin will also begin. All fuel will

be removed from the CPP-603 North and Middle basins by fiscal year

1996, and the South basin by fiscal year 2000.

i
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Construct|on of the Spent Fuel Storage Pad and Handling F:cility
at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant.
As part of the uniform management strategy for spent nuclear fuel,
initiated in fiscal year 1993, construction will begin on a Spent Fuel
Storage Pad and Handling Facility at the Idaho Chemical Processing
Plant. This facility will allow consolidation of the accumulated spent fuel
storage casks and provide necessary cask maintenance capabilities. With
this facility in place, a coordinated approach to spent nuclear fuel
management can be implemented.

f

Looking to the Future
INEL is increasingly concentrating efforts on waste management and
environmental restoration activities. As progress continues towards a
cleaner and safer environment, more emphasis will be placed on waste
avoidance and recycling projects. Through careful management
strategies, less waste will be generated at the Site, thus decreasing the

•.. need for extensive environmental restoration activities in the future.
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Glossary/Acronyms

A Alpha-emitter - A radioactive substance that decays by
releasing an alpha particle ta charged particle containing

Absorption - The process by which the number and two protons and two electrons). Alpha radiation is cas}' to
energy of particles or photons entering a body of mauer shield against, it can be stopped by a thin layer such as
is redtlced by interaction with the matter, clothing. Alpha-emitters, however, are harmful if they are

inhaled or ingested arid become lodged in body tissues
Accumulation point - see RCRA accumulation point, where the radiation can cause tissue datnage and possibly i

cancer.
Acre-feet - The volume of water that will cover one acre

(43,560 square feet) of area with one foot of water. Alpha low-level waste - Waste that was previously
classified as transuranic waste but has a radioactivity

Action plan - A plan describing a specific cleanup or under the currently' established limit for transuranic

corrective activity, waste. Alpha low'-level waste is more radioactive than
low-level waste and requires additional controls and

Activity Data Sheets (ADSs) - Informational special handling. Because of its higher radioactivity, this
documents containing descriptions, funding levels, waste stream cannot be accepted for on-site disposal
schedules, and milestones for environmental restoration under the current waste acceptance criteria; therefore, it
and waste management projects, is special-case waste.

Administrative Record - Documents including Alpha particle- particle emitted by certain radioactive

correspondence, public comments, Record of Decisions material, made up of two neutrons anti two protons, it
(RODs), technical reports, and others upon which DOE, cannot penetrate clothing or the outer layer of skin.
EPA, and 1DHW base their remedial action selection.

ANL-E - Argonne National Laboratory- East (Chicago,
ADS - see Activity Data Sheets, Illinois).

AEA - Atomic Energy Act. ANL-W - Argonne National Laboratory- West (INEL,
Idaho).

Air stripping- Remedial technology where air is forced

through water to remove organic contaminants. The Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate
dirty water is then cleaned before being released to the Requirements (ARARs) - Requirements including
environment, cleanup standards, standards of control, and other

substantive environmental protection requirements and
ALARA - As Low As Reasonably' Achievable. A U.S. " criteria for hazardous substances as specified under
Department of Energy and Nuclear Regulatory : Federal and State laws and regulations that must be met
Commission policy for radiation exposures. It is an when cornplying with CERCLA.
approach to radiation exposure control or management

where the exposures and resulting closes arc maintained ; Aquifer- A water-saturated rock layer or zone through
as far below the limit specified for the appropriate which groundwater can flow in usable quantities. The
circumstances as social, economic, technical, and

Snake River Plain Aquifer flows beneath INEI_and
practical considerations permit, provides groundwater for irrigation and public water

supplies throughout the Snake River Plain.

ARA - Auxiliary Reactor Area.
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Area of contamination -The areal extent of Below-regulatory-concern -The concem ratton level of
contamination and all suitable areas in very clc_se contarnmants at which rernediatitm is not required.

proximity to the contamination necessary, for
implementation of the remedy. Berm - A natural or artificial raised soil area used for

water contro[.

ARVFS - Army Re-Entry, Vehicle Facility Site.
Beta-emitter - A radioactive substance that decays by

Assumption - lnformatior_ that is assumed to be true or releasing a beta particle (an electron or positron). Beta
is the best available, radiation is more penetrating than alpha radiaticm. Beta

radiation, which cart cause skin burrts, can be stopped by

Atom - The basic component of all matter; it is the a thin metal sheet. Beta--emitters, however, are harmful if
smallest part of an element having all the chemical they arc inhaled or ingested and become lodged in body
properties of that element. Atoms are made up of protons tissues where the radiation can cause tissue darnage and
and neutrons (in the nucleus) and electrons, possibly cancer.

Atomic Energy Act - A law passed in 1954 that placed Beta particle - A negatively charged particle ernitted in
nuclear production and control of nuclear materials the radioactive decay of certain nuclides. A beta particle
within a civilian agency, originally the Atomic Energy has mass and charge equal to that of art electron and has
Commission. a short range in air and low ability to penetrate other

materials.

Atomic Mass - The number of protons and neutrons in
an atom. For instance, uranium-238 has an atomic mass Biotechnology - The application of engineering and

of 238 - 92 protons and 146 neutrons, technological principles to the life sciences.
Biotechnology uses living organisms, or parts o[
organisms, to produce a variety of products (from

B medicines to industrial enzymes) to improve plants or

B&W - Babcock and Wilcox Idaho, Inc. anirnals or to develop micro-organisms for specific uses
such as removing toxins frorn bodies of water or soils.

Backfill - The material used to fill in around casks after Bioremediation is a biotechnology applied to

the}' have been placed in a repository or shallow land environmental cleanup where micro-organisms are used
burial trench, to digest toxic compounds into harmless by-products.

Boiler blowdown water - Water/sludge resulting fromBackground radiation - Radiation arising from natural .
radioactive materials always present in the environment, { chemical treatment of boilers and removed during
including solar and cosmic radiation and radioactive + cleaning of the boilers.

elements in the upper atmosphere, the ground, building i
materials, and the human body. i Boiling water reactor - A type of nuclear reactor that

i uses fission to generate steam, thereby driving turbines
i and creating electricity.Basalt - A hard, dense, dark volcanic rock. Basalt otten +

has open pockets that make it extremely permeable when
BORAX - Boiling Water Reactor Experiment.

fractured. {

BDAT - best demonstrated available technoh,gy. BRA - Baseline Risk Assessment.
Treatment technology shown, through actual use, to yield

the greatest environmental benefit among competing BRC - see Below-regulatory-cor_cern.
technologies that are practically available.

Breeder reactor - A type of nuclear reactor that creates
more fuel thalt it uses.
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By-Product Rule - A DOE rule that established the DOE Characterization - Facility, site, or waste samffling,
policy for application of the Resource ConseB, ation and monitoring, and analysis activities to determine the extent
Recovery Act (RCRA) and the Atomic Energy Act to DOE and nature of the materials in question. Characterization
waste containing hazardous components and by-product provides the basis for acquiring the necessary technical
materials, information to cle'velop, screen, analyze, and select

appropriate cleanup techniques.

C Cladding- A thin-walled metal tube that contains two

CAA - Clean Air Act. or more metal layers that have been bonded together to
provide greater strength and corrosion resistance. Nuclear
fuels are contained in fuel rods that have outer.jacketsCalcine - The solid materials produced by a process

(calcining) that uses high temperatures to convert liquid made of cladded materials. The cladding prevents
wastes into solids without melting or fusing the solid corrosion of the fuel by the coolant and keeps fission
materials, products from being released into the coolant.

Calcining- The process of making unconsolidated Clarifier pit - A fihration system by which matter
powder or granules by thermal evaporation and partial suspended in water is removed. Water mixed with solids
decomposition of high-level waste, is passed through a pit; as the water flov,,s over the pit the

solids settle to the bottom.

Capping - The process where contaminated areas are
covered with a material to reduce the potential for Clean Air Act (CAA) - An act to "protect and enhance

contaminants to move from the area (e.g., a concrete ped the quality of the Nation's air resources." Its prima D,
over contaminated soil), application is through Prevention of Significant

Detecioration permits to regulate new potentially

Cask - Container that provides shielding during polluting facilities. Of increasing hnportance are the
transportation of canisters of radioactive materials. National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Usually measures 12 feet in diameter by 22 feet tong and Pollutants. The CAA was passed in 1970, amending 42

weighs 200 tons. USC 7401.

Central Landfill - Solid waste disposal facility located Clean Water Act of 1977 (CWA) - Amended the
near the Central Facilities Area on INEL. This facility Federal Water Pollution Control Act first passed in 1956.

accepts non-hazardous and non-radioactive trash, hs objective is to "restore and maintain the chemical,
debris, and other wastes for disposal, physical, and biological integrity of the Nation's waters."

The Act's m_\jor enforcement tool is the National

CERCLA- see Comprehensive Environmental Response, Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit.

Compensation, and Liability Act.
Closure - Deactivation, stabilizatton, and surveillance of

Certified waste - Waste that has been characterized and a waste management unit, landfill, or other facility.

inspected and is officially certified as meeting the Waste Closure ofteit refers to the process under RCRA involving
Acceptance Criteria for treatment, storage, or disposal, the preparation and signing of a closure plan.

CFA - Central Facilities Area. Closure plan - Documentation prepared to guide the
:; deactivation, stabilization, and surveillance of a waste

CFR - Code of Federal Regulations. ' management unit or facility under RCRA.
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Compliance agreements - Legally binding agreements Controlled area - Any area to which access is controlled
between regulators and regulated entities that set to protect individuals from exposure to radiation and
standards and schedules for compliance with radioactive materials.
environmental statutes. Includes Consent Order and

Compliance Agreements, Federal Facilities Agreements, Coolant - Material used to dissipate heat generated
and Federal Facility Compliance Agreements. during some process. Many nuclear reactor types are

distinguished by the type of coolant that is used (,e.g.,

Comprehensive Environmental Response, liquid metal cooled, boiling water).
Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA) -
A federal law (,also known as "Superfund") that provides a Core - The central portion of a nuclear reactor
comprehensive framework to deal with past or containing the fuel elements, materials to moderate and
abandoned hazardous materials. CERCLA provides for control the reactor, and support structures.
liability, compensation, cleanup, and emergency response
for hazardous substances released into the environment Crosscutting - A planning term for issues that are
that could endanger public health, welfare, or the common to ("cut across") more than one site, facility, or
environment, as well as the cleanup of inactive hazardous installation.
waste disposal sites. CERCLAhas jurisdiction over an),
release or threatened release of any hazardous substance curie - A measure of the rate of radioactive decay; it is

to the environment. The definition of "hazardous" under equivalent to the radioactivity of one gram of radium or
CERCLA is much broader than tinder RCRA in that tinder 37 billion disintigrations per second, A nanocurie is one
CERCLA the substance need not be a waste. Ifa site billionth of a curie; a picocurie is one trillionth of a curie.
meets the CERCLA requirements for designation, it is
ranked along with other "Superfund'" sites and listed on CWA - see Clean Water Act.
the National Priorities List. This ranking and listing is
EPA's way of determining which sites have the highest
priority for clearmp. D

D&D - see Decontamination and decommissioning.
Confined aquifer - An aquifer that is bounded by

impermeable beds or beds of a distinctly lower De mtnimis - A term used for yet-to-be-determined
permeability than that of the aquifer, criteria for less restrictive radioactive and/or hazardous

waste disposal.
Confirmed Release Site - Any Solid Waste Management

Unit (SWMU) that has a confirmed release of hazardous De minimis limit - A level of contamination below

contaminants to the environment which have a potential which the effects are negligible.
to migrate or further affect the environment.

Decay - Disintegration of the nucleus of an unstable
Contact-handled waste - Waste low enough in nuclide by spontaneous emission of charged particles,
radioactivity that it does not require shielding other than photons, or both.
that provided by its container in order to protect those

handling it. Decommissioning - The process of removing a facility
from operation, followed by decontarnination,

Continuity of operations - Activities that include entombment, dismantlement, or conversion to another
developing strategic and long-range waste management use.
plans, surveillance and maintenance of facilities and

equipment, waste certification, proper training programs
for personnel, and record/information administration.
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Decontamination -1he removal of unwanted material Dose equivalent - The product of the absorbed dose
(typically radioactive) from facilities, soils, or equipment (,racl)in tissue and a quality factor. Dose equivalent is

by washing, chemical action, mechanical cleaning, or expressed in units of ten1 (or sieverl). 1"he ch_se
other techniques, equivalent to all organ, tissue, or whole body in a year

will be that received from racliormclides taken into the

Defense waste - Radioactive waste resulting from body during the ),ear'.

weapons research and development, the operation of
naval reactors, the production of weapons materials, the
reprocessing of defense spent fuel, and the E

decommissioning of nuclear-powered ships and EA - see Environrnental Assessnlent.
submarines. Excludes waste under purview of the

Nuclear Regulator),' Commission or generated by the EBR - Experimental Breeder Reactor.
commercial nuclear power industry.

Effluent- ,[he waste water, treated or untreated, that

Demineraliaation - a method to produce water free of flows out of a facility. Generally effluent is discharged
chemical contaminants, into si.trface waters.

Disintegration (nuclear) - A spontaneous nuclear EG&G - EGgrG Iclaho, lnc.
transformation (radioactivity) characterized by the

emission of energy and/or mass from the nucleus of an EIS - see Environmental Impact Statemenl.
atom.

EM - U.S. Department of Energy, OMce of
Disposal - Waste emplacement designed to ensure Environmental Restoration and Waste Management.
isolation of waste from the biosphere, with no intention

of retrieval for the foreseeable future, and requiring Enriched uranium - Uranium that hasgreater amounts

deliberate action to regain access to the waste. Disposal of the fissionable isotope uranium-235 than occurs
may involve land-filling or other burial, emplacement in naturally. Naturally occurring uranium is 0.72 percent
a geologic repository, underground injection, or surface uraniurn-235.
impoundment.

Environmental Assessment (EA) -A report that
DOE - U.S. Department of Energy. evaluates potentially significant environmental irnpacts of

an}, major Federally approved or fundecl project that may
DOE-Chicago - U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)- change the physical environment. If an EA shows
Chicago Operations Office. significant impact, an EIS is required (see EIS).

DOE-EM - U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) - A detailed

Environmental Restoration and Waste Management. report, required by Federal law, on the significant
environmental irnpacts that a pending structure or

DOE-ID - U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)-ldaho development will have on the environment. An EIS must
Operations Office be prepared by a government agency w'hen a "major"

Federal action that will have "significant" environmental
DOE Orders- Internal requirements that establish DOE impacts is planned (see EA).
policy and procedures.

Dose - The quantity of energy or radiation absorbed by
an individual. Usually measured in rems (see Rem), i
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Environmental remediation - The act of cleaning up Federal Facilities Compliance Act (FFCA) - Federal
contamination by removing or treating the hazard so it law signed m October 1992. The objective of the FFCA is
will no longer be a potential risk to people or the to bring all Federal facilities into compliance with
environment. The term "remediation" is ohen used applicable Federal and State hazardous waste laws, to
interchangeably with "restoration." waive Federal sovereign immunity under those laws, and

to allow the imposition o[ fines and penalties lor

Environmental restoration - Cleanup of sites noncompliance.
contaminated with hazardous substances due to past

production or disposal activities, FFA/CO - see Federal Facility Agreement and Consent
Order.

EPA - Environmental Protection Agency. The Federal
agency responsible for enforcing environmental laws. FFA/CO Action Plan - A document describing how tile
Although some of this responsibility may be delegated to lnteragency Agreement will be implemented. It includes
State and local regulator)' agencies, EPA retains oversight such things as enforceable cleanup schedules and
authority to ensure protection of human health and the document preparation guidance.
environment. EPA administers the Superfund legislation
and works with State and local agencies to provide FFCA - see Federal Facilities Compliance Act.
technical oversight for cleanup activities at Federal

tacilities regulated by the Superfund program. Fiscal year (FY) - The time frame specified by any
public or private entity to separate one year's financial

ER-- Environmental Restoration Program at INEL. (fiscal) activities from the next year's. The 1994 federal

fiscal }'ear (FY 1994) began on October 1, 1993, and will
ETR- Engineering Test Reactor. end on September 31, 1994.

Explanation of Significant Difference - A document Fission products - A general term for the complex
by which the public is notified of changes to a Record of mixture of nuclides produced as a result of nuclear
Decision (ROD), required by 40 CFR 300.435 (C)(2). fission. Most, but not all, nuclides in the mixture are

radioactive and they decay, forming additional (,daughter)

Exposure - A measure of radiation absored. Acute products.
exposure generally refers to a high level of exposure of
short duration; chronic exposure is lower-level exposure Fly ash - Ash resulting from combustion in industrial
of long duration, boilers or furnaces.

French drain - An engineered soil column [or disposal
1:7 of small amounts of waste water.

Federal Facility Agreement and Consent Order
(FFA/CO) - A binding document, signed by DOE-ID, Friable area - Areas containing materials which are
EPA, and the State of Idaho to coordinate cleanup readily pulverized or crumbled.
activities at INEL. It is often referred to as the Interagency

Agreement. To resolve the potential conflicts between the FS - Feasibility Study (see RI/FS)
various laws and agencies, this Interagency Agreemep,
coordinates overlapping.jurisdiction by different agencies. Fuel reprocessing - The separation of usable fuel from
The FFA/CO outlines the remedial action process that spent nuclear fuel and other sources to recycle the
will encompass all investigation of hazardous substances fissionable products for reuse.
and cleanup activities at INEL. The agreement integrates
CERCLA response obligations with RCRA and HWMA FY- see Fiscal year.
corrective obligations.
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G H
Gamma-emitter - A radioactive substance that decays Half-life - Time required for a radioactive substance _o

by releasing a high energy form of electromagnetic lose 50 percent of its activity by decay.
radiation. Gamma radiation is much more penetrating
than both alpha and beta radiation. Gamma radiation can Hazard - An act or phenomenon posing potential harm
be stopped or shielded by a dense material such as to some person(s) or thing(s); the magnitude of the
concrete or lead. Gamma radiation is harmful and can hazard is the amount of harm that might result, including

cause tissue damage if the radiation source is not properly the seriousness and the number of people exposed.
shielded or if a gamma emitter becomes lodged in body
tissue. Hazardous waste - Waste with characteristics that may

pose risks to human health or the environment if
Gamma radiation - Short wavelength electromagnetic improperly treated, stored, transported, disposed of, or
radiation emitted in the radioactive decay of certain otherwise managed. Hazardous wastes possess one of

nuclides. Gamma rays are highly penetrating, four characteristics (ignitability, corrosivity, reactivity, or
toxicity) or appear on special EPA lists. Wastes

Gamma ray - High energy, short wavelength considered to be hazardous are defined by several
electromagnetic radiation emitted from the nucleus of an environmental laws and _re managed according to
atom. Gamma radiation frequently accompanies the requirements established by EPA. By definition,
emission of alpha or beta particles. Gamma rays are hazardous waste is not radioactive.
identical to X-rays except for the source of the emission.

Hazardous Waste Management Act (HWMA) - A law

Geological repository - A mined facility for disposal of passed by the State of Idaho that implements the
radioactive wastes that uses natural geologic barriers to provisions of RCRA.
provide waste containment over geological time scales.

Heavy metals - Me',allic elements with high atomic

Geothermal energy - The energy available from natural weights (e.g., mercury, chromium, cadmium, arsenic, and
sources of heat such as hot springs and nearsurface heat lead) that can damage living things at low concentrations

sources in volcanically active areas, and tend to accumulate in the food chain.

Greater-Tha_t-Class-C waste - Low-level radioactive High-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter - A filter

waste that is generated by the commercial sector and that used to separate particles from air emissions prior to
exceeds Nuclear Regulatory Commission concentration releasing that air to the atmosphere. HEPA filters are
limits for Class C low-level waste as specified in 10 CFR commonly used at INEL facilities to prevent radioactive
61. DOE is responsible for the disposal of Greater-Than- particles from being released to the atmosphere. To be
Class-C wastes from DOE nondefense programs, classified as a HEPA filter, a filter must be 99.97 percent

efficient for particle sizes between 0 and 3 microns.
Groundwater - Water that is located in a saturated zone

below the land's surface in the spaces between soil grains, High-level waste (HLW) - Highly radioactive waste

in fractures, or in porous formations, material containing fission products, traces of uranium
and plutonium, and other transuranic elements. HLW

Grouting - Grouting is a waste stabilization process in results from the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel,
which binding agents are used to immobilize waste into a including liquid waste produced directly from
solid form so it can be more safely stored or disposed, reprocessing and any solid waste derived from the liquid

that contains a combination of transuranic waste and

fission products in concentrations requiring permanent
isolation.
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HLLW - High-level Liquid waste. Interagency Agreement (IAG) - see Federal Facility
Agreement and Consent Order (FFA/CO).

HLW- see High-level waste.
Interim Action - A remedial action undertaken to clean

Hot cell/Hot cell tacflity - A heavily shielded enclosure up or contain a potential threat to human health and the
for handling and processing (by remote means or environment that can or should be addressed within a
automatically) or storing highly radioactive materials, short time frame. The study associated with an Interim

Action may be completed within an "umbrella" Remedial
HSWA - _azardous and Solid Waste Amendments of Investigation/Feasibility Study. Interim Actions are

1984 to RCiLA.These amendments greatly expanded the completed on an accelerated schedule and generally deal
scope of hazardous waste regulation. In HSWA, Congress with well-defined contamination problems that present a
directed EPA to take measures to further reduce the risks significant, although not immediate, threat to human
to human health and the environment caused by health and the environment.
hazardous wastes (see RCRA).

Interim status - A legal classification under RCRA that
HWMA - see Hazardous Waste Management Act (State applies to hazardous waste management facilities that
of Idaho). were under construction or in operation by November

19, 1980, and can meet other requirements.

I Interim storage - The temporary holding of wastes on

IA - see Interim Action. or away from the generator's site until treatment and/or
disposal are undertaken is not available. Monitoring and

ICPP - Idaho Chemical Processing Plant. human control are provided, and subsequent action
involving treatment, transportation, or final disposition is

IDHW - Idaho Department of Health and Welfare. expected.

Incineration - The efficient burning of combustible IRC - INEL Research Center.
solid and liquid wastes to destroy organic constituents
and reduce the volume of the waste. Incinerators are Isotopes - Different forms of the same chemical element,

designed to burn with an extremely high efficiency. The which are distinguished by having different numbers of
greater the burning efficiency, the cleaner the air neutrons (but the same number of protons) in the
emission. Incineration of radioactive materials does not nucleus of their atoms. A single element may have many

destroy the radionuclides but does significantly reduce isotopes. For example, uranium appears in nature in
the volume of these wastes. HEPA filters are used to three forms: uranium-234 (142 neutrons), uranium-235

prevent radionuclides and heavy metals from leaving the (143 neutrons), and uranium-238 (148 neutrons); each
stack and entering the atmosphere, uranium isotope has 92 protons.

Industrial/commercial wastes - Solid, nonradioactive,

and nonhazardous material disposed of in a landfill at L
INEL. Industrial waste (e.g., construction debris) is Land disposal restrictions (LDRs) - A RCRA program
generated by manufacturing or industrial processes, that restricts land disposal of RCRA hazardous wastes and

Commercial waste (e.g., paper) is generated by office requires treatment according to promulgated standards.
environments.

LCCDA - Liquid Corrosive Chemical Disposal Area.
INEL - Idaho National Engineering Laboratory.

LDR- see Land disposal restrictions.
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Life-cycle budget - Projects the resources needed for a Mixed waste - Hazardous waste mixed with high-level,
project or program from start to finish, instead of an low-level, or transuranic radioactive waste. Each type of
annual basis, mixed waste is defined separately according to its

radioactive constituents (e.g., high-level mixed waste,

Lift stations - A pump, or system of l_m-_ps, used to low-level mixed waste, transuranic mixed waste).
draw waste water to a higher elevation. Presently mixed waste is managed in accordance with

EPA and AEA requirements because it contains hazardous
Light-water reactor (LWR) - A nuclear reactor cooled and radioactive constituents. Mixed waste is stored at a
and moderated by water. RCRA storage facility.

Liquid metal cooled breeder reactor - A reactor that MLLW - Mixed low-level waste (see mixed waste).
creates more fuel than it consumes and uses liquid metal

as a coolant. Liquid sodium is a common metal used to MRS - Monitored Retrievable Storage.
cool this type of reactor.

MTR - Materials Test Reactor.

LLW - see Low-level waste.

LOFT - Loss-of-Fluid Test. N

Nanocurie - One billionth of a curie (see curie).
Low-level waste (LLW) - Radioactive waste that is not

high-level waste, transuranic waste, spent nuclear fuel, or National Contingency Plan - The basic policy' under
by-product material. Some low-level waste contains high CERCLA defining the procedures and standards for
levels of radioactivity and, therefore, requires significant responding to releases of hazardous substances.
shielding. Most low-level waste includes relatively short-

lived radionuclides, although it may contain transuranic National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA)

radionuclides in concentrations of less than 100 - A law that requires federal agencies to include in their
nanocuries per gram of waste. This amount of transuranic decisionmaking processes appropriate and careful
radionuclides is not considered high enough to warrant consideration of all potential environmental effects of
classification as transuranic waste. Most low-level wastes proposed actions, analyses of the alternatives, and
may be safely disposed of using shallow land burial measures to avoid or rninimize adverse effects of a

techniques, proposed action. These analyses are presented in either
an Environmental Assessment (EA) or in an

M Environmental Impact Staternent (EIS).

Memorandum of Understanding - A document stating National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
the terms of agreement between two agencies. (NOAA) - A Federal agency that collects and analyzes

information on the weather. NOAA has an office at INEL

Milestones - A designation of the time frame within for collecting weather information. NOAA also is involved
which certain elements of a program will be with the environmental monitoring programs at INEL.
accomplished to permit management to track progress.

National Priorities List (NPL) - A formal listing of the
MiUirem - One thousandth of a rein (see rein), nation's worst hazardous waste sites, as established by

CERCLA, that have been identified for possible
remediation. Sites are ranked by the EPA based on their

potential for affecting human heahh and the
environment. The EPA is required to update this list at
least once a ),ear.
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NEPA - see National Environmental Policy Act. Onsite - Within the boundaries of [NEL and in-town
facilities.

NESHAP- National Emission Standards for Hazardous

Air Pollutants. These standards are found in the Clean Air Operable Unit (OU) - A discrete portion of a Waste
Act; they set limits for such pollutants as beryllium and Area Group (WAG) consisting of one or many release
radionuclides, sites considered together for assessment and cleanup

activities. The primary criteria for placement of release
Neutron - Uncharged particle in a nucleus. Neutrons are sites into an operable unit include geographic proximity,
used to split heavy atoms in fission reactions, similarity of waste characteristics and site types, and the

possibilities for economy of scale.
Nonhazardous waste - Waste that does not pose risks

I to human health and the environment. Industrial/ Operations office - An administrative division of DOE

commercial waste is an example (see Hazardous waste), that operates facilities which are in its .jurisdiction. There
are eight DOE operations offices located in various cities

NO - A term used to generically describe the oxides of throughout the country. The DOE-Idaho Operations
nitrSgen. Two major nitrogen oxides, nitric oxide (NO) Office (DOE-ID) is located in Idaho Falls and is
and nitrogen dioxide (NO), are important air responsible for most of the facilities at INEL.
contaminants. Nitric oxidd in the presence of sunlight
combines with atmospheric oxygen to produce nitrogen Organic compounds - Chemicals containing mainly
dioxide. Nitrogen dioxide in high enough concentrations carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. Petroleum products,
can cause lung damage, petroleum-based solvents, and pesticides are examples of

organic compounds. Exposure to some organic

NRC - Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The Federal compounds can produce toxic effects on body tissues and
agency charged with oversight of nuclear power and processes.
nuclear machinery' and applications not regulated by
DOE or the Department of Defense. OSHA - Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

NRF - Naval Reactors Facility. OU - see Operable Unit.

Nuclear fuel - Materials that are fissionable and can be

used in nuclear reactors to make energy. P

PBF - Power Burst Facility,
Nuclide - A species of atom characterized by thc

constitution of its nucleus. The nuclear constitution is PCB - Polychlorinated Biphenyl. Liquid formerly
specified by the number of protons, number of neutrons, used as an insulating fluid in electrical equipment that is
and energy contmLt; or, alternatively, by the atomic highly toxic to aquatic life. In the environment, PCBs
number, mass number, and atomic mass. To be regarded exhibit many of characteristics of DDT: they persist in the
as a distinct nuclide, the atom must be capable of existing environment for a long time and accumulate in animals.
for a measurable length of time.

Perched water - Unconfined groundwater separated
NWCF - New Waste Calcining Facility. from the underlying main body of groundwater by

unsaturated rock.

O Performance assessment limiting waste - A
Offsite - Outside the boundaries of INEL Site and in- combination of waste form, amount, and radionuclides

town facilities, present that would be the critical limiting [actor in an
assessment of a particular facility's performance.
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Performance measurement baseline - The time- Public hearing- A tormal gathering of officials and the

phased budget plan which performance is measured public where the views and concerns of members of the
against. It is formed by budgets assigned to scheduled public are expressed regarding a public agency's action;
cost accounts, public cormnents may be written or oral. The agency is

required to consider ttle colnrnents in its evaluation of ttlc
Performance standards - Specific regulate W action being taken.
requirements established by EPA limiting the
concentrations of designated organic cornpounds, Public notice - Notification by an agency infomling the

particulate matter, and hydrogen chloride m emissions public of agency actions (e.g. the issuance of a draft
from incinerators. Permit applicants must show that tile permil).
incinerator can meet the performance standards under
the operating conditions specified in the RCRA permit. Public participation - The process by which the views
EPA also established performance standards for and concerns of the public are identified and
concentrations of metals and organic compounds in incorporated into DOE's decisionmaking process.
wastewater.

Permeability- The degree of ease with which water can Q

pass through a rock or soil. QA - see Quality assurance.

Pollutant migration - The movement of a contaminant QC - Quality control.
away from its initial source. Pollutant migration is of

particular concern when that migration is toward an Quality assurance - A system of activities whose
aquifer, purpose is to provide the producer or user of a product

or service the assurance that it meets defined standards of

Pressurized water reactor (PWR) - A nuclear power quality with a stated level of confidence.
reactor that uses water under pressure as a coolant. The
water boiled to generate steam is in a separate system.

R
Priority pollutants - A set of organic and inorganic RA - see Remedial action.
chemicals identified by EPA as indicators of

environmental contamination. Radiation - Particles or waves from atomic or nuclear

Process knowledge - A means of determining what is in processes (or frorn certain machines). Prolonged exposure
a waste by examining the process that generated the to these particles and rays rnay be harmful.
waste. It is frequently used when other methods, such as

Radioactive waste - Any waste contaminated with
sampling and analysis, are not safe or effective. radioactive materials (materials that are unstable and

Proof-of-Process - A system of tests to validate decay by giving off energy in the form of radioactivity) in

remediation processes, excess of threshold quantities.

Radioactive Waste Management Complex (RWMC)
Public comment period - A specified amount of time

- A facility in the southwestern part of INEL that accepts
allowed for members of the public to express their views

low-level radioactive waste for storage and disposal.
and concerns regarding an action by a public agency.
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Radioactivity - The particles or energy given off by an RCRA Part A Permit Application - The first part of a
unstable element when it spontaneously disintegrates. RCRA permit application identifying waste types and
Radioactivity occurs naturally and is everywhere, quantities to be managed at a facility.
However, concentrating radioactive materials (e.g.,
purifying radium-bearing ore into radium metal) and RCRA Part B Permit Application - The detailed,
processes such as fission resuh in the production of large second part of a RCRA permit application, describing
amounts of radioactive materials. Exposure to high levels waste characteristics, processes, groundwater rnonitormg,
of radioactivity can pose health risks, procedures to prevent hazards, contingency plans,

training, and closure plans.

Radioisotope - An unstable isotope of an element that
will eventually undergo radioactive decay. RCRA storage facility- A facility used to store RCRA

hazardous waste for more than 90 days. [o be in

Radiological and Environmental Sciences compliance with the regulatory requirements of RCRA,
Laboratory (RESL) - A facility involved in the facility must meet both documentation requirements
environmental monitoring of INEL on- and oil-site (e.g., contingency and waste analysis plans) and physical
radiation and research on its effects, requirements (e.g., specific aisle widths and separation of

incompatible wastes).
Radiological survey- The evaluation of the radiation

hazard associated with a given set of conditions that are RD - Remedial design.
measured.

RD/RA -Rernedial Design/Remedial Action.

Radionuclide - A radioactive species (isotope) of an
element. A radionuclide disintegrates spontaneously, Record of Decision (ROD) - -[he final determination of
emitting radiation in the form of charged particles or the preferred alternative that tollows the consideration of
electromagnetic radiation. Approximately 5,000 natural public comment. RODs apply to both CERCLA and
and artificial radioisotopes have been identified. NEPA; INEL CERCLA decisions are signed by the

Regional Administrator of EPA Region 10, DOE, and the
RCRA - see Resource Conservation and Recovery Act. State of Idaho.

RCRA accumulation point - Locations where Regeneration solutions - Solutions of salt or sodium
hazardous waste generators are allowed to accumulate chloride, sulfuric acid, or sodium h},,droxide used to
waste for periods of up to 90 days (from time of regenerate ion exchange resins for water softening or
generation) without a storage facility permit, provided demmeralization.
certain requirements such as contingency planning are
met. Release site - A location at which a hazardous,

radioactive, or mixed waste release has occurred or

RCRA interim status facility - Hazardous waste suspected to have occurred. It is usually associatecl with
management facilities (i.e., treatment, storage, or disposal an area where these wastes or substances contaminated
facilities) subject to RCRA requirements that were in with these wastes have been used, treated, stored, and/or
existence on the effective date of regulations are disposed of.
considered to have been issued a permit on an interim
basis as long as the},,have met notMcation and permit _ Rem - (roentgen equivalent man) Unit used m radiation
application submission requirements. Such facilities are i protection to measure the amount of damage to human

required to meet interim status standards until they have tissue from a dose of ionizing radiation.
been issued a final permit or until their interim status is

withdrawn, i
i
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Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study (RIBFS) - a Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) -
rnuhi-stcp phase that begins with the Remedial A federal law addressing the nlanagcrnent of waste.
Investigation steps of: determining the extent of Subtitle C of the law addresses hazardous waste, under
hazardous substance contamination (types, quantities, which a waste must either be "listed" on one ot EPA's
and locations); assessing the potential risks of the site, haT_ardous waste lists or meet one of EPA's four
including heahh effects of a person was exposed to the hazardous characteristics of Ignilabiljty, c'orrosivity,
hazard under various conditions: and analyzing reactivity, or toxicity (as measured using the toXiCity

intk_rmation collected to start iclentifying and screening characteristic leaching procedure [TCI,Pl). Cradle-to-

potential cleanup alternatives. The Feasibility Study grave marmgemeru of wastes classitied as RCRA
consists of developing a full analysis of the cleanup ha:'ardous wastes must meet ,tringent guidelines for
alternatives based on the information gathered durmg the environmental protection as required by the law. lhesc

Remedial Investigation. A preferred course of action, guidelines mclttde regulation ol transportation, treatment,
which satisfies the regulatory requirements, is selected storage, and disposal of RCRA-dcfincd hazardous waste.
and described. The Feasibility Study often happens at the Subtitle D of the law addresses the managenlent ot
sarne time as the Remedial investigation so that nonhazardous, nonradioactive, solid waste such as
alternatives are reviewed m detail as soon as information municipal wastes.
is available.

Retrieval - The process of recovering wastes that have
Remediation/Remedial action - The act of cleanup been stored or disposed of tin-.site so they may be
where contamination is removed or treated so it will no charactcri:ed, treated, and disposed of m accordance

longer have potential to adversely impact the with current environmental laws and regulations.
environment. The remediated area is required to meet
contaminant levels or conditions agreed upon prior to the RI/FS - sec Remedial investigation/Feasit)ility Study.

remediation.

Risk - 1t!c probability that the potential harm or
Remote-handled waste - Waste with high enough undesirable consequence will be realized. The concept ot
radioactivity to require studding (such as a metal plate risk further quantifies hazards by attaching the
between the wastes and the workeO beyond that probabillly of being reali,-'ed to each level _f potential

provided by its container to protect those handling it. It is harm.
often handled by robotic methods.

Risk assessment- The use of established methods to

Repository - A permanent disposal facility for high-level measure the risks posed by an activity such as hazardt,'ls
or transuranic wastes and spent nuclear fuel. waste treatment. Risk assessments evaluate {1) the

relationship between exposure to toxic substances and
Reprocessing - fhe process by which speru Iuel is the subsequent occurrence of health effects, and (2) the

separated into waste material for disposal and material potential lot that exposure.
such as uranium and plutonium, to be reused.

Roadmaps - A plan developed at the site level that gives
RESL - see Radiological and Environmental Sciences detailed analyses of issues that affect EM's ability to
Laboratory. achieve long-term goals. Roadmaps approach long-range

planning from the bottom-up. They are very detailed and
concrete to provide identilication of and identity strategic
issues that are traclitionally adclressed through top-down
planning
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Rocky Flats Plant - A lacility located near Denver, Solvents - l+iqmd chenucals, usually organic
Colorado, that manu[acttlred nuclear weapon c(mlpounds, lh,ll arc capal'de ot d_ssol\_ng anot hcr
components for HaiR,hal defense needs. Radioactive wasle StlbSt;.ll3C¢. Exposure to 501111,'or_,lnlc solvclll.,,, ci,ln

Lmostly transuranic} generated at the Rock), Flats Plant produce toxic etlects on body t|sStt¢_ and proces.,,es
was tormerly sent to INEL [or storage. The State of ktaho
has smce irnposed a moratorium on receipt of all wastes Solvent Substitution Information System - A
generated out o[ state, database that ident_fies alternative, non-ha:ardous

substances as prucess stlbstiltttes [or ha:'ardott.s solVClltS.

ROD - see Record of Decision.

SOW- Scope of Work, agreement between all parties
I_WF - Radioactive Scrap and Waste Facility. definmg scope of work to be performed, lhe SOW Is

estahlished carl)' m the remedial investigation process+

S SO - A term used to genertcall)' describe the oxides OI

SARA - see Superfund Amendments and Reattthonzation sulflar. Sulfur oxides are important as ;.uri_ullutants
Act (see CERCL¢) because the), can cc,mbme with Waiter 111the atrl_osphere

to t0rrn sulflmc acid (,acid raml, which c,m damage the

SDA - 5ubsurtace Disposal Area cnvmmmcnt+

Sedimentary interbeds - Rock layers composed of Special-case wastes - Wastes II1a classi[lc,ltion that
materials such as sand or gravel which are derived from currently has no lurtg-terrn disposal scheduled or
the breakdown of various rocks that are layered between anticipated.
other rock types.

Spent nuclear fuel (SNF) - Materm[ that has been used

Shielding - Materials, usually concrete, water, and lead, as the luel for a nuclear reactor and has undergone

placed around radioactive materials to protect persormel nuclear fission. Spent nuclear [ttel consists ot sonic of the
frorn radioactivity, leftover, unreacted Iuel: tisSiOll products; trallst|ranic

elements; and the tuel rod itself, which is made of metal

Site Inspection - The CERCIA process to acquire the claddmg, Spent nuclear fuel can be reprocessed to recycle
necessary data to contirm the existence of environmental the unused portion ot the fuel and to separate the other

contammation and to assess the associated potential risks components, so it is not technically considered a waste.
to human health, weltare, anti the environment. The data

collected must be sufficient to support the decision either SSP - see Site-Specific l'lan.

to continue with a Remedial Investigation/Feasibility
Study (RI/FS) or to remove the site from turther Stakeholder - Any person or organization interested in
investigation through a decision document, or aftected by activities at a DOE site. Stakeholders

include represcntaiives from F,:deral agencies, Congress,

Site-Specific Plan (SSP) - Plan developed by mdividual American Indian Tribes, ttnions, eclucatltmal groups,
DOE sites to provide the detailed plannmg for activities mdustry, environmental groups, and t)lhers.

for the next fiscal )'ear.
Subsurface - Strata Ime below ground level.

Sizing - The process of reducing the sb."eof various types
o[ solid wastes by compaction, tnehmg, or mechanical Superfund -The common name used tor the
reduction_ Comprehensive Env_ronrnental Respunse, (otnpensation,

and Liability Act of 1_480(C[!R(-AA).
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Superfund Amendments and Reauthorlzation Act of TRA - Test Reactor Area.
1986 (SARA) - This act modifies and reauthortzes
CERCLA. Title !I1 of this Act is also known as ',he Transient - A substance or activity that is unstable or ot

Emergency l'lannmg and Community Right-t.t_Know Act short duration.
of 1986 (.see CERCLA).

Transuranic (TRU) waste - Transuranic waste is

Suped'und site - Ant, site that has been listed on the contaminated with alpha-emitting radionuclidcs that
National Priorities List (NPL) because it has been have a greater atornic weight than uranium, hal[-Iwes

identified by the EPA as having the potential to harm _reater than 30 )'ears, and are m concentrations greater
human health and the environment. Stud)' and cleanup than 100 nanocurtes per grarn o[ waste. +lransuranic
activities at these sites are regulated by the waste will be disposed of in an oftsite geologic repository
Comprehenswe Environmental Response, Compensation, because of its long-livcd nature. Much ol the transuranic

and Liability Act (CERCL4,). "'Superfund" sites at federal waste stored at INEL consists of clothing, laboratory
facilities must be cleaned up by the operating agency ware, and equipment from weapons productitm
(lead agency) under the oversight of the EPA and other operations.
parties to a Federal Facility Agreement.

Treatment - Ant' activity that alters the chemical or

Sudlclal sediments - Sediments above bedrock, physical nature ota hazardous waste to reduce its
toxicity, volume, mobility, or render it amenable [or

Surplus facility - Any faciltt), or site (including installed transport, storage, or disposal.

equipment) that has no identthed programmatic use or
that may or may not be radioactively contaminated to TRU - see Transuranic waste.

levels that require controlled access.,
TRUPACT/TRUPACT-II - An acronym that stands for

SWEPP - Stored Waste Examination Pilot Plant. the first and second generation of transuranic package
transporters. TRUPACT-II's are designed to transport
contact-handled transuramc waste to the Waste Isolation

T Pilot Plant. TRUPACF-I1 containers are made ot two

TAN - Test Area North sealed stainless steel containment vessels that can
withstand great impacts and high temperatures. Each

Technology Development Program - A DOE EM TRUPACT-I! is capable of transporting fourteen 55-
subprogram that includes establishing and maintaining gallon (.208-liter) drums or tWO standard waste boxes.
an aggressive national program for applied research,

TSA - Transuranic Storage Area.development, demonstration, testing, and evaluation to
resolve major environmental restoration and waste

management technology deficiencies by rapidly TSCA -toxic Substance Control Act.
_idvancing technology beyond current capabilities.

TSF -1ethnical Support Facility.

Thermal treatment - Any process that uses heat to
destroy or reduce the volume of a waste. Evaporation,
melting, and incineration are all forms of thermal
treatment.

Tiger Team - A group of DOE and contractor technical
staff charged with reviewing operations, documentation,
agreements, planning, and facility peflbrmance in
complying with environmental regulations.
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U waste Area Group (WAG) - One of the It) distract
areasat INI!L, createdby the FFtVCc), that may reclum.'

U.S. Geological Survey - A federal agency that _ollects separateremedial actions to eliminate sottrces Of poteritial
and analyzes infornlation on geology and geological releases of contamination to the ellvironn/ent. Nine of the
resources including groundwater and surface waiter. fhe Waste Area Groups are associated with specific facilities;
Geological Survey has an office a! INEI. for collecting the tenth is associated with the renlaining miscellaneous
groundwater and surface water reformation. The LISt,S laciiities. Each Waste Area Group may be broken down
also is revolved with the environmental monitoring into individual operable units tsee Operable Unit).
programs at INEL

UST - Underground Storage lank Waste certification - see Certified wastes.

Waste characteHiation -The process of determining

V the make-up of a waste tO categorize it and ensure that it
is properly handled. rhis process is necessary because

Vadose lone - The area of soil and rock above the water some wastes historically generated at INEL are now

table that contains water which is not saturated and is at categorized difDrently and must be characterized to
less than atmospheric pressure t_'e Zone of aeration}, determine their designation under the current scheme of

categori:'at ion.
Vapor vacuum extraction - A technology that applies a

vacuum to a well field tO remove volatile organic Waste Experimental Reduction Facility (WERF) - is
contamination trom soils and permeable rock layers in an incinerator that could burn radioactive anti mixed

that well field, waste to destroy hazardous and burnable material and

capture the radioactive material k_rdisposal at the
Vitrification - The process ot mtmobilizing waste that Radioactive Waste Management Complex. WERF is
produces a glasslike solid which permanently captures located in the southeastern part of INEL.
the radioactive materials.

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WiPP) - a facility near
Volatile organic compound (VOC) - Chemical Carlsbad, New Mexico, intended to demonstrate safe

containing mainly carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen that disposal of radioactive waste in a deep geologic
readily evaporates at ambient temperature. Exposure to environment, An EPA pernut to convert WlPP to a
some organic compounds can produce toxic effects on disposal facility for transuranic waste will be isstied if

body tissue and processes, successful testing is demonstrated, WIPP is not yet open
to receive wastes for permanent disposal.

Volume reduction - Various methods of waste

treatment, such as evaporation for liquids or compaction Waste Management (WM) Program - Dedicated to the
for solids, alined at reducing the volume of waste, safe, environmentally sound treatment, storage, and

disposal of wastes at INEI.,.

W Waste segregation - The process of separating a single

WAG - see Waste Area Group. waste into various components that can be reused or
recycled, or thal require differing type's of treatment or

Waste Acceptance CHteHa (WAC) - A document that disposal.
establishes and explains the standards (crlterla_ that a
waste must ineet to be accepted [or treatment, storage, or Waste streams - Identified pathways beginning at the
disposal at a facility, generation of a given waste and ending at final disposal.
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Water table - The surtace o[ a body ot unconfined
groundwater at which the pressure is equal to that of the
atmosphere.

WEC - Westinghouse Electric Corporation.

WERF - see Waste Experimental Reduction Facility.

WlNCO - Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company.

WIPP - see Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.

WM - Waste Management Program at INEL

Z
Zone of aeration - A zone of water beneath the land's

surface under less than atmospheric pressure. Also called
the vadose zone or zone of unsaturation.

Zone of saturation - A zone of water beneath the land_s

surface under pressure greater than atmospheric
pressure,
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The Helium Atom

A PRIMERONTHEBASICS: PathofElectron"
UNLOCKINGTHEMYSTERY • Electron

Neutron

O Proton

ThisPrimerisaneducationaltoolto providea basicunderstandingofthescientific
conceptsthataffectthecleanupandmanagementofwasteat INEL,andthusitalsohelps
illustratetherationalebehindtheprograms'activities.

ThissectionisofferedasanintroductiontothesciencebehindINEL'sEnvironmental
RestorationandWasteManagementPrograms.Twoprimaryconceptsneedto be
understoodabouttheseprograms:radioactivityandtoxicology.

RADIOACTIVITY

All matterismadeupofatoms,andall atomshaveadensenucleusorbitedbyelectrons.

WHAT'SINTHEMIDDLE?

Theatom'scenter,the nucleus,is madeof neutrons(noelectricalcharge)andprotons
(positivecharge,+).

Theatomsof anelement(rememberthePeriodicTableofElements?)alwayshavethe
samenumberofprotons.Addingorsubtractingprotonschangestheexistingelementinto
a differentelement.

Therecanbevaryingnumbersofneutronsintheatomsof anelement.Thenamesofthese
variations,knownas isotopes,comefromthesumoftheatom'sneutronsplusitsprotons
(carbon14,forexample).

Thenucleusisunderconstantthreatofbreakingapartbecausethelikeforcesofthe
protons(positivecharges)repeleachother.However,natureprovidescounteracting
forcestobalancethenucleus:

. Surroundingthenucleus(likesatellitesorbitingtheearth)arenegativelycharged
electrons,Thenumberof protons(+)andelectrons(-) usuallyarethesamesothe
chargescanceleachotherout,leavinganelectricallyneutralatom.

* Theprotonsandneutronsareboundtightlytogetherbya powerful,concentratedforce.

* Theneutralchard oftheneutronsalsohelpsto balanceforcesof theprotonsrepelling
eachother.
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Whenthereare toofew ortoomanyneutrons,the atomlosesthe delicatebalanceamongthe
forcesholdingit together.Theresultis a radioactiveisotope.Intryingto regainits balance,the
isotopegivesoff energyin a processcalledradioactivedecay.Thisprocessis likepassengersona
capsizingshiptryingto uprightit bythrowingcargooverboardfromthe sidethat is sinking.

SEEKINGSTABILITY

Thereareonlya fewwaysfor the nucleusto regainits balanceandbecomestable.Mostinvolve
the emissionof radiation.Radiationis invisibleenergymovingthroughspaceaswaves(rays)or
particles.

Radiationis non-ionizingif it has lowenergyor ionizingif it hashighenergy.

Non-ionizing

Wearemostfamiliarwith the benefitsof non-ionizingradiation.Someexamplesof non-ionizing
radiationincludetelevisionandradiowavesthat haveturnedthe world intoa globalcommunity.
Microwaveshavebroughttimesavingsto cooking.And,we forgethow naturalit isto flick on
fluorescentlights,untilthe powergoesout.

Non-ionizingradiationcarriesenoughenergyto causeatomsto absorbandthen releaseenergy,
butnotenoughto createions.Theseareelectricallychargedparticlescreatedwhen atomsare
alteredbystrongburstsofenergy.

Ionizing

Thehighenergyof ionizingradiationhashelpfuluses,suchasX-raysfor medicaldiagnosesor
cancertreatments.However,ionizingradiationcanknockelectronsfromtheatomsandmolecules
initspath,causingchemicaland/orphysicalchangesinmaterials,suchashumantissue.Ionizing
radiationcanseriouslydamagehealthif exposureisnotcontrolled.

Ionizingradiationcomesinseveralforms,bothparticlesandwaves(rays),whichdifferwidelyin
theirabilityto penetrateanddepositenergy,throughtheprocessof ionization,intobodytissueor
othermaterial.
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Type of Ionizing
Radiation Pro)erties / PrOcess Effectof Ex )osure

nucleusejects two neutronsandtwo paper;skin travel veryshort distancesin tissuebut

A|pha protons;becomesdifferent element; deposit all their energyalongthis short
relatively large particle;doublepositive path: dangerousif alpha_emitting

charge;slow-moving _ substanceis ingestedor inhaled

neutronchangedto a protonwhich emits ....

Beta an electron(-)(i.e., betaparticte);___ •
small particle;singlenegativechargei...... _-- morepenetratingthan alphaparticle; travel
movesat nearlyspeedof light wood;thin aluminum: greaterdistancein tissue,so depositless

shallow water energyalong their path; harmful if insidethe body
-I-

nomassor electrical charge;short, intense travel very tongdistancesir_tissue, \

Gamma burst of energy althoughdeposit muchtessenergyalong
agitatedevenafter emitting alphaor beta their path comparedto particle radiation

_articles;also createdby a positively /_ thick leador concrete; f_ (alphaand beta);somerayswill makeit \
chargedparticle(given off by a proton /\deep water /\through eventhick barriersandpasseasily b
turning intoa neutron)combinedwith an into, andharmthe body
electron

usuallya formof cosmicradiation instead lead somewhatlesspenetratingthan gamma
X-Ray of a decayingnucleus;electronsfiredat a rays.althougheffects on the bodyare

HVWrV' gWWVW'X_raysmetaltarget releasetheir energyas r-0 U
-0-0

i

neutronsejected fromthe nucleusby deep water; reactor mostpenetratingparticle radiation,but
Neutroa _ fission of atoms inthe fuel of nuclear containmentshielding thereforemaytravel throughandout of

/"" power plants; large numbersareemitted cells; if absorbed,can interact andinduce

duringnuclearchainreaction 0

0" "0
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WHAT, ME? RADIOACTIVE?

Themeasureof Yes,youl After radongas,the radioactivepotassiumin ourbonesand radioactive

radiationexposure carboninourtissuesare the nextlargestsourceof naturalbackgroundradiationto
thatindicatesthe which we are exposed(and naturalbackgroundaccountsfor 82percent of our radiation

exposure).Radiationcomesfrompracticallyeverywherebecauseatomsare nature'spotentialimpacton
mostbasicbuildingblocks.Theearth, ourwater, food, andair, andourown bodiesall

humancellsisa
are sourcesof radiation.

rein.
The averageAmericanis exposedto about360milliremof ionizingradiationperyear.
The pie chart showsthe percenteachsourceof ionizingradiationcontributesto the
averageindividual'sannualexposure.

ConsumerProducts3%
Federal Other,Lessthant%

NuclearMedicine4%
regulationsfor Occupational 0.3%

Fallout <0.3% " ..........._ '.,, MedicalX-rays11%
occupational NuclearFuelCycle0.1%.__"
exposureallowan Miscellaneous 0.1% "

averagepersonto _ _CosmicRadiation8%
t

takeupto5,000
millirem(5rem). \

RadiationInside
theBody11%

Radon55%
INELhassetan RocksandSoil8%

exposurelimitofless (Terrestrial)
than3,000millirem

RADIATION FROM INEL WASTE
peryearforits

workers,whichis Nuclear waste is dangerous because it is radioactive. At INEL,radioactive waste is
classified by the primary type of ionizing radiation emitted by the waste.

2,000millirembelow

Federaloccupational • Transuranic waste gives off alpha radiation.

exposureregulations. • Low-level waste emits beta radiation.

• Gamma radiation is emitted by high-level waste.

Oftheover Throughstrict procedures and careful monitoring, extreme care is taken to protect INEL
12,000INEL workers and surrounding communities from possible radiation exposure. The amount of

employees,lessthan radiation exposurereceived from being at or near INEL is so low it is not measurable. It
is calculated to be less than one percent of the average annual exposure from10percentever
background radiation naturally occurring in the environment.

receiveanyradiation

exposureonthejob.

IIIII I I I I I I J
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HOW"RAD" AREYOU?

TeatyourradiationI.Q.byansweringthefollowing:

1.Onemilliremperyearisequalto:

a) increasingyourfoodconsumptionby4 percent

b)takinga 5-dayvacationintheSierraNevadamountains.

2.Livingatanelevationof4,000feetresultsinanannualdoseof millirem.

3.Radiationorradioactivematerialsareusedto:

a)sterilizemedicalsupplies

b)datearchaeologicalfinds

c)hardenmaterials,likehardwoodfloors

d)explorefor minerals

e)getridof insectpests,liketheMediterraneanfruitfly

f) killbacteriaandextendtheshelflifeof foods

g)generatepowerforspaceexploration.

4.TrueorFalse:Thereisradiationexposurefromsmokingcigarettes.

5.Rankthefollowingactivitiesaccordingto whichgiveoffthe"mostradiation"(=4)toth_
"leastradiation"(=1). (HINT:threeoftheseitemshavethesameranking).

Sourceof Exposure ExposureRanking

a)fertilizingyourlawninspringandfall
(witha fertilizercontainingpotassium)

b)livingnextto coal-firedpowerplantforoneyear

c)gettingonechestX-ray

d)livingnextto geothermalpowerplantfor oneyear

e)flyingfromNewYorkto LosAngeles

f) livingnextto nuclearpowerplantforoneyear

6.Annually,approximately in10Americansreceivediagnostic
X-raysand/orradiationtherapy.

(L-9'.t=J'z=e't =P'E;=o'| =q't_=e-g'.anJ_,-Ip'.lle-£:_£-Z'.q_,oq-L:S_eMSUV
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TOXICOLOGY
Chemicals are the elementsor compoundsthat makeup all matter.Chemicalsare an
essentialandbeneficialbuildingblockin ourworld.However,if not handledwith care,
manychemicalscan be harmful.When the harmfuleffects are not randomoroccur
beyondthe locationof directcontactthe chemicalis saidto betoxic. Everychemicalcan
be labeledaccordingto itsdegreeof toxicity (thechemical'sabilityto injurethe body
internallyorexternally).The scienceof studyingthese effectsis calledtoxi©ology.

Althougha chemicalmaybeharmful,a numberoffactors determinewhether andhow
muchof the substancewill be toxicto a person.Forinstance,a very brief,one-time
exposureto a smallamountof a chemicalmaynot be astoxic as manyexposuresover a
longperiodof time. Evenchemicalsnormallyconsideredsafe,suchas saltor water, can
cause illnessor death iftoo muchistaken intothe body.Typesof toxicexposureto
chemicalsare often dividedintothree categories:

° Subacutetoxicity:abilityof a substanceto harmthe bodyfrom exposureto frequent,
relativelylargeamounts

• Acutetoxicity:abilityof a substanceto harmthe bodyafter one, usuallylarge exposure
over a shortperiod

• Chronictoxicity:abilityof a substanceto harmthe bodyafter long-term,usuallylow-
level,exposure

Wastez can betoxic ifnot handledproperly.Wastes areconsideredto haveno potential
value of reuseandneedto be disposedof.There are two majortypesof nonradioactive
wastes:

• industrial/commercialwaste: solid,nonhazardouswaste generatedfrommanufacturing
processes(suchas constructiondebris)or officeenvironments(suchaspaper).

• Hazardouswaste: discardedmaterialsthat are "naturally" (characteristically)hazardous
or listedas hazardousunderthe ResourceConservationandRecoveryAct (RCRA).
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Hazardouswastehas oneor more of the following characteristics:

_ Flammable
• burnsreadily,vigorously,andishardtoextinguish
• example:gasolinevapors

_ Corrosive
• dissolvesorgraduallywearsawayothermaterials
• example:sulfuricacid

_ Toxic
• canproduceinjuryorlethaleffectsuponcontactwithbodycellsthroughfour

primaryroutesofentryintothebody(inhalation,skinabsorption,injection,or
ingestion)

• example:cyanide

_ Reactive
• normallyunstablematerialthatreadily Inhalation

undergoesviolentchange Ingaatlon
• example:sodium

Therisksassociatedwiththeimproperuseofor
contactwithtoxicmaterialscanbegreatlyreduced
throughengineeringcontrols(suchasbarriers,
ventilation,orsubstitutionoflesshazardous Ab=orpUon

materials);administrativecontrols(suchas InJe©tion
guidelinesfor exposurelevels,training,safework
practices,ormonitoring);andpersona/protective
equipment(suchasgloves,safetyglasses,or air-
purifyingrespirators)Thegreaterthehealth
hazard,themoreprotectionisneededagainstthe
toxicsubstance
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INPUT FOR THE SSP

YourTurn...
We invite you to fill out this Input Form. Please detach and staple it on top of the
Comment Form inside the front cover, which is a postalle-patd self-mailer. Return

of this form helps to ensure the future publication of the Site-Specific Plan.

The Site-Specific Plan (SSP) is an annual report on Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management detailing the current status and projected activities. Public input is an important
part of programmatic decisions. This form gives you the opportunity to make comments and
suggestions that will be considered by INEL staff and will be incorporated into future editions of
the Site-Specific Plan.

V Please respond to the following statements by circling the appropriate number (1 = highly
agree; 5 = totally disagree). For the document to improve, it is vital that you also provide
explanations for comments given strong ratings.

This SSP is noticeably different from past years. 1 2 3 4 5

Information provided through an "issues approach" is helpful. 1 2 3 4 5

My idea of issues generally matches the same issues DOE-ID identified. 1 2 3 4 5

1learned something new by reading this SSP. 1 2 3 4 5

DOE is responsive to the public's interest and concerns related ER and WM. 1 2 3 4 5

Readingthe SSP is beneficial. 1 2 3 4 5

The "sidebars" aid the understanding of concepts, terms, etc. 1 2 3 4 5

Satisfactory efforts are being made to reduce waste. 1 2 3 4 5

The language and concepts are written at an appropriate level for me. 1 2 3 4 5

The graphics enhance my understanding of concepts and ideas. 1 2 3 4 5

The organization is easy to follow. 1 2 3 4 5

This SSP is more "user-friendly" than past years. 1 2 3 4 5

The layout is visually appealing. 1 2 3 4 5

To the best of my knowledge, the intormation is accurate. 1 2 3 4 5

The level of acronym use is acceptable. 1 2 3 4 5

The type of ER and WM information I want to see is provided. 1 2 3 4 5

The content is more detailed than I found useful or interesting. 1 2 3 4 5
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Cleanup work is progressing at an acceptable pace and thoroughness. 1 2 3 4 5

The public involvement process is clearly explained. 1 2 3 4 5

I would recommend this document to someone interested in ER and WM at INEL. 1 2 3 4 5

DOE is showing responsibility for its actions at 1NEL. 1 2 3 4 5

Is this the first INEL SSP you have read?

Will you also read the Site-Specific Plan Summary (new this year)?

How long have you been interested in INEL's ER and WM activities?

Are you an INEL employee or contractor?

How do/will you use the SSP?

What do you like most about this document?

What do you like least about this document?

Are there additional, specific ways (not mentioned in the text) the public can be involved
with ER and WM activities or with this document?

General Comments:

Thank you for filling thisout, This document needs /our in ).ut! .,
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